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introduction

It was humbling and pleasantly surprising when upon its release 
in March 2016, the first volume of this ongoing interview series, 
New York Studio Conversations – Seventeen Women Talk About Art, 
received enthusiastic, widespread support. That initial book not 
only inspired three different exhibitions and accompanying panel 
discussions at the Shirley Fiterman Art Center at the Borough 
of Manhattan Community College in New York (2015), the 
Macy Art Gallery at Teachers College at Columbia University, 
New York (2016), and the Indiana University of Art and Design 
in Columbus, Indiana (2017), but it subsequently entered the 
collections of numerous international research libraries. Within 
a few months, a second printing was announced. All of this 
encouraging feedback has helped to spark this second volume. 
At the urging of my Berlin-based publisher The Green Box, 
I eagerly shifted my focus to artists based in this dynamic city. 
My gratitude goes out to Anja Lutz for offering invaluable 
insight into the overall selection of interviewees.

As with the prior volume, Berlin Studio Conversations – Twenty 
Women Talk About Art aims to provide an intimate look at a vast 
range of artistic practices. Here, philosophies and intent vary as 
much as the choices of medium, which span painting,  sculpture, 
drawing, multi-media installation, video, photography, and 
sound-based work. Certainly, not everything can be covered, and 
yet what the reader of this book will be able to gather is that 
there are myriad ways to make or think about art today. As we 
are forced to maneuver through globally challenging times, art 
can be both outspoken and referential to current events; it can 
examine social structures and the human condition at large; it 
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a temperature. Artists are often able to grasp something that 
many already sense is in the air, but which has yet to manifest in 
concrete form.

In fact, language as an abstract concept looms large in many 
of these interviews. “I intend my works to articulate for others the 
very experience of alternatives, of the abundant  possibilities of 
life, of agency, of being able to choose”, states Katharina Grosse, 
which echoes a sentiment expressed by Su-Mei Tse: “What I do 
is to create little stages for human emotions, which will not be 
shown overtly.” When recalling her formative years, Jorinde Voigt 
reflected: “I didn’t have any language for what is inside of me, 
not at all. It’s not something I learned. Over time it occurred to 
me however that that is just as real as what is happening on the 
outside and around me.”

In many cases, the development of a specific technique, as 
well as the discovery or understanding of a particular material 
aided in establishing this kind of unique language. To Franka 
Hörnschemeyer, who has worked extensively with sheet rock, 
“material is something that consists, of course, of matter but 
mainly information.” Angela Bulloch, who gained critical acclaim 
with her multi-media sculptures in the 1990s, muses that the 
“digital language was certainly liberating and new territory for 
me when I was a young artist.” Meanwhile, it was after “trying 
to get rid of the texture of the canvas and any hint of a brush-
stroke” that Astrid Köppe started to develop her unique vitre-
ous enamels. Favoring ink on paper, Tara Mahapatra explains: 
“To me, drawing represents a particular way of thinking. If I draw 
a concept I have to be able to imagine it. Sketching clears up 
ideas for me.”

Overall, many of the artists share a drive to avoid repetition. 
Birgit Brenner stresses: “I don’t care about trends or  strategies; 
I have to surprise myself and nobody else.” This rings true 
for Svenja Deininger as well: “I will only focus on what I’m 

can be focused on the everyday or on transformative events; it 
can be rooted in the present or aim for an altogether different 
sphere, where time is fluid and therefore any issues associated 
with it are pliable as well. With an eye on variety, all of these 
conversations aim to capture particular moments in time. Rather 
than wishing to address each oeuvre at large, they focus on cur-
rent projects, thoughts, and ambitions. In that, I hope that these 
interviews will prove to be a valuable primary source for those 
studying any of the featured artists in depth.

“My work marks my way of dealing with and processing 
information that would otherwise traumatize me. It would be 
much more difficult for me if I didn’t get to make my work”, 
ponders Cornelia Renz, while Alona Rodeh says: “My work 
comes from the world, and the world has an impact on my work. 
That is naturally political, because the streets are filled with poli-
tics.” Annette Hollywood puts it as follows: “What is personal is 
also always political. As an artist I work within a certain system, 
whose boundaries I constantly brush up against.” Bettina Blohm 
clarifies: “I think that my works are about the world and its vari-
ous aspects as it is seen through my temperament.” To Alicja 
Kwade, “the work is about perception and questions how we 
perceive things and why we do so in a certain way. It explores 
how reality is being measured and defined.”

Despite their compelling differences, all of the artists 
included in this book regard themselves as part of a rich tradi-
tion. To some, this means to remain in dialogue with artists and 
movements of the past. For others, it is about uncovering and 
visualizing glimpses of history through their work. Still, what 
is evident in all of these conversations is that artists not only 
possess a keen eye for their surroundings, but that they often 
 succeed in developing a language that can formulate things that 
are otherwise too elusive to articulate verbally. This language is 
not about exact definitions, however, but rather about measuring 
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As in New York Studio Conversations – Seventeen Women Talk 
About Art, this book is accompanied by a portrait photograph 
of each artist, most of which were yet again taken by Frankfurt-
based artist Laura J. Gerlach. I am pleased to have them accom-
pany each dialogue. Furthermore, this publication has once 
again been organized chronologically, meaning that the text leads 
the reader from the most recently conducted studio conversation 
to the earliest. Though I had pondered structuring it conceptu-
ally or thematically, I found that the flow seemed natural as is. 
No position is like any other and yet, the current sequence of 
interviews ensures both a sense of eclecticism and continu-
ous rhythm. After a while, thoughts by different artists seem to 
correspond with each other, either contrasting or accentuating 
previously made statements.

It is important to note that each of these conversations devel-
oped spontaneously. Most of them were conducted in German, 
my native tongue, and it was a pleasure to be able to translate so 
many interesting concepts into English, the language I have used 
for most of my professional life. Although current or upcom-
ing exhibition projects often marked a launching point, I never 
arrived with a list of prepared questions. Due to that approach, 
each interview contains an element of improvisation; questions 
prompted answers that subsequently inspired further questions. 
As a result of this method, the conversations remained fluid and 
led into surprising directions, allowing for a spontaneous quality 
that remains preserved in the transcribed and edited texts. There 
is much to gain in the exploration of the different ways that we 
can see the world, absorb its mysteries, and reflect on human-
ity. Though the streams of thought collected here can merely 
embody fractions of a staggering mosaic, it is my hope that they 
will inspire further discussions, research, and the joy of looking at 
art in depth.

interested in and that means on things I don’t already know.” 
Friederike Feldmann formulated something similar as follows: 
“It is my ambition to not repeat myself – for my own sake. If it’s 
not challenging, I won’t do it.” In addition, many of the artists 
discussed the need for preserving a level of high concentration, 
which to some also implied a certain level of solitude. Cornelia 
Schleime explains: “If you want to go deep, you can only focus 
within yourself and not on the outside. If I tried to be current or 
fashionable, I would be afraid that I am leaving this inner place.”

Sense of place is another overarching theme throughout the 
following pages, albeit addressed from very different angles. 
Monika Grzymala, who creates site-specific spatial drawings, 
reflects: “When drawing is applied to space, it becomes some-
thing else. That’s when I can get in touch with myself and it 
pours out …” Susan Philipsz, who works with sound in various 
contexts and installations of incredible scale, clarifies: “Usually, 
the space comes first. I search for something, a hook, which can 
be the architecture, the acoustics, or the history. More and more 
it’s about the history of a place.”

The making of art can be a lonely profession and many 
of the artists included in this volume admitted to fleeting 
moments of doubt, when the fear of how the work might pro-
gress or whether what had been made thus far had true merit 
could be paralyzing. As viewers, we don’t get to witness these 
private struggles and often forget that to share one’s work with 
a public audience always means to invite criticism as well. When 
asked about how she has faced this kind of exposed position 
 during her long career, Elvira Bach shared a thought that should 
encourage many: “You have to be able to live with and know 
how to handle both negative and positive criticism. Certainly, 
as soon as a work leaves the studio, you become vulnerable. You 
have to believe in yourself. And I guess I always did, and never 
lost that conviction.”
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working with thE layEring of EclEctic imagES, you havE 
dEvElopEd a particular tEchniquE ovEr thE yEarS.
True. It is an important aspect of my work that it incorporates an 
assorted selection of found images. I frequently employ  collage, 
although you don’t necessarily realize this right away. This is 
due to the fact that I use acrylic glass. I will paint on the back 
of the front panel, as well as on the front and back of a second 
panel. Both are lined up behind one another and backed by a 
final, white foam board, on which I don’t draw. The latter simply 
allows all of my marks to gain clarity. Finally, a white frame made 
of Polyethylene holds everything together. The result is con-
sciously artificial and rooted in the world of plastics. Meanwhile, 
my preparatory studies are made on the computer; I will source 
or scan various images and use Photoshop to collage them.
you rEcEntly opEnEd an ExhiBition at galEriE torE 
 SüSSBiEr EntitlEd It’s OK [march 24 – april 25, 2017]. 
This exhibition marks the first time that I have created an instal-
lation, which involves a large wallpaper. I had previously tested a 

march 28, 2017
nEukölln, BErlin

cornElia rEnZ 
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Exactly. It’s almost as if you can physically enter the picture. 
I find that fascinating, especially as it is also a very new expe-
rience for me. It allows me to increase the complexity of my 
already multi-layered compositions. In this installation, both the 
artworks and the background are dense, enabling me to hide 
images that address explicit brutality and sexuality, for example. 
In a way, they become camouflaged. At first glance, you cannot 
detect the stranger aspects of my visuals as they are embedded in 
many ornate details.
SExual idEntity, Brutality, and carnagE havE BEEn ongo-
ing thEmES in your oEuvrE. do thE workS in It’s OK con-
tinuE along thESE linES, or wErE thEy inSpirEd By any SpE-
cific EvEntS?
It’s a little bit of a mixture. There certainly is a continuous con-
templation of power structures and the many different roles 
you can find in society. I ponder why we accept things as being 
(or having the right to be) a certain way. How do we justify 
inequality or the status quo with the simple argument that some-
thing has always been like that? Why do we expect women and 
men to behave according to these preconceived notions? Even 
though these subjects are now more widely discussed, there still 
is this lingering understanding of some things as being “natural”. 
In fact, you can see that these old concepts of gender roles are 
reasserting themselves. In the United States and after Trump’s 
election, we suddenly witness a new heated debate about abor-
tion for example, and the question whether women should be 
allowed to control their own body. One would have thought that 
this issue had long been settled. Another important theme in 
my work is sexuality and stereotypes of gender. From the begin-
ning, I have explored the notion of a loss of innocence. There 
are many visual stereotypes associated with innocence, such as 
a small blond girl with blue eyes. I am curious why the loss of 
innocence refers to something sexual. Why isn’t there a shared 

similar idea in a smaller project space, but this time it’s an official 
introduction. I sourced its motif from a comic strip. In a way, 
I’ve applied my overall approach to my work to how I conceived 
the exhibition space. My artworks are very colorful and dense in 
information; they are figurative and rich in associations. All of 
them seem to tell many different stories at once. At Tore Süßbier, 
the figures anchor the artworks, while the collage was extended 
into space through the huge wallpaper, which measures about 
2.5 x 7 meters. Two large artworks are set against this animated 
backdrop, albeit slightly askew. Everything has to fit together in 
the end, and I’m happy that the installation worked out exactly 
as I had envisioned it.
how did thiS intErESt in ExtEnding your work into 
SpacE and to work toward a thrEE-dimEnSional concEpt 
dEvElop?    
I’m not a classical painter and gave up the more traditional mate-
rials of paint, brushes and canvas a long time ago. Instead, I use 
markers, which I fill with pigments that I mix myself. Though 
I will use some solid shapes, most of my compositions consist 
of many built-up lines, which can be either long or dotted. In 
the past, everything developed within a set picture frame and as 
a result, I wasn’t interested in space at all. Only recently have I 
found it increasingly exciting. Then, about two years ago, I started 
to set my works against sections on walls that I had painted black 
or silver. I can’t really tell you what my original motivation was; 
I just suddenly had the urge. I think I simply realized that I 
could play as much with space as with the work itself.
in addition, you alSo EngagE thE viEwEr in a diffErEnt 
way. rathEr than prESEnting an oBjEct that invitES thE 
audiEncE to BE StudiEd up cloSE, you crEatE an Envi-
ronmEnt. in fact, you EStaBliSh a cErtain atmoSphErE, 
and BEcauSE of that you offEr a complEtEly diffErEnt 
ExpEriEncE.
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harkEning Back to lichtEnStEin’S influEncE on your 
rEcEnt work, i am wondEring whEthEr you arE alSo trying 
to rEach Back to thE Era of thE 1950S through 1970S that 
waS Similarly trouBlEd? 
Lichtenstein is important to me for two reasons. For one, I con-
sciously cite the graphic techniques that influenced his oeuvre 
and which indicated a movement away from the handwritten 
script. For a long time, my lines were derived from illustrations 
that I found in books on anatomy. Traditionally, these are wood-
cuts and so you have that particular Sgraffito. In the  beginning, 
I tried to translate these woodcut prints into etchings and color 
images thereafter. That’s how I arrived at developing my tech-
nique of working on acrylic glass. I’m interested in the fact 
that Pop Art questioned authorship in art and considered de-
personalization and seriality. It took the individual’s hand out 
of the gesture. Still, I might cite Pop Art, but I nevertheless 
make everything by hand. Secondly, I’m interested in simple 
phrases and slogans, which Lichtenstein used as well. This fasci-
nation goes back to about five years ago, when I completed my 
fellowship at Villa Aurora in Los Angeles. I was thinking about 
how the US and the former Soviet Union had each slowly lost 
their status as an international super power since the Wall had 
come down in Germany in 1989. I found that one could feel a 
sense of insecurity in the US about that even then. I began to 
wonder what happens when such a status dissolves? The Cold 
War had represented a clear structure of the world and it had 
been the cause for a steady race of arms, which in turn carried 
much of the world’s economy. In Germany, we experienced the 
question of identity in another way. After the reunification, many 
were wondering whether an undivided Germany could again 
pose a threat within Europe. In other words, all these different 
countries still have to redefine themselves and it is hard to tell 
what direction this might take. There is so much uncertainty and 

understanding that at a certain age, a human being can decide 
between right and wrong, and why don’t these decisions primar-
ily refer to violence? In many cultures, it is more acceptable to 
depict violence and aggression than sex. Why is that? These are 
some of the questions that have shaped this particular installa-
tion, as well as its title.
in fact, you litErally introducE thiS ironic titlE, It’s 
OK, into thE inStallation aS a viSual componEnt.
Yes. There are two works, which contain large speech bubbles 
with these exact words. It is one of several references to Roy 
Lichtenstein in my current body of work. In addition to speech 
bubbles, I further employ small dots. They evoke Lichtenstein’s 
compositions of pulp comic book and magazine images, in 
which he referenced the Ben-Day dots printing process. How-
ever, I don’t use the dots with any sense of mechanical precision.  
Instead, I provide them with a handmade quality. In one of my 
compositions in this show, there is an ongoing battle between 
tanks. One can’t decipher it at first, and has to step back a little 
in order to see it. There are two figures in the foreground that 
stem from a weapon testing site in Nevada. They are puppets 
that seem somewhat forlorn, standing in the sand, while one 
utters: “It’s OK.” Here, I’m questioning why we tolerate the 
explicit depiction of violence and why we accept it as a political 
tool. The other work that incorporates the speech bubble shows 
two Afghan children playing. There are several photographs on 
the Internet, which show boys playing with toy machine guns. 
However, at first glance, their weapons seem real. In this par-
ticular image, which I have used several times already, both boys 
are armed, but one is holding a machine gun to the head of the 
other. I had to abstract this image, as it is too much for me even 
when working with it, and so I replaced their heads with those of 
horses, for example. These boys are playing that they are killing 
each other, but “It’s OK.”
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a collection of instructions to help soldiers in the field and to 
bring them back to a stabilized condition so that they could fight 
even further. All of the illustrations in this book were incredibly 
graphic and rendered with crisp lines that are characteristic for 
woodcut prints.
it SoundS likE thE human Body iS BEing coldly aSSESSEd aS 
a functional oBjEct, a Biomorphic machinE.
Yes. I found it incredibly moving that this book was trying to 
illustrate something that is impossible to capture. How do you 
reconstruct a destroyed human body that has been turned into 
a mass of open flesh, broken bones, and blood? And how do you 
depict such a subject with crisp lines so that the image can serve 
as a manual for a true operation? I became very interested in 
the discrepancy between the actual subject and how it was being 
depicted. It also marked my initial inspiration for continuing 
with this particular technique and to create the kind of plastic 
world I mentioned before. Today, photographs would accompany 
this kind of manual.
in othEr wordS, it waS thE clarity and pErhapS StErilE 
quality of thESE linES that Struck you?
Yes. I wanted to use the same kind of clean depiction for things 
and subjects that are ambivalent and which are far from clearly 
delineated. Instead, these are messy, not rational or enlight-
ened and yet, we are somehow struggling to translate them into 
images. To find my own language took a while and it happened 
almost by chance. It was when working on a commission project 
for Kunst am Bau, that I discovered that if one draws on the non-
absorbent acrylic glass, one could get an incredibly sharp line. 
When I found that out, I immediately knew that I had discovered 
my material of choice.
By uSing pigmEnt markEr on acrylic glaSS, you wErE aBlE 
to takE thE notion of a pErSonal and intimatE gESturE out 
of thE linE.

I believe that’s the reason why people respond to simple slogans 
again. Due to globalization, the world has become too complex, 
everything has been scrambled, and I am trying to make my own 
sense of it. That’s why these simple phrases like “It’s OK” have 
become such meaningful elements of my work.
you mEntionEd that you arE finding your imagES, which 
you thEn collagE on thE computEr. arE thErE additional 
SourcES to thE intErnEt?
I studied in Leipzig and I would describe myself as a figura-
tive artist. So in that sense, human anatomy was an important 
 subject. As mentioned, I studied books on anatomy, but I was 
especially interested in medical illustrations that depicted the 
body while being cut open. That interest deepened and I soon 
looked at how women and men were portrayed. In addition, I 
use a lot of press images and pictures of the many international 
conflicts of our time. Another big field is advertising and I find 
myself increasingly sensitive to logos and scripts.
it SoundS that Early on you wErE drawing inSpiration 
from dEpictionS of thE human Body aS an oBjEct, BE it aS 
a mEdical SuBjEct or aS SomEthing that can BE catEgo-
riZEd. thiS rEmindS mE a Bit of your intErESt in what it 
mEanS to takE thE individual gESturE out of art. how can 
you dEtach a SEnSE of individuality from thE human Body?
One of the books that were very important to me was a guide for 
field medics from 1935. It discussed how operations could be 
performed during combat without the availability of traditional 
medical equipment. It was an incredibly ambivalent sourcebook 
for me. On the one hand, the book was clearly written in prep-
aration for World War II, which was still four years away back 
then. However, the pretense was that it simply wanted to edu-
cate in case the worst should happen. On the other hand, there 
was an entire chapter on racial hygiene, proving that the book’s 
philosophy was a product of the Nazi era. In the end, it was 
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interesting, because honestly, I can’t even watch movies that have 
any traces of crime or violence in them. It doesn’t matter that I 
know that they only use fake blood in those films. Meanwhile, my 
work doesn’t weigh me down in any way at all. That even applies 
to my last body of work, which is called “Good. Evil. Pfui.” and 
which is particularly intense. It originated during a residency 
in Bad Ems, which embodies a lost world of sorts. In the past, 
Bad Ems used to be a stately bath used by kings and emperors; 
today, it is just a sleepy town. While there, I realized that so much 
was happening in the world. ISIS was at its height in the sense 
that all these decapitation videos were circulating on the Internet 
and the massacre at the Charlie Hebdo offices in Paris had just 
occurred. It was too much to bear if I wouldn’t have had the 
chance to do something in response to these terrifying news. 
My work marks my way of dealing with and processing infor-
mation that would otherwise traumatize me. It would be much 
more difficult for me if I didn’t get to make my work.
SincE you arE dEaling with currEnt EvEntS and variouS 
iSSuES that continuE to influEncE uS, do you think of 
your workS aS documEntS of our timE?
Yes, I do think of my works in that way. Furthermore, I don’t 
consider myself only a figurative painter, but a realist. I couldn’t 
focus on abstract questions in a world where so much is going. 
It’s less of a conscious decision than it is a product of what inter-
ests me in life. 
do you viEw your work in contExt with othEr political 
artiStS of thE paSt, or thoSE who dEpictEd thEir timE 
critically? i am thinking of thE Neue sachlIchKeIt [New 
ObjectIvIty] and thE artiStS otto dix or gEorgE groSZ, 
for ExamplE.
Max Beckmann, another member of that movement, is one of 
my idols. I also like Dix and Grosz, as well as artists from earlier 
periods in time, such as Francisco Goya. However, I do have a 

True, and I liked this cold way to draw. Everything else, such as 
the use of multiple panels and the mounting against foam board 
happened naturally thereafter. I also liked the artificiality of this 
technique, as it reflected the gap between my subject and the 
 general attempt of rendering it artistically.
you havE uSEd thiS tEchniquE for many yEarS and in that 
timE your audiEncE haS BEcomE much morE uSEd to viEwing 
information on flat ScrEEnS. though your workS arE not 
lit up from within, thEy EaSily rElatE to contEmporary 
computEr and phonE ScrEEnS. your SurfacES alSo unitE an 
array of information within a complEtEly flat format.
Even though I will now watch something on my computer from 
time to time, I didn’t have television for years. I’m originally 
from Bavaria, where I was drawn to the many Baroque churches 
early on. Especially the mosaic glass windows resonated with me 
and I am still intrigued by the incredible color that these can 
produce. In addition, one often finds glass sarcophagi in these 
churches, which house various relics, such as fragments of a skel-
eton or an ornate garment. One day, I looked at my own works 
and thought that it was reminiscent of these religious objects. 
My works also encase macabre information within sheets of 
glass. Still, you are definitely correct that my works also relate 
to our contemporary flat screens. In both cases, all the informa-
tion is behind glass and in that it also appears somewhat distant; 
a lot is happening but we view this from a somewhat remote 
perspective.
it muSt BE Emotionally challEnging to rEpEatEdly dEpict 
diSturBing thEmES in your work. do you find that your 
procESS iS cathartic or iS it difficult to dEal with thESE 
SuBjEctS on a daily BaSiS?
That’s a very interesting question. I don’t think that someone 
has ever asked me that. Usually, I am blamed for confronting 
the viewer with subjects that are blatantly disturbing. It’s also 
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audience to come to their own conclusions and to form their 
own opinions.
arE thErE workS that arE ESpEcially pErSonal for you, or 
arE thErE compoSitionS in which you might EvEn includE 
pErSonal rEfErEncES?
The most recent works are usually the most vital to me. In the 
current exhibition, “Fair Play” (2017) is my absolute favorite. 
Another work that is rather meaningful to me personally is called 
“Der Hengst” [“The Stallion”] (2011). Sometimes my  opinion 
depends on the technical aspects of a work or the fact that 
what I wanted to show is really coming across. This applies to 
“l’origine et la fin du monde” [“The Origin and the End of the 
World”] (2009) and “Incroyable + merveilleux” [“Unbelievable 
+ Wonderful”] (2008). The latter is a triptych that focuses on the 
French Revolution and how it went from an idealistic vision of 
freedom, fraternity, and equality to a place where the guillotine 
and perversion ruled. Though this work is several years old, I 
do think of it as current again, especially after the Arab Spring. 
There are works that regain significance and then there are oth-
ers that I used to like more.
arE thErE particular projEctS or complEx ExhiBition 
 concEptS that you would likE to SEE rEaliZEd? in thE 
BEginning you mEntionEd that you arE intErEStEd in 
Exploring Spatial inStallationS, for ExamplE.
Yes, there are two concrete things. I also work with graphite on 
paper and I would like to see these works contextualized in an 
exhibition with my drawings on acrylic glass. In addition, I have 
an idea for a series of short video works and I would like to use 
them to increasingly explore space, pushing further off the wall.

problem with that term “political art”. I am more comfortable 
with describing my work as realistic. I am a committee mem-
ber and one of the two speakers of the Berufsverband Bildender 
Künstler Berlin [Association of Visual Artists Berlin]. That’s 
political work to me in the sense that I have particular ideas and 
try to realize them. To me, politics is what happens on the politi-
cal stage. Art belongs to its own field. In that context, realism 
describes art that considers daily life and the world around us, 
and which to me is my natural focus.
do you havE a clEar viSion of how thE viEwEr Should 
approach your work? it cErtainly haS to BE StudiEd carE-
fully from a cloSE diStancE to tracE thE facEtEd dEtailS 
and yEt, SomE ElEmEntS appEar clEarEr from afar.
That really sums it up. To me, the ideal viewer is somebody who 
will bring a considerable amount of time to study the work and 
who will be open to whatever it is that he or she will find. It takes 
time to both read my work and to see what kind of questions 
it might prompt. I don’t have a problem if someone deems my 
work horrific, but it can’t be studied in a rush. At first glimpse, 
my works seem to be very loud and eye-catching, but that’s just 
scratching the surface. To me, it is less important that viewers 
like my work than how much time they spend with it.
in a way, your work offErS thE viEwEr thE poSSiBility of 
taking a pauSE, to Study and rEflEct on SomE of thE dark-
ESt aSpEctS of our timE. wE arE conStantly BomBardEd 
with information, But in your handS it BEcomES finEly 
dElinEatEd, diStillEd, and froZEn in timE.
Exactly. That’s also why everything is easily decipherable in my 
work. When people ask me for the meaning of some specific 
details, I tell them that all the answers are in front of them; they 
are spelled out in the work. I also try to avoid explaining my 
personal interpretation of things and instead, I rather point at 
the sources for my imagery. It is important to me to invite the 
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you arE currEntly working on two upcoming projEctS, 
including an ExhiBition at kunStSaElE BErlin.
Kunstsaele Berlin consists of two exhibition spaces at Bülow-
straße, which are managed by two large collections. That’s where 
Streich und Strich. Wilhelm Busch und Ich [Stroke and Line. Wilhelm 
Busch and I, April 28 – June 25, 2017] will be shown.
how did you arrivE at that thEmE?
I recently worked on a series of drawings entitled “Lookalikes” 
that referred to or were inspired by other exemplary works on 
paper from different periods of art history, ranging from the 
Renaissance to Christopher Wool, among others. I was less 
 interested in the subject of these works than I was in how they 
were drawn. I was trying to evoke that sensibility and to gain 
inspiration from that.
you wErE Studying thE gESturE of thE linE and thE indi-
viduality of thE mark?
Exactly. That was my starting point. The result is a peculiar 
mixture of what I see and my own handwriting, which stems 

march 12, 2017
nEukölln, BErlin

friEdErikE fEldmann
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that I will get to show my work in another, and that I will develop 
a wall painting for the third.
thESE pEncil drawingS By BuSch arE charactEriZEd By a 
SEnSE of looSE SpontanEity that onE doESn’t uSually aSSo-
ciatE with hiS EngravingS. how doES thE format of your 
work rElatE to thEm?
My works are fairly large. They measure 102 x 72 cm, which is 
almost poster size. I enlarged them in the process, in order to 
get closer to Busch’s line. Meanwhile, we will provide magnifying 
glasses so that visitors can look at Busch’s originals in detail. 
It will also echo the experience I had while examining these 
works carefully in the study center.
you alSo choSE a diffErEnt kind of matErial. inStEad of 
pEncil, you arE uSing a Black markEr.
Correct. I get my markers in a graffiti shop. They are refill pens 
that can be filled with pigmented ink. 
what will your wall painting Entail?
It will be temporary and placed in a space that has the feeling of 
a typical 19th-century salon, including a stucco ceiling. 
it SEEmS appropriatE that firSt you Show SomEthing 
that haS BEEn prESErvEd ovEr timE, aS wEll aS workS that 
havE BEEn dirEctly inSpirEd By thESE hiStoric drawingS, 
BEforE offEring a dEciSivEly contEmporary poSition that 
iS tEmporary and can’t BE phySically prESErvEd. you arE 
following SomEthing that haS Stood thE tESt of timE with 
SomEthing that will havE to SuccumB to it.     
That’s well summarized. That’s how I thought about it as well. 
The concept for this wall painting is sparked by  Wilhelm Busch’s 
last story, “Maler Klecksel” (1884). It is a rather  autobiographical 
work by him. The protagonist is a painter, who is enjoying 
 considerable success. After he reads a bad critique of one of his 
exhibitions however, he goes to the editor of the newspaper to 
confront him. That leads to a physical argument between the 

from a completely different context. That led to a series of por-
traits and because these always develop in the same way and are 
based on the same motif, the inherent differences become very 
apparent.
if you think of drawing aS a form of pErSonal 
 handwriting, which poSition SEEmEd thE moSt natural to 
your own?
That’s how I arrived at Wilhelm Busch, in whose work I have 
been interested for a long time. Busch didn’t only illustrate 
 stories, but had actually intended to become an artist, and there 
are incredible drawings in his oeuvre. While working on the 
“Lookalikes”, I found an interior study by him, which was prob-
ably my favorite work within that series. So this year, I started to 
explore Busch’s drawings further, resulting in a series of large-
format drawings, which I titled “Das Große Album” [“The 
Large Album”]. I think that you can sense in these works that 
they go back to Wilhelm Busch. 
ESpEcially thE workS compriSEd in “thE largE alBum” SEEm 
to manifESt aS a SymBioSiS of handwriting and drawing. 
thErE iS a SEnSE of fluidity in thE gESturE, which SEEmS 
vEry cloSEly rElatEd to writing.
That was exactly the root of the project. I started to think that 
I would like to exhibit both original works by Busch and some 
of mine, which draw from his better-known, humoristic work. It 
isn’t easy to find originals however, and in my search I discov-
ered that the Berlin Kupferstichkabinett owns seventy drawings 
by Busch. I had corresponded with Andreas Schalhorn, who is 
a curator there, and made an appointment at the study center to 
see them in person. They are tiny, about 6 x 7 cm, and made in 
pencil. They are quite surprising as one usually only knows the 
images after they have been worked on and printed as copper-
plate engravings. The Kunstsaele has three exhibition galleries 
and the idea is that one of them will feature works by Busch, 
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the uptightness, of the room, and so I will use a shade of brown. 
In addition, there is a parquet floor, which already comes in a 
different shade of brown.
i would imaginE that at thiS ScalE, you havE to BE EngagEd 
with your EntirE Body to makE thiS wall painting. it dif-
fErS grEatly from how you approach your drawingS.
It’s completely different, even though there is an aspect of draw-
ing in the wall painting as well. The table-inspired shapes of the 
stencils remind me of silhouettes and in that they are all about 
borders and crisp delineations. 
many of your workS, ESpEcially thoSE Evoking curSivE 
writing, SEEm to hint at a riddlE, crEating thE illu-
Sion that thErE might BE SomEthing to dEciphEr. thE SamE 
appliES to thE taBlES in your wall paintingS, which can 
EaSily BE rEad aS nonoBjEctivE.
Perhaps it is easiest to explain it in regard to the writing paintings.  
In these works, I employed writing as an image. The fact that it 
seems to have some hidden interpretation was a device to stress 
the picture as picture. In these, writing was free of any meaning.
you wErE not commEnting on handwriting aS a vaniSh-
ing form of ExprESSion for ExamplE or aS an ExtEnSion of 
individuality?
No. Even though that is a side effect of course, it wasn’t the driv-
ing idea. I arrived at handwriting through the context of paint-
ing, where it reflects authorship. I also have a strong curiosity for 
other kinds of handwriting, which ultimately led me to look at 
my own. In general, commentary is something that doesn’t inter-
est me at all. I think right now we see way too much of it in art; 
art is supposed to comment on or have something to say about 
all sorts of questions and problems. To me, that makes a lot of it 
boring and predictable.
do you viEw your art aS a form of handwriting or aS a 
languagE?

painter and the writer, during which a table is used as both a 
weapon and shield. It goes back and forth. In a way, the table 
becomes the tool that stands between the two men. I already 
used this theme last year for Spööldeel, a two-person exhibition 
with the artist Alexander Wagner [Oldenburger  Kunstverein, 
November 18, 2016 – January 29, 2017]. In comparison, the 
composition will be tighter in Berlin so that the tables will look 
even more animated. I am currently working on a dramaturgy for 
these table-inspired forms.
do you pondEr how thE audiEncE might BE lEd through 
thE ExhiBition, altErnating BEtwEEn having to cloSEly 
approach cErtain workS to Study thEm and viEwing a wall 
painting that iS largEr than lifE from afar?
Yes I do, and because doors connect all the rooms in this case, I 
can plan ahead more easily. I can decide within which room the 
exhibition should start. I will show the wall painting in the room 
that is in the center so that one can dive from painting into two 
drawing rooms.      
how much room do you allow for intuitivE viEwing? will 
you havE viEwErS EncountEr thE wall painting without 
knowing thE root of itS contEnt?   
At first, the viewer will probably not even realize what the forms 
are based on. It will appear completely abstract.
you carEfully plan thE compoSition of thE wall painting 
on your computEr. do you allow yourSElf to makE Sponta-
nEouS adjuStmEntS on SitE?   
The shapes that evoke cutouts have to be set by the time I start. 
That’s why it takes me so long to develop the overall dramaturgy 
and decide how the forms should be distributed within the space. 
I either work with large stencils or I will tape off these sections 
myself. I use very large brushes, and the actual painting and 
brushstroke can vary while I’m there. However, I will also deter-
mine the color before I start. I would like to stress the Biederkeit, 
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like this medium so much. It makes for endless comparisons and 
it is within the context of this huge archive that you can easily 
tell if something new is being created or not. It’s much harder to 
pinpoint that when working with a newer medium, such as film.
BEcauSE of thiS tradition, painting Still manifEStS aS 
a languagE that iS EaSily accESSiBlE. it iS part of our 
 culturE and haS hElpEd to ExprESS our undErStanding of 
thE world for cEnturiES. you don’t havE to BE trainEd in 
art or art hiStory to BE aBlE to accESS paintingS or to BE 
aBlE to rEad thEm.
Our viewing of pictures always entails both the reading of the 
image and a search for meaning. You rarely ever just look at it. 
In my works I take the meaning away, because it is not about 
that at all. 
that alSo rElatES to onE of your EarliEr BodiES, in which 
you dEpictEd variouS oriEntal carpEtS.
That work dates back to the mid-1990s and it followed “Samm-
lung Feldmann”. I was searching for a motif, even though it really 
is about doing something, which will then lead you to  finding 
things. So I invented a game in that I picked a  different motif 
each day, it didn’t matter if it was derived from  photography, 
print media or observation. I made a painting every day and it 
was incredibly laborious in the beginning. After twenty days or 
so, I came across a commercial carpet catalogue with all these 
little pictures and I knew that I had found my  subject. I shrunk 
down each carpet’s size to a DIN A4 format, but I used a lot 
of oil paint, which ultimately made the texture of the paintings 
thicker than the carpets were themselves. First, I used brushes, 
and later I used my hands as well. It was a wild way to work with 
the material. Up close, it looked completely informal, but from 
afar you could tell that it was a carpet that was being depicted. I 
used wooden supports, but later I became unhappy with the four 
corners and started to apply oil paint directly onto the wall, as 

To answer that I have to go back a few steps. I didn’t study art, 
but rather stage design, and when I started to paint, my first big 
series was a collection of watercolors. There were 150 pieces 
total, each in the DIN A5 format. I called them “Sammlung 
Feldmann” [“Collection Feldmann”]. Culling from catalogues, 
postcards and other representations of art, I basically made bad 
copies of photographs and prints of artworks. The only rule 
was that they couldn’t be older than 30 years, my own age at 
the time. It was a way to gain some insight into what was being 
made at the time. It was a form of educating myself. From the 
beginning, I realized that there was plenty of room for interpreta-
tion by simply trying to copy something and without searching 
for any meaning. It was about looking and translating, as well as 
observing how my own hand was interpreting things. It’s always 
a combination of hand and head, which is hard to describe in 
words and which only becomes possible in the process of doing 
something. Another early work along these lines was called 
“Feldmanns Tischbewegungen” [“Feldmann’s Movements of 
the Table”]. I had a photo of a very simple, wooden kitchen table 
against a rather neutral background. I gave a copy of it and some 
watercolors to fifty people I knew, asking them to render it as 
closely as possible.
i am SurE that EvEryonE muSt havE pErcEivEd thE imagE 
diffErEntly and EvEn if Each of thESE fifty pEoplE had 
BEEn aBlE to copy thE imagE pErfEctly, you Still would 
havE EndEd up with diffErEnt intErprEtationS.
Yes. You can imagine how many different versions I received in 
the end, all of which tried to match the exact color and forms. 
Partially due to inability and partially because each  individual 
deemed another aspect of the work important, there was 
immense variety. It was fantastic. These projects inspired me 
to explore art by others. The fact that painting has such an 
 extensive history and is part of a long tradition is exactly why I 
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me, that is more stimulating than to paint a canvas. But even in 
the case of the latter, I believe it is hard to depict all the formal 
possibilities of a thought in one work. In fact, I will work until 
I don’t have any more questions. It would be unimaginable for 
me to tackle the same question over and over.
arE thErE workS that arE particularly important to you 
or would that alwayS BE an EntirE SEriES?
The work that I am currently working on is always the most 
important to me.   
in othEr wordS, you arE anchorEd in thE prESEnt?   
Yes, absolutely. It is my ambition to not repeat myself – for my 
own sake. If it’s not challenging, I won’t do it. There was a clear 
break in my work around 2005. Before then, I had continued 
to paint various motifs ranging from the carpets to Baroque 
 interiors, including the Amber Room, and the bedroom of Marie 
Antoinette. All of these were painted with thick oil paint or 
silicon. There were also Baroque altarpieces. All of these works 
referred to 18th-century art or earlier. Then, I was invited by 
the curator Michael Glasmeier to participate in the exhibition 
50 Jahre / Years documenta 1955 – 2005 [Kassel, September 1 – 
November 20, 2005]. I was one of twelve contemporary artists, 
who were asked to make a work in response to one of the past 
twelve installments of documenta. As a painter, I was invited to 
respond to the first installment of documenta, which had basi-
cally been a painting exposition [documenta, July 16 –  September 
18, 1955]. So I started by studying painting of the 1950s, which 
until that point hadn’t interested me at all. I tortured myself with 
that for an entire year until I was able to access it.  Ultimately, 
it was incredibly enriching and led to a major shift in both my 
technique and understanding of what it is that I’m doing. Within 
a year, I went from thickly layered paintings to the flat surface.
it’S intErESting that it waS again a SElf-impoSEd lEarn-
ing procESS that lEd to finding your voicE. EvEn though 

well. Those works were temporary and became about the mate-
rial of paint. 
iS thErE a moSt difficult StEp in your procESS? iS it thE 
finding of a motif?   
I don’t know if a most difficult step exists. Perhaps, I would call 
it the most insecure one, which happens when a new work is just 
emerging. I usually work in larger series and the moment when I 
start to separate from one body of work and first fall into a hole, 
almost like it was in the beginning, is certainly challenging. That 
experience of not knowing how the work will progress is some-
thing that artists have to go through repeatedly. That is usually 
followed by a phase of experimentation. There is a lot of trial and 
error and a lot of what’s being produced is just garbage. To me, 
that stage when you don’t know what form your ideas will take 
is certainly the hardest to bear. Usually, there’s a vague thought 
or wish in regard to how I would like it to progress, but I’m not 
sure about the form. It is the most insecure but also the most 
exciting step.
i would aSSumE that it alSo takES lotS of patiEncE and 
truSt in your aBilitiES. do you uSually likE to BE alonE 
during that timE or do you invitE collEaguES to diScuSS 
workS in progrESS?
During the trial and error phase when everything is still  primarily 
in my head, I always work alone. Then, when there’s something 
to show I will occasionally invite others in order to receive some 
feedback.
why do you chooSE to work in largEr SEriES? iS it to 
ExplorE a concEpt in itS variouS facEtS? or arE thE 
 diffErEnt workS a part of a largEr SEarch?  
Both. My wall paintings always reflect my ambition to have 
painting respond to a particular space. So in that case, there are 
as many variations as there are spaces to paint. I find it exciting 
to discover how different that inherent relationship can be. To 
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Of course, Abstract Expressionism was a movement that almost 
entirely consisted of men. I liked to take up this theme as a 
woman and to paint it much larger and in reverse. Furthermore, 
I enjoyed using a fine brush to create the illusion of a gesture 
and to comment on this concept of spontaneity, which is so often 
employed in relation to works of that era, which I would think, 
were hardly ever spontaneously made at all. It was my ambition 
however to reveal how the work was conceived as soon as it was 
being studied up close.
your workS from that timE wErE tEmporary and didn’t 
laSt longEr than a fEw monthS. waS that a painful thought 
to put So much Effort into SomEthing that iS flEEting?   
I thought that it was a beautiful thought, as not everything can 
be made for eternity. There is a limited amount of time when you 
can view the actual work; afterwards, only a photo remains.   
doES thE wiSh ExiSt to crEatE a pErmanEnt wall painting 
for a SpEcific SpacE?
No, not really. That would imply that there would be one ideal 
space for my work and that’s definitely not the case. Each space 
changes the appearance of the work. I like to work in a space 
with lots of doors and windows as much as I do in one that 
doesn’t have any.

it had a diffErEnt impact, thiS projEct’S intEnSity 
SEEmS to rElatE to your firSt Body of work, “Sammlung 
fEldmann”.
It is the exploration of another kind of art, but it also marks 
an exploration of my own. In that particular case, I was largely 
focused on Abstract Expressionism. I tried to evoke clichés of 
gestural painting, which already pointed in the direction that 
would lead to handwriting. The results were works that looked 
like gestural paintings at first, but which upon closer inspection 
revealed that the actual gesture was left empty as negative space. 
What was painted was the space around it. First I used canvases 
for this body of work and later I used the wall. In those cases, the 
wall was the empty space. It was a good way to incorporate the 
wall into the work. In 2006, I used this concept for an exhibition 
at Barbara Weiss Gallery [Friederike Feldmann, June 6 – July 22, 
2006]. I painted the edges of the gallery walls with a red brush, 
however it looked as if the walls had actually been red and were 
painted with a large white brush.
thESE workS play with our pErcEption of nEgativE and 
poSitivE SpacE, aS wEll aS with our concEpt of timE. wE 
don’t know what camE firSt.
Exactly. I became increasingly interested in the edge. I later 
made a wall painting for the Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, for which 
I painted everything black at first [Leichtigkeit und  Enthusiasmus; 
Junge Kunst und die Moderne, June 20 – October 25, 2009]. 
I established a black ground and then I added white, working 
from the edge inward. That process felt sculptural, as if chipping 
away at something. I even used very fine brushes to evoke lines 
that would have been made by the single hairs of a brush.
in thE End, what rEmainEd of thE Black wall lookEd likE a 
SpontanEouS and quickly paintEd gESturE, rEminiScEnt of 
variouS artiStS of thE aBStract ExprESSioniSt movEmEnt, 
Such aS franZ klinE or david Smith, for ExamplE.
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although you havE BEEn working with Sound inStallation 
for yEarS, your original Background iS in SculpturE. at 
what point did you rEaliZE that Sound could BE a mEdium 
to ExprESS SomEthing Sculpturally?
When I was practicing sculpture as a student at Duncan of 
Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee (1989–1993), I already 
started thinking about the physicality of producing sound and 
what happens when you project sound into a room. I became 
very aware of my inner body space and started thinking about 
it more as a sculptural experience, about what happens when 
you breathe, when your diaphragm moves to project sound. I 
used to sing as well, so it was while I was singing that I really 
became aware of the sculptural aspects of sound and how it 
can define a space. I was contemplating how to fill a room with 
sound and its architectural concerns. From then on, I consid-
ered introducing sound into my sculptural installations, some-
thing that intensified when I was studying for my Masters in 
Belfast. In addition to the architectural concerns, I also began 

march 11, 2017
SchönEBErg, BErlin
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though it was a live performance, it featured a disembodied 
voice. I chose to sing these melancholy pop songs in the first 
 person. I pressed a little button and downstairs one would 
instantly know that an announcement was forthcoming because 
of the ding-dong-dong. However, instead of something official, I 
chose to sing songs in the first person on themes of longing and 
sympathy by Nirvana, Radiohead, and The Velvet Underground, 
among others.
wErE you rEcording thE rEactionS of cuStomErS in thE 
SupErmarkEt or how did you documEnt thE projEct?
The BBC was actually working on a documentary about Beck’s 
Futures at the time and this project was part of that. They had a 
proper film crew and they were filming some of the reactions of 
the people. So it was much better documented than I would have 
done myself, even though I’ve become much more on top of my 
documentation by now. In the footage, it was quite amazing to 
hear the ambient sounds of the supermarket, especially as you’re 
normally not aware of whom you’re standing next to; you’re just 
focusing on your shopping. Then, all of a sudden, you’re engaged 
in your surroundings. That’s been something that I’ve been 
interested in since the beginning. You might just happen upon 
the sound in a public space unexpectedly or perhaps, you’re 
waiting with anticipation. In both cases, it is in the moment you 
 experience the sound that you become very aware of the space 
that you’re in. It heightens your sense of self, of the room, and 
the person you’re standing beside.
how much do you conSidEr thE audiEncE’S movEmEnt 
through thE SpacE whEn you concEivE a Sound inStalla-
tion? iS thiS SomEthing that playS a part in your crE-
ativE procESS or iS that an ElEmEnt that comES in only 
whEn thE work iS up and running.
Sometimes it is impossible to test what the work will even sound 
like until it is installed. In the case of “Study for Strings”, my 

thinking about the emotive and psychological effects of sound 
and song. 
wErE you highlighting thE individuality of thE archi-
tEctural SEtting By Employing Sound to crEatE a uniquE 
 ExpEriEncE in a SpEcific SpacE?
Yes, that’s how it developed. Early on, when living in Belfast, 
I was focused on working in public spaces, especially as there 
weren’t very many commercial galleries or museums then. 
I was involved in an artist-run gallery at the time, but I was 
more interested in exploring these abandoned spaces that you 
could find all over Belfast. So my work with sound and public 
spaces coincided. From the beginning, I was very concerned 
with putting sound into a space, where you might draw atten-
tion to its architecture, acoustics, or atmosphere. I was singing 
and recording my own voice.
to work with Sound in an aBandonEd SpacE iS vEry dif-
fErEnt from pErforming muSic for an audiEncE. in a way, 
onE could arguE that you wErE purSuing a morE privatE 
approach to Sound dEvElopmEnt. would you confirm that 
you wErE crEating Sound for yourSElf at firSt, pErhapS 
aS a way to intEract with a SpacE?
Yes. When I work with my voice, I tend to keep the recordings 
dry; I don’t try to make them sound any better in postproduc-
tion by adding reverb, for example. Even back then, I really 
wanted my voice to sound like an ordinary or disembodied one 
that could belong to anyone. In addition, I meant to create a 
sense of solitude. For instance, when I did my one and only live 
 performance, which was staged in a Tesco supermarket in 2004, 
I sang over its public address system but you couldn’t see me.
whilE your voicE muSt havE fElt omniprESEnt during that 
pErformancE, you kEpt yourSElf rEmotE.
Yes. Even though the supermarket was huge, I was in a small 
room with a microphone, three floors up. In other words, even 
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composed there in 1943. After the filming had finished, Haas 
and most of the orchestra were deported to Auschwitz where 
they were killed. Although the scores for the composition were 
lost in the camp, the conductor Karel Ančerl (1908–1973) sur-
vived the Holocaust and reconstructed the composition after the 
War. This story is just tragic, but a lot of visitors of documenta 13 
did not know about it. Still, they felt moved. In my work, I took 
the score apart before piecing it back together again in the end, 
but only with two of the voices from the entire orchestra of 24 
instruments. The result sounded quite discordant and broken. It 
didn’t sound beautiful as a lot of the music was taken out of it.
it goES Back to what you dEScriBEd aS capturing an 
atmoSphErE. viEwErS don’t nEcESSarily know what thEy’rE 
hEaring or anything aBout thE hiStory involvEd and yEt, 
thEy can SEnSE thE fEEling of thE ovErall contEnt through 
thE ExpEriEncE you providE.
Yes. It was so interesting for me to learn that from people who 
experienced that particular work. I think it’s partially because of 
the feelings I mentioned before, separation and distance. If you 
had followed the tracks around a corner, you would have come 
to a rail factory, which had been the first labor camp and a place 
where tanks were being built during the War. That factory was 
the reason why Kassel was so heavily bombed. So there is this 
menace just around the bend, but you wouldn’t know it when 
looking out into the hills, listening to the birds. It’s shocking to 
scratch the surface to reveal all of that history.
in a way, your work providEd a two-fold ExpEriEncE. 
thErE iS an inStant, SEnSory EngagEmEnt, and thEn thErE 
iS a dEpth of hiStory that can BE ExplorEd through thE 
work.
There certainly is the possibility for a layered experience. Sound 
is visceral and you respond to it immediately according to how 
it works spatially, sculpturally, and to how it resonates within 

contribution to documenta 13, for example, I could only imagine 
how the work would sound in that public space,  Kassel’s main 
train station [June 9 – September 16, 2012]. In fact, I was won-
dering whether it would be completely lost there. I had wanted 
to use this very large open space at the train tracks and the sound 
was to come from a distance. I made the work here in the studio, 
wondering what would happen once it became surrounded by 
all the different ambient noises. I was truly relieved when every-
thing fell into place. In addition, the work was inspired by and 
gained so much from that particular context.
did you pick thE train Station SpEcifically for your 
piEcE or did carolyn chriStov-BakargiEv, thE artiStic 
dirEctor of dOcuMeNta 13, aSSign you thE location?
I proposed the space, saying that I would love to work there. She 
agreed and it was quite exciting and nerve-wracking. After that, 
I went to Kassel and spent some time in the train station, stand-
ing at the platform’s end, looking out into the distance. I had 
worked with the themes of distance and separation before and so 
I thought this was something I wanted to explore as well in this 
particular work.
did you go Back whEn thE piEcE waS inStallEd to SEE how 
pEoplE rEactEd to it or did you prEfEr lEaving thE work 
alonE at that point?
We were there for the opening days and I also went back later 
for some proper documentation of the piece. People were really 
moved by the work, which was quite surprising unless you 
understood that the composer Pavel Haas had been interned in 
Theresienstadt [Terezin] in Czechoslovakia. In the summer of 
1944, the Nazi government had taken the Danish Red Cross on 
a tour of that concentration camp, which was documented in the 
propaganda film “Terezin: A Documentary Film from the  Jewish 
Settlement Area”. You can see Pavel Haas and his orchestra in 
that film, performing “Study for String Orchestra”, which he had 
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doES thE idEa for a work alwayS Start with a SpacE or do 
you alSo kEEp a notEBook with thoughtS that EvEntually 
can match up with a SitE?
Usually, the space comes first and I go and have a look and find 
something that draws me in. I search for something, a hook, 
which can be the architecture, the acoustics, or the history. More 
and more it’s about the history of a place. Berlin is an incredible 
city for that and it has been an inspiration living here. It’s just so 
full of history.
anothEr rEcEnt projEct that ExplorEd a particular SlicE 
of hiStory waS your Show at kunStvErEin hannovEr [susaN 
 PhIlIPsz: RetuRNINg, dEcEmBEr 10, 2016 – fEBruary 26, 
2017]. waS it thE firSt timE you EmployEd vinyl in your work?
No, I’ve used vinyl before. For that particular exhibition, I cre-
ated four new works, one of which involved vinyl records. I was 
fascinated when I learned that vinyl was invented in Hanover. 
The first vinyl presses were made and mass-produced there. 
Emile Berliner (1851–1929), who invented the Gramophone 
and gramophone records, was born there. In fact, after  Berliner 
migrated to the United States, he founded the United States 
Gramophone Company (1894), The Gramophone  Company 
in London (1897), Deutsche Grammophon in Hanover (1898) 
and the Berliner Gram-o-phone Company of Canada in Mont-
real (1899). I thought that was incredible. Meanwhile, the 
space of the Kunstverein is rather tricky in that it has a very 
long  reverberation time, making for lots of echo. That can 
be quite problematic and challenging if you work with sound. 
 Furthermore, all the rooms are interconnected in a big circle. 
So the first thing you want to do is to just pace around in a big 
loop. In other words, the concept for this show was inspired by 
both Hanover’s history in vinyl and the unique architecture of 
the exhibition space. I named it “Returning” after the title of a 
film that I made way back in 2004 shortly after I came to Berlin.

your body. It’s something that you cannot help. Then, when you 
become inquisitive of what this particular sound is or what that 
specific conversation was based on, you can go deeper into it. 
Meanwhile, the public space comes with its own ambient sound 
that can interfere with the installation. That especially was the 
case with “Lowlands” (2010), an installation I originally made 
for the International Glasgow Festival of Visual Art [winning 
Philipsz the prestigious Turner Prize that same year]. I recorded my 
singing of “Lowlands Away”, a sad 16th-century Scottish lament, 
and projected it underneath three local bridges leading over the 
Clyde: George V Bridge, the Caledonian railway bridge, and 
Glasgow Bridge. Because the urban context was really gritty, with 
water, trains and people overhead, it was hard to be completely 
taken away or enter into a state of reverie with the work. Different 
things were happening simultaneously and fighting each other 
and so you remained grounded in the present moment.
pErhapS, prESEnt and paSt wErE claShing, But you alSo 
hElpEd to tranSport a Sound and Emotion of thE paSt to 
a contEmporary contExt. thE SamE appliEd in 2000, whEn 
you wErE invitEd to contriButE a piEcE to MaNIfesta 3, 
in ljuBljana, SlovEnia. you rEcordEd a vErSion of thE old 
SocialiSt anthEm “thE intErnationalE” and playEd it 
undEr a puBlic walkway.
It’s true that sound and particularly song can be a trigger for 
memory. People have strong associations with the human voice, 
especially when it is unaccompanied. Of course, a lot of people 
know the song I used in this particular piece, but it’s usually 
associated with many people and a crowd. I used to sing it at 
demonstrations, for example. However, when it’s just a lone 
voice it suggests other things; it’s a lament to something that’s 
past and yet, it’s ambiguous. By putting it in a particular con-
text, it evokes new meaning and allows for a new way of seeing 
a place. As a result, it has a whole new life.
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that waS not thE firSt timE you had workEd with inStru-
mEntS that had BEEn damagEd, EithEr BEforE or during 
world war ii. iS that an ongoing intErESt of yourS?
Yes, it’s true. In fact I’ve been working on a series of war-dam-
aged musical instruments over the past few years and I included 
one example in that exhibition. It was the latest war-damaged 
musical instrument, which was a shofar. A shofar is an instru-
ment that’s used in Jewish ceremonies and which is an actual 
ram’s horn. A Jewish family had hidden that particular instru-
ment under coal during the War in order to keep it safe. Nobody 
knows what happened to that family but the shofar was found 
under this pile of coal and it had been completely flattened. The 
person who now owns it allowed me to make recordings from 
it, and of course it’s never going to sound as it once did. Never-
theless, I was still able to produce sound. And that was the case 
with all of the damaged musical instruments that I have worked 
with. All of them were wind or brass instruments,  meaning that 
they required the human breath to be played. So from the very 
first example on, which was a bugle with a bullet hole through 
it that I recorded at the Schlossmuseum Sonderhausen, these 
damaged instruments now require even more breath than usual. 
Of course, you’re never going to make music with these instru-
ments again, but they can still produce some very interesting and 
evocative sounds.
i kEEp thinking aBout what you Said EarliEr whEn talking 
aBout your inStallation in kaSSEl. your work EmBodiES 
thE wiSh to rEach into thE diStancE, pErhapS to Build a 
BridgE to thE paSt. thESE inStrumEntS allow you to rEach 
into thE paSt, not only BEcauSE thEy havE BEcomE hiStoric 
artifactS, But BEcauSE thEy wErE oncE imBuEd with lifE 
and phySical EnErgy, Such aS living BrEath.
Yes, I am thinking about distance and separation. Some 
of these musical instruments are very old, going back to the 

mEanwhilE, thE ovErarching thEmES of thE ExhiBition 
wErE Salt and tEarS.
Yes. For example, the vinyl record installation was based on 
seven tones. I recorded seven tones by rubbing the rim of a filled 
wine glass, whose water level determined the pitch. The tones 
made up a melody called “Lachrimæ or Seven Teares” by John 
Dowland (1604), which was really famous in its time. I had each 
of the tones made into a clear record, playing them together at 
the same time. So you could hear a little bit of the tune if you 
were familiar with it. Suddenly, all the arms of the record players 
would lift up, which produced a unique sound, as well. It was 
like a little ballet. I also made these salt paintings, for which I 
had soaked canvas in salt over a long period of time. This left a 
residue of salt on them, which to me referred to salt and tears. I 
was really happy with how it all worked within that space.
in thiS caSE, you had a thEmE that inSpirEd many of 
thE workS on diSplay. how do you chooSE your mEdium 
and dEcidE that SomEthing Should BE tranSlatEd into 
 SculpturE, inStallation, and Sound?
It’s a lot about spending time in the space. In the case of that 
exhibition, I had to think about how all the different pieces could 
work together. Because you couldn’t contain any of the sound, 
everything became married and had to work together. I hadn’t 
intended to make so many new works, but in the end the place 
itself was so inspiring. For example, I was allowed to work with a 
historical synagogue organ that survived the Reichskristallnacht 
[Night of the Broken Glass] and which has been housed in the 
Villa Seligmann in Hanover since 2011. The organ had been 
repaired and returned to its original state by the organist and 
conductor Andor Izsák, who let me make recordings of it in 
situ. The organ itself produced the sound manually by pump-
ing the bellows, and you could really hear all the creaks and 
the breath.
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Plurabelle, a character in James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, who also 
embodies the river. That was the original context. So it’s interest-
ing that people often cannot imagine that a particular work can 
be presented anywhere else, but then you find another location 
and it works equally well, if not better. For me, it’s also nice to 
show a work in a contained room, which allows me to regain the 
intimacy that I lose when I put things out into an open space. 
When I showed “Study for Strings” at the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York soon after Kassel, it was without the ambi-
ent noise. Suddenly, you could hear again how a bow is drawn 
across strings, the breath, and creaks. I enjoy working in both 
types of spaces.
do you havE an idEal location or fantaSy SpacE that you 
would likE to work with?
I do. Of course, you also have to be invited, but if I’m in a city 
and I see a unique space, I remember it. I would really like to 
do a project that involves all the train stations along the  elevated 
Stadtbahn in Berlin. Some of them have very  interesting  histories, 
such as the Friedrichstraße station. Until 1990, its  departure 
hall, which was built under East Germany’s SED regime, was a 
border crossing from the GDR to West Berlin. Because it was the 
scene of so many painful farewells, Berliners dubbed this  modern 
steel-and-glass construction the “Palace of Tears”. I would like 
to do an exhibition, entailing all stations, where you would just 
hop on and off trains to see it. I had this idea right when I moved 
to Berlin, but didn’t know anyone. I’ve been talking to different 
people ever since and hope I can realize it someday. You have 
to get some backing and weight behind you. In the UK, I have 
worked with the London-based Artangel, for example, an orga-
nization that has produced various art projects in unexpected 
places for over 30 years. It can really help when you try to realize 
something ambitious, but there isn’t a similar organization here 
in Berlin.

Crimean War or the Battle of Waterloo, for example. It’s like 
breathing life back into them. In 2014, I made a work called 
“The  Distant Sound” in Scandinavia. It spanned the entire 
West coast of Scandinavia from Denmark through Sweden and 
up to Norway. It was my biggest installation, entailing around 
600 kilometers of coastline around the Øresund and the North 
Sea. “The Distant Sound” referred to the sound that you hear, 
as well as to the “Sound” as a body of water between two land-
masses. Looking out into the water, I imagined that the sound 
would come from afar and the only way to achieve that was to 
transmit it by radio. One of the partners was Grimeton Radio 
Station and in the end that was the heart of the project. We trans-
mitted the sound out to these small islands that are common 
along the coast. These sounds would call across to one another 
from a distance. You experienced it from the land as you heard 
it from the sea.
many of your workS, no mattEr how ElaBoratE, arE mEant 
to BE tEmporary. iS it poSSiBlE to takE thE idEa of a work 
and rE-contExtualiZE it within anothEr SpacE? or do you 
SEE Each inStallation aS a uniquE and finitE projEct?
That’s something that I’ve been thinking about a lot recently. 
People have asked me how I would envision a retrospective of my 
work, for example, and whether I would have to show works in 
their original locations. I think in the end, there are other ways 
one could do it. We could find new public spaces, which would 
provide a new context and give the work a new life. People often 
say to me: “Of course, it won’t be as good as it was in its  original 
location.” However, if you think about it, the original location 
is here in my studio, where I make the work. “Lowlands” for 
example is associated with the bridges in Glasgow, but it was 
first shown at Isabella Bortolozzi Galerie in Berlin, which over-
looks the canal into which Rosa Luxemburg was thrown after 
being murdered in 1919. I was also thinking about Anna Livia 
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and I’m delighted that the city wants to keep it. Now, it’s on a 
timer and plays each Sunday, on the hour.
BonniErS konSthall currEntly fEaturES a comprEhEnSivE 
ExhiBition of your work, which alSo compriSES a nEw film 
[susaN PhIlIPsz: lOst IN sPace, fEBruary 22 – may 7, 2017].
The film was funded by the Konsthall and it was exciting to have 
a proper crew and cinematographer. The exhibition was inspired 
by the Swedish composer and conductor Karl-Birger Blomdahl 
(1916–1968). Blohmdahl wrote an amazing opera called Aniara 
in 1959, which is based on a poem by Harry Martinson. It is 
about this failed mission to Mars after people are trying to flee 
Earth because it has been damaged by environmental destruction 
and nuclear war. 8,000 passengers enter an enormous spacecraft, 
the Aniara, en route to Mars, but it veers off course and they’re 
doomed to drift aimlessly until they die. The opera is very progres-
sive and eclectic. Blomdahl also worked with twelve-tone, some-
thing I’m interested in, as I have deconstructed other twelve-tone 
compositions in the past. In this case, I took apart a composition 
by Blomdahl and have each of the twelve tones come from its own 
speaker. This time I decided to film one of the tones, the C tone. 
I chose it because it’s the very first one you hear in the opera. It is 
played in sequence by a violin and it sounds like a coded message. 
In fact, it is Morse Code for S.O.S. Aniara. It gradually builds 
up and other instrumentation is coming in. It’s a very full and 
complex opera, but it begins with just this C tone. My film “A 
Single Voice” (2017) depicts the violinist in a darkened space and 
the camera is orbiting around her as she’s listening for the C tone. 
She’s also looking at the monitor and waiting in anticipation for 
the tone to come. She’s really concentrated. You might not fully 
understand musically what it is, but then she’s having a conversa-
tion with the other tones that are around her. Each of the tones 
comes from a separate speaker. Together, they’re placed around 
the gallery, but again, they seem to be coming from a distance.

whEn doES your work provE thE moSt challEnging? do you 
EvEr run againSt a wall and rEjEct a concEpt outright?  
That doesn’t happen very often. Sometimes people might 
invite me to come and respond to a place, which I don’t find 
particularly inspiring.
it SoundS likE you SEE yourSElf EngagEd in dialoguE with 
a SpacE rathEr than that you arE projEcting a concEpt 
onto it.
When I was invited to contribute something to the Münster 
Sculpture Projects [June 16 – September 30, 2007], it was hard 
to find a space because it’s such a pretty town. I often tend 
toward places that are kind of forlorn or which have an aban-
doned feeling about them. I discarded my first idea and choice 
of location, because I knew instinctively that it just wouldn’t 
work. Kasper König was one of the three curators that year and 
he had really liked my first  concept. When I decided against 
it, he sulked about it for months. However, the work “The 
Lost Reflection (Das verlorene Spiegelbild)” (2007), which I 
finally produced for him for that exhibition is still there. It was 
installed at Torminbrücke, a rather ugly brutalist bridge where 
people usually don’t spend much time. When you look across 
the water, you see people looking back at you, making it seem 
like you are looking at your own reflection. I titled the piece 
after E.T.A. Hoffmann’s Story of the Lost Reflection (1815). 
In it, the central  character has lost his reflection to the evil 
courtesan Giulietta and her enchanted mirror. This tale is also 
referenced in Jacques Offenbach’s opera The Tales of Hoffmann 
(1851) and I recorded the barcarolle from this work. The latter 
is set in Venice and depicts Giulietta and Niklaus. I sang both 
voices, alto and soprano, and recorded them on two separate 
tracks. As a result, it seemed as if the voices were calling to 
each other across the water. I’m in a duet with myself, in call 
and response. The work is permanently installed in Münster 
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you kEEp workS from variouS pEriodS and of diffErEnt 
mEdia on diSplay in your Studio. you appEar to BE Sur-
roundEd By your hiStory. doES your work alwayS Build on 
what camE BEforE?
I would rather say that it’s always about the work in the  present 
moment. I am immersed in one piece at a time and when it’s 
completed, I move on to the next. It’s a continuum and over 
time, something new happens or a new idea occurs. What I am 
most interested in is staying with it, to always paint. Of course, 
my work has changed over time, but I always stuck with my 
 overarching theme: the woman as center of attention.
in fact, you havE dEpictEd womEn in all thEir facEtS, at 
diffErEnt agES and StagES in thEir livES. did thESE dEpic-
tionS uSually coincidE with what waS going on in your 
pErSonal lifE? you don’t makE SElf-portraitS, But do 
your SuBjEctS rEflEct any autoBiographical footnotES?
Everything and especially my personal experiences have influ-
enced my work. To me, my life and work are one. For example, 

march 11, 2017
krEuZBErg, BErlin

Elvira Bach
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Purple Rainboots”] (1978). Soon after, these works led to the 
figurative paintings. I just found the figure somehow. 
“ZwEi tagE in violEttEn gummiStiEfEln” makES thE viEwEr 
wondEr whEthEr it rEndErS a particular day in your lifE. 
it waS rainy and pErhapS SummEr, which might BE indi-
catEd By thE StrawBErry. thE lattEr iS an imagE you havE 
uSEd rEpEatEdly. do you aSSociatE SomEthing SpEcific 
with it? 
The strawberry connects me to my happy childhood. I still 
 benefit from that beautiful time in my life; I still draw from the 
colors and memories of those days. I grew up in the countryside 
with fruit and flowers abundant. In fact, I was born in the time 
of the strawberry harvest. My family owned strawberry fields 
and my aunt sold them, as well as cherries, plums, and apples at 
the green market in Frankfurt. These fruits provided the colors I 
grew up with.
whEn you StartEd painting your clothES, did you fEEl likE 
you wErE Studying yourSElf in SomE way?
In fact, it was a time when I almost viewed myself as if on 
exhibit. From my studio in the Oranienstraße, I would go to the 
Café Exil, a bar at the nearby Paul-Lincke-Ufer in Kreuzberg, 
which was a popular hangout for artists at the time. The Café 
Exil was a forerunner of the Paris Bar. Karl-Horst Hödicke and 
Markus Lüpertz would be there, among others, and they played 
great music. It was a place to meet each other after work and 
without having to arrange anything. I would wear whatever I 
liked,  showing some skin, and just stand at the counter by myself 
without any friends nearby. I felt it was like showing myself as I 
was from top to bottom. It wasn’t about being perceived as an 
object and nobody talked to me in a weird way. I just observed 
what kind of impression I was making. That was the beginning of 
my figurative work. 
that’S intErESting that thE momEnt you StartEd to oBSErvE 

when I became a mother, motherhood became a theme. Every-
thing that has moved me, that I have seen and lived through, 
has found its way into my work. Even though I don’t paint 
 self-portraits, there must be some features in my subjects that 
can be traced back to me, simply because I am the one who 
painted them. 
do you havE a cErtain routinE in ordEr to Start working? 
iS your day StructurEd in a particular way?
No, I am in the studio regularly and it is important to be here. 
I don’t necessarily grab the brush right away. Instead, I might 
start by looking at what I did the day before for a while. I like 
to be surrounded by everything and work without distraction or 
any interruptions. I can only work when I’m alone. I don’t always 
have all my works out and occasionally I have many canvases 
turned to face the wall. However, even then, I am surrounded by 
it, standing in the center.
you havE paintEd in variouS formatS and arE  comfortaBlE 
with working vEry largE. iS it important to you to go 
Back and forth BEtwEEn diffErEnt SiZES, which dEmand a 
diffErEnt phySical EngagEmEnt?
I prefer to work large.    
that allowS thE figurE to BEcomE largEr than lifE and to 
takE on an almoSt iconic prESEncE. thiS iS EnhancEd By 
thE fact that thE figurES arE uSually contraStEd with a 
SimplifiEd Background. mEanwhilE, thEy arE looking at 
thE viEwEr dirEctly and without hESitation.
Yes. I want to elevate the figure. I’m not that concerned with the 
background or perspective, for example. 
whEn did you BEgin to focuS on thE fEmalE figurE aS your 
corE SuBjEct?
It was around 1979. I had been painting the clothes I was 
 wearing and one of the earliest paintings from that period is 
called “Zwei Tage in violetten Gummistiefeln” [“Two Days in 
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discovered West Africa through my husband, whom I had met in 
Berlin. Like the Dominican Republic, Africa had an instant pull 
and I had the impression that I have something to do with that 
 particular place. I think you can detect that special connection to 
both the place and its cultures in my work.
you juSt mEntionEd muSic. haS it BEEn a StEady SourcE of 
inSpiration? do you liStEn to muSic whilE painting?
Yes, as soon as I get to the studio, I put on music and I play it 
very loud. I listen to Blues, Soul, and Rock ’n’ Roll. Particularly 
Blues and Soul move me very much and even more so recently. 
I used to listen to other stuff, too. In the 1980s, my studio used 
to be across from SO36, a music club that still exists. I only had 
to cross the street to go to a concert and listen to some of the 
new Punk bands, for example. That was fantastic, but ultimately 
I’m mostly drawn to black music.
arE thErE particular workS in your oEuvrE that arE ESpE-
cially important to you and which you kEEp for yourSElf?
Yes, I do. Those are usually works which in retrospect marked an 
epiphany of sorts. “Sophisticated Lady” (1982) and “Nachteule” 
[“Night Owl”] (1981) are two paintings that I would never have 
parted with, for example. In “Nachteule”, you see the woman 
showing the insides of her hands; she is without an alibi and has 
nothing to hide. To me, both of these works marked a beginning, 
when everything fell into place. I was able to develop a lot from 
then on and so they remain especially important.
in othEr wordS, thEy pointEd into a nEw dirEction.
Exactly, and I could never paint them quite like that again. They 
belong to a certain place and time.
arE thErE paintingS that cannot BE rESolvEd? do you EvEr 
aBandon a compoSition, for ExamplE?
No, I always continue and paint until I am content. After that, I 
start a new painting right away. If I do take a break, it’s only for a 
few days or a week at the most. Then, I will continue from where 

your own impact on othErS in a crowd lEd to making 
paintingS of Strong, confidEnt and aSSErtivE womEn.     
I’m not sure if I thought of these women I painted as particularly 
strong. In a way, you can also become strong through  weaknesses. 
However, it was a means to gather experiences, which in turn 
informed my paintings.
not long aftEr, in 1982, you wErE invitEd to partici-
patE in dOcuMeNta 7 By itS artiStic dirEctor rudi fuchS 
 [junE 19 – SEptEmBEr 28, 1982]. thE ExpoSition hElpEd to 
EStaBliSh your namE intErnationally. what lEd to thiS 
ExpoSurE?
Earlier that year, I was participating in an exhibition at Jes Petersen 
in Berlin. Soon after, along with five other Berlin-based artists, 
I was invited to stay at Altos de Chavón, an  artist  residency in 
the Dominican Republic that was still under construction then. 
We were among the first to be invited and so we were able to 
see how the studios were built. We stayed for three months and 
it was an incredible time. One day a telegram arrived. A  yellow 
piece of paper, which I almost didn’t take  seriously: “Am inviting 
you to documenta when are you back? Best wishes, Rudi Fuchs.” 
Other members of Die Jungen Wilden [The Young Wild Ones] 
like Salomé were also included. It was the international break-
through. I ended up showing some of the paintings I made in the 
Dominican Republic at documenta 7.
did your timE in thE dominican rEpuBlic furthEr impact 
your SEnSE of color?
I felt that my sense of color was confirmed. The colors I saw 
there, as well as the music and people I encountered, had a 
great impact. I had the feeling that I left a piece of myself there; 
a part of myself remains in the Dominican Republic. I also felt 
vindicated in the sense that I seemed to be on the right path. 
In the mid-1980s, I started traveling to Africa and especially to 
Senegal, which moved me on an even more profound level. I 
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in your work ovEr timE. in “diE andErE Eva” [“thE othEr 
EvE”] (1984), for ExamplE, you uSEd thE SnakE aS a promi-
nEnt prop; it doESn’t wrap around thE fEmalE figurE But 
rathEr iS drapEd around hEr ShapE likE a StolE. hErE, 
Eva aSSErtS hErSElf, graBBing thE SnakE with dEtErmina-
tion. in your dEpiction ShE iS cErtainly not a victim of 
BEtrayal. inStEad, ShE iS in control.
This work is one of several paintings tackling a similar theme. 
All of them were fairly large and I labeled them “Schlangenakte” 
[“Snake Acts”]. I was able to express a lot with the image of the 
snake. I didn’t have to paint a man, for example, because all I had 
to say about that I was able to do through the snake. In addition, 
I was interested in the fact that the snake means different things 
in different cultures. In ours, it is associated with the Expulsion 
from the Garden of Eden. In Africa, the snake is the protector 
of the house. As a visual image, you can depict it as something 
that doesn’t have a clear beginning or end. I often used snakes as 
extensions of hair or to wrap the figure in a threatening way.
would you Say that you aSSEmBlEd a pErSonal viSual 
vocaBulary ovEr thE yEarS? SnakES, vESSElS, and cErtain 
 accESSoriES, Such aS EarringS, arE among thE dEtailS 
that can BE tracEd in many of your paintingS.
Yes, these things appear ever so often in my works and they 
 definitely have something to do with me, but it’s not that specific. 
Sometimes, when I listen to other people interpret my work I 
discover things that I would never have thought of myself. It’s 
fascinating. People come to the paintings with their own stories 
and from their individual perspective. I like that very much. 
in that, a painting haS itS own autonomouS lifE aS Soon 
aS it lEavES thE Studio. at that momEnt, it BEcomES truly 
indEpEndEnt. thErE iS no longEr juSt onE way to pErcEivE 
it and it StartS to changE according to Each viEwEr’S 
pErSonal ExpEriEncE and taStES.

I left off. If I have a new idea at that moment, I will just weave it 
into the work in progress rather than starting something new. It’s 
really about doing. I don’t ever sit in the studio  wondering what 
I could possibly paint.
it SoundS likE your dEciSionS arE madE whilE painting. 
you don’t approach a canvaS with a clEar imagE in mind 
or dEtErminE what thE woman Should look likE or wEar 
BEforEhand.
That’s true. Of course, I run into challenges and in those cases, 
the process simply takes longer. Sometimes, I will take pictures 
of the work while they are in progress. I will take them home 
and look at them over night. That kind of distance enables me 
to see a lot. It helps me to gain some clarity about what’s not 
 working in the actual painting. Occasionally, it’s just a minor 
thing that doesn’t fit and which I didn’t recognize as a problem 
while standing in front of the work. Oftentimes, it would even be 
easy to just leave the painting as is, but something inside me tells 
me that it’s not quite as it should be. It could be due to color or 
form. But even the smallest change can alter the entire painting.
whEn you look at workS from thE paSt, do you rEmEmBEr 
yourSElf at that timE, mEaning thE pErSon you wErE thEn? 
or do you look at thEm anEw and mayBE EvEn aS if SomEBody 
ElSE had paintEd thEm?
All of my works are certainly rooted in their specific time. In 
my studio, I have stacks of old works on paper. I never took 
them seriously until I recently looked at them and saw them 
with completely different eyes. I found them successful and 
I was very happy about that. Still, it can also work the other 
way. A little while back, I saw one of my old paintings some-
where and I thought that there was something that didn’t work. 
It’s rare, but it does happen. Nevertheless, I will always stand 
behind my work.
thErE arE cErtain SymBolS and imagES that havE rEcurrEd 
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thESE diffErEnt formS or do you concEntratE on onE for 
an ExtEndEd pEriod of timE?    
Though I see myself primarily as a painter, I do enjoy the chal-
lenge of working with different materials. I also have made things 
in the past, for which I was being criticized then. I created some 
ceramics for Rosenthal, for example, a German porcelain manu-
facturer. I was told that an artist shouldn’t do that or shouldn’t 
make as many graphic works in order to remain free. But I didn’t 
care and in fact, I had a lot of fun doing these projects. When I 
work with glass in Murano, for example, I will travel there for 
a week with my plans in hand and work with professional glass 
workers on site. During that time, I will not do anything else. 
SpEaking of that particular matErial. you havE workEd 
with glaSS for many yEarS. in thE latE 1960s, you attEndEd 
thE hadamar School of glaSS art (1967–1970). waS glaSS 
an important SourcE of inSpiration? you Still work with 
pronouncEd outlinES, for ExamplE, which might EvokE thE 
lEad that BordErS Each panEl of glaSS. 
Stained glass was simply one of the first things I studied after 
graduating from High School. I learned how to translate a small 
sketch into a large work of glass. After that, I worked for an entire 
year for different glass manufactures, but I quickly realized that 
the medium wasn’t fulfilling to me. I felt restricted by it. That’s 
when I relocated to Berlin to study painting at the Hochschule 
der Künste (Academy of Fine Arts). 
you graduatEd in 1979 and thrEE yEarS latEr you wErE 
ExhiBiting in kaSSEl. your carEEr gathErEd momEntum and 
thEn, in 1984, you StartEd a family, ExpEcting your firSt 
child. it muSt havE BEEn difficult to havE thESE major 
lifE changES happEn almoSt at oncE.
I was already able to live off my artwork when I got pregnant and 
that’s important. I hardly stopped painting; I didn’t even take off 
four weeks. I instantly knew that I would need to preserve my 

I also don’t always remember everything I painted. The other 
day, a friend asked me about one of my paintings that involved 
a baby, among others. I told her that I never painted such a 
 subject. When I looked at the work she mentioned, I discovered 
that there is indeed a baby in the composition. I painted it when 
I was pregnant with my first son Lamin. It’s an example how life 
impacts the work, but that it’s not always conscious.
would you dEScriBE your workS aS diariStic?
No, I wouldn’t. I think of them as telling different stories from 
life, however. I believe that you can only paint a baby, bottle, 
and bottle warmer, if you’ve experienced that yourself. Why 
would you paint that if you don’t have kids? I think my works 
largely gathered attention because I painted women differently 
than my male colleagues. As a woman, I know so much about 
them and have a different perspective. I made them the center 
of attention and didn’t frame them with lots of other things or 
stories.
do you aSSociatE cErtain narrativES with thE womEn you 
paint? do you imaginE thEm aS having a cErtain agE, 
lifE, or charactEr?     
No, I don’t. I just paint what moves me and how I can  understand 
it from my point of view. Once, I observed a woman wearing a 
burqa with a man who was looking at his cell phone the whole 
time. I pulled my own scarf down and put my glasses on to try 
to experience something similar in my way. I also work with fans 
and disguise. 
do you makE SkEtchES or do you draw dirEctly on thE 
canvaS?
I don’t make preparatory studies. I do have sketchbooks that 
I carry with me to take note of ideas that occur to me outside 
the studio. 
you work in variouS mEdia, ranging from painting to 
printS and SculpturE. do you go Back and forth BEtwEEn 
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free headspace in the studio. So I hired a male sitter, who was 
with my son from the morning until I returned from the studio 
at night. I knew that four hours just wouldn’t be enough time for 
me to get settled and start on something. I had to have my head 
free and was convinced that if I allowed myself enough hours, 
everything would be OK. Of course, your life changes in many 
ways. I would come home at night instead of going out. I had 
to organize everything, but I knew that if I were to take a break, 
my career would have been over. My second son was born eight 
years later and I made the same arrangements then again. That’s 
the big rift in society. There are so many women that are very 
well educated, begin to work, have a child, and then … oops, 
a lot of time has passed somehow. It’s very difficult and to be 
honest, I don’t envy anyone for that. Still, I included my family 
whenever I could and I took my sons to as many events and 
exhibitions as possible. 
did you EnviSion your lifE or carEEr in any particular 
way?
No, I didn’t have any ideas about my life. I wasn’t intent on 
 having a family and I didn’t pursue any particular goals. I let 
everything approach me. 
how aBout criticiSm? haS it BEEn difficult to havE your 
work BE part of a puBlic diScuSSion?
You have to be able to live with and know how to handle both 
negative and positive criticism. Certainly, as soon as a work 
leaves the studio, you become vulnerable. You have to believe in 
yourself and I guess, I always did and never lost that conviction. 
I just thought that this is my expression and my voice. This is me 
and others make other things.
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you will BE ExhiBiting at thE BiEnnalE di vEnEZia latEr 
thiS SummEr [may 13 – novEmBEr 26, 2017]. do you alrEady 
know Exactly what you will contriButE?
Theoretically, I should have known and also registered my 
 concept several months ago. However, I do reserve the right 
to tear down, burn and throw away absolutely everything until 
three hours before the opening if necessary. My contribution will 
be a large, interior installation, which will incorporate elements 
that I have used before, but this time in a more theatrical sense, 
including new conceptual elements, and creating an evolutionary 
circle. I will also incorporate the audience into the work.  Viewers 
will not have to act or interact in any specific way, but they will 
still be an integral part of the work, which overall will consist 
of several sculptural elements. Each element can only work in 
correspondence with another, as well as within these various 
relationships. The work will embrace a new experiment, some-
thing that I have always meant to pursue, which is to really use 
the viewer. It has nothing to do with classic performance, but 
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SEnSE of chorEography and pErhapS chorEographing thE 
audiEncE’S movEmEntS?
Yes, a little bit as there is choreography involved in how the 
 different objects relate to each other. For the first time, this work 
embraces a vertical movement of growth, which indicates time. 
This creates an illusion that certain objects seem to grow in dif-
ferent places, before they diminish in others. Through the use 
of mirrors, I will create an effect evocative of animation films 
that will add another component to the sculpture and which can 
intensify through the movements of the viewer. The latter will be 
largely decided by how I establish the overall structure, and in 
that sense there will be a choreographic element.
you arE crEating a StatE of uncErtainty that intEnSifiES 
aS thE viEwEr movES through thE inStallation and ExpEri-
EncES it from diffErEnt pErSpEctivES.
Through the themes of expectation, anticipation, and repetition, 
I will create a situation in which the viewer will end up doubt-
ing his certainty of what has transpired. The installation begins 
with the main protagonist, a petrified tree that I found and which 
is about 150 million years old. I am translating it back into its 
original material of wood, which makes for unusual jumps within 
the linear concept of time. Because we grow in one direction, 
we only experience time as going forward. This is not true how-
ever and it’s a big breaking point, which nobody has been able 
to really resolve yet. It’s a moment I’m  exploring and am trying 
to explain to myself and so I’m aiming to break with this linear 
approach. Furthermore, I’m trying to use time both as a theo-
retical and active component within the installation.
how do you dEvElop a projEct of thiS complExity and what 
arE thE firSt StEpS? you mEntionEd that you had thE wiSh 
to activatE thE audiEncE aS an intEgral part of thE work 
for a long timE, for ExamplE. do you havE a notEBook, in 
which you writE down Such idEaS?

rather a sense of repetition. If it works, the viewer will be placed 
in a rather uncertain space, where I’m trying to confuse his or 
her concept of time. The work will provide a constant déjà vu 
experience.
you arE introducing a StatE of uncErtainty in which thE 
audiEncE will quEStion rEality, wondEring whEthEr thEy 
havE alrEady SEEn and ExpEriEncEd cErtain ElEmEntS?
Exactly. The work is about perception and questions about how 
we perceive things and why we do so in a certain way. It explores 
how reality is being measured and defined. What is reality based 
on? Is it language, because it names something? Or is it the 
 material with which something is made, is it information about 
form, or is it the chemical composition? These are contempla-
tions I explore all the time and especially as they are reflected 
in the eyes of the audience. The world changes, depending on 
the position of the viewer. I’m interested in these ideas in an 
 evolutionary and philosophical context. Is a tree more a tree than 
a chair, which is made from a tree? I wonder who decides that 
and who calls it out, which mechanisms are at play?  Hopefully, 
through this work, which is conceived with a large audience 
in mind, these questions become relative, as the viewer moves 
within and in response to it.
iS it important that viSitorS can watch Each othEr 
 during thiS ExpEriEncE?
It is my hope that this will happen automatically because of the 
architectural structure I developed, but I won’t know for certain 
until I see the work installed. The structure will allow for  people 
and objects to disappear and suddenly reappear in different 
places and in a different form. I will have to see whether it 
works exactly how I envision it. If it does, viewers will automati-
cally become a part of the work, no matter whether they want 
to or not.
would you go aS far aS to Say that you arE Employing a 
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I decide that something is good as it is, and in no other way. In 
the end, even the decision of whether I base it on a 75 numeral 
system or a 33 one is rooted in intuition and in my opinion of 
that one moment.
do you look at thE ovErall compoSition of thE  inStallation 
aBStractly and pErhapS gEomEtrically?
Absolutely! There are always two levels for me, which have 
to function together or otherwise everything will fall apart. It 
would be difficult to just let either the formal structure or the 
content speak for itself. To me, it is definitely necessary that 
I am pleased with the overall form of the work and that the 
observer can enjoy it because everything seems to relate in a 
harmonious order. Nevertheless, I have my reasons why I work 
in this  particular way and without these I couldn’t work at all. It 
would be impossible for me to just think about form. However, 
it is when form and content come together seamlessly that I am 
content with a work.
you ExplorE thE thEmE of ExpEriEncE in a widEr  contExt. 
would you Say that noStalgia iS an aSpEct that you 
addrESS aS wEll? for ExamplE, SomE of your inStallationS 
havE includEd oBjEctS that rEflEct a particular Era and 
thErEforE hiStoric contExt. i am thinking ESpEcially 
of thE kaiSEr idEll lampS, which thE BauhauS dESignEr 
chriStian dEll producEd in thE 1930S and which you 
havE uSEd rEpEatEdly. it iS a lamp that waS uSEd on many 
 gErman work dESkS at thE timE.   
If nostalgia comes into my work it is simply as a byproduct. I’m 
not a proponent of nostalgia, by any means. Of course, when I 
use an object like the Kaiser Idell lamp, I am conscious of its 
 historic and social context. I am aware that it was produced 
between 1933 and 1942, for example, and I know what hap-
pened during that time. I also think about the films in which that 
object was included and how the audience might read it.

First, I have interests. There is something that interests me and I 
will start to research and read about it and try to understand it. I 
will pursue a certain direction without knowing where it will lead. 
In this particular case, the themes were relatively familiar and I 
didn’t have to invent everything from scratch. Rather, I had to 
find a compositional form and resolve the technical aspects. With 
the latter I don’t mean how to construct things, but the function-
ality of the installation. At that point I will start  building, using 
a model in a 1:20 format. I think in this case, I built the model 
about twenty times, trying it out over and over, and destroying it 
each time. After a while I reach a point when I feel that it works 
in terms of content and form. I will also think of a certain inner 
logic, which has to be embedded in the structure. To me, there 
has to be a logic behind the reason why I use certain numbers for 
sizes and objects, for example. This is not necessarily important 
for the viewer, but it is to me and it has to be 100% plausible. I 
have to know why I’m doing it in this and not in any other way; 
every step and in its minute detail.
do you mEan that thE mEaSurEmEnt of thE diStancE BEtwEEn 
two oBjEctS iS SpEcific and that thE numBEr of that 
lEngth haS a particular mEaning?
Not necessarily, but it is based on a certain logic. It is very 
rare that there are components that just exist within the work, 
although that can happen of course. Otherwise, one would go 
insane. Still, it is important to me so that I am absolutely sure 
and know why I’m doing something.
doES your work Still allow room for improviSation and 
intuition?
Yes, of course. I don’t think that creative work is possible without 
intuition. In a way, it’s what motivates you to make art. It would 
be difficult if not impossible to try to be an artist based on logical 
calculations. Intuition is also a form of passion. At times, there 
are certainly formal decisions that are being made, such as when 
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how do you uSE color? iS it to introducE cErtain 
accEntS, draw attEntion or iS it rathEr arBitrary? iS it 
 important to you that thE tonality of your inStallationS 
iS BalancEd?   
To be honest, I’m not very interested in color. It’s not an  attribute 
that excites me in any particular way. Usually the overall palette 
happens to be made of the colors that are unique to the objects 
and materials involved. Copper will be copper, aluminum will be 
aluminum, and wood will be wood. I also never change things to 
look differently.
in othEr wordS, you do not manipulatE any of thE compo-
nEntS to crEatE thE illuSion of SomEthing ElSE.     
I want my objects to speak a clear language. I don’t want wood 
to look like metal, for example. If I use wood, I use it for the very 
reason that it is wood. I don’t want it to look different from how 
it usually looks. If the object is something that I have found, 
I won’t alter it. The authenticity of an object is always more 
important to me than my desire to change its color. However, 
when I have an installation such as this one, in which several 
objects are involved, I will certainly decide whether the copper-
colored object should be next to the wooden one. That goes back 
to my ambition to find a balanced form.
what iS onE of thE BiggESt challEngES you run up againSt 
in your work? whEn do you puSh againSt your limitS?   
In a way, I encounter that all the time. Works such as this one, 
which you can’t see and test until they are installed are certainly 
challenging. I come up with a concept and I have a model, but 
I won’t really be able to view the work until it is on site. That’s 
certainly emotionally challenging, because I can’t test and truly 
review the work. If I am focused on a smaller work, I can walk 
around it fifty times and decide whether it is successful in my 
eyes or whether I need to change something. That’s simply not 
possible in this case. I will assemble it in Venice for the first 

do you uSE that kind of oBjEct BEcauSE of thiS contExt, 
or iS thE lattEr Simply SomEthing that iS attachEd to an 
oBjEct you chooSE BEcauSE of aESthEtic rEaSonS?
I might also choose it because of its context, but that is not 
the case with every single object I incorporate in my work. On 
the one hand, I choose it because of its background and the 
 meaning, time, and perception of time that are embedded in it. 
It is something I can use if I know that I can rely on the fact that 
it is read in that manner. On the other hand, there are certain 
codes that everyone can decipher, but which are less specific. For 
example, one might associate a mint green with the 1920s, which 
then triggers several associations. Or you will see a  combination 
of brown and orange and immediately think of the 1970s. That 
is something you can employ stylistically. Meanwhile, it is 
 important to me that one can right away recognize objects for 
what they are, meaning I will use a lamp that looks the most like 
a lamp or better, like our perceptions of a lamp. I will use the 
clock that looks like our most common concept of a clock if you 
were to imagine it rather than pointing to one. Perhaps, that’s 
why nostalgia comes into my work, because I use design objects 
that have universal appeal; they are rather minimal renditions of 
what they are.
mEanwhilE, your work doES involvE an Emotional com-
ponEnt, EvEn though it might BE hard to pin down what 
promptS it. you havE workEd with Sound, for ExamplE, 
which can havE an Emotional impact without BEing 
 concrEtE or EvEn that familiar. wE don’t know why wE 
ExpEriEncE cErtain thingS Emotionally in thE way wE do.
That’s exactly what I mean. It all depends on your perspective. 
If you think of the 1970s you might have a certain feeling that 
might even be nostalgic. I think it’s interesting to use that. If you 
hear the ticking of a clock, you will experience a similar sensation 
and emotional response as 99% of the people who hear the same.
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This is changing and it depends on what I am working on. Still, 
there are works about which I think that I managed to bring my 
idea exactly to the point. At this very moment, I would count 
my “Time Zone” series among them. These works consist 
of metal rods in the shape of the boundary lines between the 
Earth’s time zones, which I combined and built on top of each 
other. I did a lot with this idea and although some examples 
worked better than others, they all reflect something that is not 
always achieved; I found some information and gave it a mate-
rial form. In  addition, I shifted the perspective we usually have 
when  studying this information. You are looking at a sculpture 
and not at a map. So that was one case when I thought the work 
was especially successful, I absolutely back the value-dependency 
metal board pieces, which are portraying a very short moment 
of the metal market. Sometimes, it also depends on the space 
where the work is installed. In 2013, I showed a pendulum at 
Galerie König in Berlin and that worked very well for me, too. 
I also think that my sculpture, which shows two lamps holding 
a mirror, brings the idea to the point. I am also proud of the 
fact that I used three-dimensional scanners very early on, even 
though it wasn’t evident in the final work. It wasn’t my intention 
to show that I employed this technology, but rather to obscure 
elements in an unexpected way. That was something that I had 
to work hard at, because in 2008 that technology was still almost 
unaffordable and you could only use it minimally. Today, it is 
something I use all the time.
would you dEScriBE your work aS part of a largEr Study 
or doES it rEflEct an anSwEr to whatEvEr  quEStion you 
havE BEEn rESEarching?
The work is definitely never meant as an answer, not for others 
or for myself. I’m also not trying to find a result. To me, my work 
visualizes the questioning of things that interest me, but rather 
than leading to an answer this will raise further questions.

time, and that’s what it will have to be. I might be able to alter 
small details, but overall, it is a jump into the cold water. There’s 
no way back. In addition to being very large, the installation is 
elaborate, work intensive and expensive and so it needs to have a 
certain weight.
whEn you look Back at oldEr workS, do you find that you 
pErcEivE thEm diffErEntly? do thEy changE in your EyES 
aftEr having gainEd SomE diStancE from thEm?
Very much so. In fact, I can only judge my own work after hav-
ing gained a certain distance. That is pretty impossible to do at 
the moment when it is freshly installed for the first time. I am 
usually very insecure at that stage and undecided, finding the 
work 50% fantastic and 50% off the target. I certainly don’t try 
to show that, but I am wavering. After a year or several months 
later, I am absolutely able to judge the work and so my opinion 
and perception of it does change over time.
your complEx inStallationS cErtainly makE it difficult 
to gain that kind of diStancE BEforE thEy arE prESEntEd 
in thE contExt of an ExhiBition. it’S not aS SimplE aS 
 turning an oil painting to thE wall to rEviEw it at a latEr 
datE. your work iS uSually complEtE whEn it iS inStallEd 
for thE audiEncE. howEvEr, in thE caSE of your contriBu-
tion to thE vEnicE BiEnnial, it will BE thE audiEncE who 
will complEtE thE work.
That’s right, but it is not just about the object itself; one might 
also judge the underpinning concept differently after a while. 
After a year, I might find that the theme was rather far-fetched or 
that it was absolutely correct and on target. Usually, the  simpler 
something is the better I like it. I don’t mean simplified, but 
rather that there is a direct translation from the idea to form.
iS thErE a work or a Body of work that haS particular 
mEaning to you and which you think of aS ESpEcially 
SuccESSful?
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is it continuously taught to younger generations? I am inter-
ested in why these kinds of things are anchored in our society 
and accepted as fact. It’s not that the individual would necessar-
ily define it as that important, but society as a whole accepts it. 
This goes back to what we are taught and how we learn what’s 
valuable and what’s not. It’s based on a social agreement without 
which we couldn’t live together in groups that count more than 
150 people, which is the magical number. In the 1990s the Brit-
ish anthropologist Robin Dunbar proposed that humans could 
only comfortably maintain 150 stable relationships, for example.
would you Say that your work might alSo SErvE aS a mEta-
phor for our currEnt political climatE, whEn ExtrEmE 
groupS Blindly purSuE thEir BEliEfS and arE unaBlE to 
Shift thEir pErSpEctivE?
I don’t know, maybe. I am never interested in specific groups or 
in a specific time. I am concerned with human beings per se. I 
am curious why human aggressions exist and how groups of peo-
ple behave and have behaved on this planet. I don’t draw from 
current events for my work, although I certainly pay attention as 
a private person. It is not my ambition to comment on my time. 
My interests are more generalized: what encourages us to do and 
leave certain things, to make agreements or break some. Is this 
due to hormones, evolution or socialization?

in rEgard to thESE thingS that intErESt you and which 
Spark your work, do you find thEm on thE intErnEt, arE 
thEy SourcEd from litEraturE or viSualS uSEd in filmS?      
They are rarely visual. Instead, visuals are things I discover when 
researching formal solutions. I do read a lot of nonfiction and 
use many different sources. I’m not interested in novels at all. I 
read in fragments and I hardly ever read something from start to 
finish. Something will interest me and I will look something up, 
stop, read something else, and maybe google what I have read; I 
might wonder where the word comes from and what it is made of. 
It is perhaps derived from a particular science and that will then 
lead to the beginning of a larger topic. It’s not important that 
I understand it completely or know why the different elements 
relate to each other in a particular way. The question of why is 
enough to bring up many others, which become significant. It’s a 
form of multiplication and I try to give that a physical form.
in othEr wordS, your work BEginS with a quEStion mark?
Yes. I find something curious or strange and I will read up on 
it to better understand it. In this context, incomprehension or 
the failing of being able to grasp something is imperative. It is 
because I don’t understand something that I try to explain it to 
myself. That is what leads to the work.
your workS rEflEct your individual Exploration whilE 
alSo offEring an individual ExpEriEncE to thE viEwEr. 
howEvEr, aS you prESEnt your work in SpacES that can 
hold numErouS pEoplE at a timE, thErE iS alSo thE poSSi-
Bility for a collEctivE ExpEriEncE. arE you intErEStEd in 
collEctivE thought and group dynamicS?
Yes, absolutely. I have worked with certain themes, such as 
stock market prices, which entail social agreements and socially 
accepted norms. Why does everybody think that gold is valu-
able, for example? Where does that come from, who invented it, 
how was this value system passed on through history, and how 
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you arE currEntly working on a pErmanEnt inStallation 
in SwEdEn.
Yes. As of this coming December, it will be placed in the Uppsala 
Science Park. The place further involves a new science build-
ing called the Hub, which upon completion will provide space 
for offices, laboratories, and a conference center. Close to the 
Uppsala University Hospital, the Swedish Medical Products 
Agency, as well as several other academic and research institu-
tions, it will house companies focused on molecular biology, 
material science, pharmaceuticals and cancer research, among 
others. It was a project that was presented to me fairly recently 
and I am now the only one of the initial artists under consider-
ation. I just returned from proposing my concept to the client, 
one of Scandinavia’s largest commercial real estate firms. They 
accepted it, and so my contribution will be a sculpture, whose 
form is based on a double helix. It will be made of acrylic resin 
and appear very detailed, spanning the atrium from the ground 
to the glass roof. It will measure twenty-four meters overall. Next 
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site-specific spatial drawings with tape. I believe that the viewer 
can physically sense that a single person made the work. I also 
often make compositional decisions in the process.
how much room do you lEavE yourSElf for thESE SpontanE-
ouS dEciSionS during thE work procESS? 
I keep it very open in order to not limit myself. Frequently, muse-
ums, galleries, and curators ask me to submit a sketch for the 
intended work. I will quickly draw a plan on a tablet, but won’t 
be too specific. To me, the actual drawing contains a certain 
truth; I develop it through being engaged with my entire body, 
and as soon as you have a sketch and set target, you are limited 
in your creative process. It’s not unlike a singer, who can develop 
a tone from the toes to the belly and throat. To me, line, be it in 
a spatial drawing or sculpture, is also derived from the various 
parts of my body. It’s how I learned to perceive the world.
what doES thiS pErcEption Entail?
I perceive the world as a sculptor, meaning primarily three-
dimensionally, as well as through touch and the movement 
through space. Drawing was always challenging for me, because 
the two-dimensional was never enough and I was always reach-
ing for another form of expression. However, when drawing is 
applied to space, it becomes something else. That’s when I can 
get in touch with myself and it pours out, manifesting in these 
spatial drawings. I will never correct anything as it is a sponta-
neous process, but there still is a sense of order. I have to keep 
myself on my path and in a good disposition. It is like a perfor-
mance, and sometimes I will be utterly exhausted, sweaty, or I 
am lacking the tools to reach up to the places, where I want to 
go. Perhaps technicians on the ground are having a conversation 
with each other or on the phone, because they forgot that I am 
there working. If I run into such disturbances, I will try to utilize 
that energy and incorporate it into the work.
in othEr wordS, you havE to aSSurE that you rEmain in 

week, I’m flying to Uppsala to meet with the architects and the 
structural engineers, to go over the calculations due to the work’s 
technical complexities. I will move studios within the building 
later this year, and this summer I will build the sculpture in my 
new space in segments.
many of your SitE-SpEcific inStallationS arE tEmporary. 
how diffErEnt iS your approach to a projEct likE thiS, 
whErE thE work will rEmain a pErmanEnt part of thE 
SpacE?
All of my works have one thing in common: they are site-spe-
cific. They are conceived for a particular situation. It’s not sim-
ply about architecture and it’s not about the gesture of drop-
ping a sculpture into a space. Instead, I respond to the invisible 
energy flow within a space and the axis that occurs, adding a 
Raumzeichnung [Spatial Drawing] to that. It doesn’t matter 
whether they are made of a lasting or ephemeral material, such 
as tape. I’m often discussed in the context of tape art, which is 
incorrect as I work with many different materials. I weave with 
grass blades from my garden and transform them into spatial 
drawings not unlike the outdoor project I’ve conceived for the 
Dian Woodner Collection in New York. In addition, I work with 
ceramics, organic, and synthetic materials and furthermore make 
Washi paper by hand.
dESpitE EmBracing Such a widE rangE of matErialS, all of 
your workS rEvEal a common thrEad.
Roughly speaking, my work of the past two decades has explored 
the language of line. Within that, there are many variations. A 
straight line has a completely different impact than a soft, mean-
dering one, for example. I aim to translate a thought into line by 
hand, drawing a connection between two points.
your workS arE vEry ElaBoratE, aS wEll aS ExpanSivE. do 
you uSually work alonE?
I generally work without assistants and especially when creating 
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sculptor and restorer. In addition, I had studied at the Meister-
schule für Handwerk [Master School for Crafts] in Kaiserslau-
tern for three and a half years. I had wanted to learn how to do 
physical work and to understand the material of stone. Interest-
ingly, it is not so much about physical strength, and there were 
many women in those courses. I learned about various casting 
processes, life drawing, and art history; I also got my license for 
operating a forklift.
aftEr lEarning thE craft of carving StonE, you workEd 
in SculpturE. how did you comE to Shift your mEdium and 
what waS miSSing?
I was missing abstraction. I had learned how to perfectly render 
a figure from observation in stone, plaster or clay. So I first 
worked in representation, creating figures and scenes from my 
early childhood. Everything was rendered in a scale of 1:1 and 
colorful. It related to the works of Martin Honert and Pia Stadt-
bäumer, whom I admired very much at the time. At the Academy 
in Karlsruhe, I studied with the British sculptor Michael Sandle 
and Stephan Balkenhol. My figures were arranged within a space 
and related to each other. Then, I went to Kassel, where I was in 
Dorothee von Windheim’s class, who is a conceptual artist. Dur-
ing all this time, I was struggling with my work. I felt that despite 
all these hours that I had spent conversing with my professors 
about it, I wasn’t getting to the bottom of it. I wasn’t satisfied. I 
coincidentally came across Ecker’s abstract sculptures and found 
out that he was teaching at the Hochschule für bildende Künste 
[University of Fine Arts] in Hamburg. I called him and asked for 
a work critique. So I drove from Kassel with a truck filled with 
my sculptures. Because there wasn’t enough space in his class-
room, I put together various scenes in the truck, as well as in the 
hallways and staircase of the HFBK. That’s where we had our 
conversation. At first, he looked for a long time at these scenes, 
walked around them and in-between the figures. He then asked 

a concEntratEd StatE and avoid aS many diStractionS aS 
poSSiBlE.
Yes. In fact, a few months ago, I made a list of twelve points, 
which I consider as a “cooperation manual” of sorts. It states 
what I need from a museum or gallery to be able to collaborate 
and work in that concentrated state. These range from what kind 
of flights and hotels I will need to what kind of ladders and lifts 
should be on site.
whEn thESE paramEtErS arE givEn, you can BEgin with 
your procESS. do you thEn rEly on your intuition?
I rely 100% on my intuition. The work begins with the first idea I 
have when entering that particular space. It begins with the first 
physical step. I have to be absolutely open at that moment. It’s 
not as simple as saying, “Well, now I’m going to view the exhi-
bition space.” Instead, I go to work. And that is a very serious 
thing. I have to be able to hear my first reaction to the space 
within myself, as well as to allow others to develop subsequently. 
It is about peeling away until you retrieve that initial, still some-
what vague first impression.
would you Say that you havE a phySical rEaction to a 
SpacE?
Absolutely. It is a very strong, physical reaction, which I also have 
in regard to sculpture and art in general. That is very important.   
how did you arrivE at Spatial drawing? doES it Signify 
SomEthing ElSE than an inStallation?
It does to me, because installation fulfills another purpose. I 
arrived at spatial drawing through a conversation with my former 
professor, the sculptor Bogomir Ecker, with whom I am still 
close. That was at the Academy in Hamburg around twenty years 
ago. Ecker had a significant impact on my work. He was the 
first professor to ask me thought-provoking questions and who 
responded to what was burning inside of me at the time. Before 
I enrolled in Hamburg, I had completed my training as a stone 
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as a skill and something to try. That leaves so much room for 
self-doubt and you feel like you are on thin ice. One is pressured 
by one’s own expectations. I am a big fan of Josef Beuys’ draw-
ings, which to me capture the essence of the medium.
Back to that wintEr in hamBurg. you wErE ExpEriEncing 
your firSt major criSiS and all that waS thErE waS an 
Empty SkEtchBook.
Yes. Because of my pneumonia, I had difficulties breathing and in 
addition, I just missed this great feeling of making art. So I began 
to draw in that book, using fluid materials, such as watercolor 
and ink. My thoughts were fluid, too and so it seemed adequate. 
At a certain time, the book was filled, and I just continued on. I 
was still feeling this incredible push forward and thought that I 
should just ignore that I had no more empty pages left. I started 
drawing on my walls and experienced an explosion of creativity. 
I worked for four days without pause. It was like a trance. For 
the next critique in class, I invited everyone to my home. Ecker 
turned to me and said: “Yes, now it is here.” I didn’t really know 
what it was or what it was about, and whether they were battle 
plans, for example. It carried so much information and was tell-
ing so much even though it was just an assemblage of layered 
lines in various colors.
you SuddEnly had found your uniquE voicE.    
Yes. Also, if you draw with watercolor and ink directly onto the 
walls, you don’t have the possibility of correcting anything. It is 
what it is. In other words, I couldn’t cheat in the process. In that 
it resembles stone; what’s off is off.    
you ExtEndEd your work from thE SkEtchBook to thE wallS 
and from thEn on, you drEw in SpacE?
It was a logical step to go from the wall drawings into the sur-
rounding space. I bought transparent plastic tubes in the hard-
ware store, filled them with color and let them span a space. 
It didn’t take long until I decided that tape would be a good 

me why I was spending so much time and energy on creating 
these situations when all I was concerned with was happening 
between the figures. He suggested that I needed to find another 
visual vocabulary to express that. He recognized that I was tech-
nically very skilled and that I was a good sculptor, but also that I 
hadn’t arrived at myself yet. 
you hadn’t yEt found a viSual languagE to addrESS what 
you wErE rEally aftEr.
Exactly, and that’s when I understood what was missing. I asked 
if I could study with him and moved to Hamburg a few weeks 
later.
your dEtErmination and willingnESS to EmBracE major 
changES iS imprESSivE.
I just left my life in Karlsruhe and Kassel behind. My first win-
ter in Hamburg was especially difficult and almost a cliché. My 
atelier apartment had no heat, and one morning, the milk was 
frozen on the kitchen table. I developed pneumonia and had my 
first major crisis. In addition, I also didn’t have my work, because 
I had discarded it all to have a true cut.
you wErEn’t concErnEd with kEEping SomE Early workS aS 
a hiStoric footnotE?   
No. Instead, I wanted a ground zero. So in that cold apartment, 
while sick and unable to leave, all I had in that moment was a 
sketchbook. As mentioned, I had always been hesitant about 
drawing. In general, I feel that drawing has often been treated as 
a byproduct in art. It is often understood as a preparatory step 
toward a more elaborate goal. Little has been said about what it 
actually means to draw, that it is re-awakening the child within 
you. Children can take a white sheet of paper and use it with joy 
and without hesitation; they can let a drawing be a drawing with-
out worrying whether everything is proportional or if the line is 
too crooked. For a child, it’s all about whether the moment of 
drawing is authentic. As an adult, one often approaches drawing 
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corner, meaning two walls and the floor, were covered with flex-
ible mirror sheets. From there, silver strings extended into the 
space and met with black tape. However, both connected rather 
gently. There is a lot of flexibility in how you connect different 
elements. A spatial drawing can twine into space rather forcefully 
or just softly touch it; it could also intersect a space, deny and 
overpower it, even though that hasn’t occurred yet. Because of 
the mirrored components, the viewer was reflected in the work, 
albeit somewhat diffused. I like this reflective quality very much, 
which in my eyes adds a sense of mystery.
you havE workEd with a myStEriouS quality on SEvEral 
occaSionS, incorporating chairS and driEd piEcES of 
wood into your Spatial drawingS.
There is always a certain history attached to these decisions. The 
wooden branches were part of a spatial drawing that I had made 
during my residency at The Chinati Foundation in Marfa, Texas 
[“Colors and Other Site Specifics”] (2008). I only brought a few 
rolls of tape with me when I got there, knowing that I would 
spend three months in the High Desert. I had an entire building 
as a studio on the museum’s grounds to myself. In fact, because 
the museum was only open Thursdays through Sundays, I was 
pretty much alone half of the week. There were only a few people 
when I was there and even though we would greet each other 
on the street, we wouldn’t really speak. Besides two crossing 
streets, there was only landscape, which I treasured very much. 
 Marianne Stockebrand, the widowed partner of Donald Judd, 
was the director at the time and she lived in a rather lonely house 
at the other end of the village.
did your concEpt of ScalE changE whilE BEing SurroundEd 
By So much opEn SpacE?   
Exterior space was certainly a subject. It felt almost infinite there. 
So the question became about how to place or attach some-
thing into such a vast context. There is no pressure to produce 

material to draw with – on and off the wall; it allowed me to step 
into the space. In addition, I was able to build entire structures, 
which were able to carry themselves due to the adhesive. That 
cannot be achieved with only a few lines. In fact, it takes many, 
which ultimately form a cocoon in space.
mEanwhilE, a linE drawn with tapE, aS wEll aS itS Bun-
dling into layErEd StructurES, gEnEratE a SEnSE of opEn-
nESS. it iS lESS concrEtE than a Straight pEncil linE on 
papEr, for ExamplE.
True, even though tape makes for a readymade line. The final 
result reflects my overall gesture and my entire dynamic.
EarliEr, you comparEd your crEativE procESS with a pEr-
formancE. how much do you think of thE audiEncE whEn 
you arE making thE work? do you EnviSion how a viEwEr 
Should walk around it or do you EvEn anticipatE a cEr-
tain chorEography?
I have to be honest and say that I hardly ever think of the audi-
ence in the moment of creation. Because I couldn’t begin to 
imagine what’s going on inside someone when they are experi-
encing my work. Sometimes, I will receive letters from people, 
sharing their reaction. And it’s fascinating. Still, when I’m creat-
ing a spatial drawing, I’m only concerned with how I see it. I see 
my body as a tool that can make that visible. So in that sense, I 
can’t think of the viewer at that stage.
onE of your rEcEnt Spatial drawingS involvEd rEflEctivE 
SurfacES.
For the past year, I have worked increasingly with mirrored sur-
faces. I recently contributed a spatial drawing to a group exhibi-
tion at the Marta Herford Museum, which is housed in a building 
designed by Frank Gehry [Der fremde Raum; Angriffe, Verwand-
lungen, Explosionen, October 29, 2016 – February 5, 2017]. My 
work entitled “Raumzeichnung (Der fremde Raum)” (2016) was 
conceived for a mirrored space. 4 x 4 x 4 meters of one entire 
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often based on the primary colors. That was partially due to the 
fact that the tape I use came in clear, yellow, red, and blue; it was 
a little bit Mondrian-esque now that I think about it. However, 
after a while, I felt that it was just too much color and I started 
mixing it up. In 2008, I did a spatial drawing for Catriona  Jeffries 
Gallery in Vancouver, for which I mixed colored tape with brown 
packing tape to de-saturate the palette. Also, I like that black 
and white put more focus on form and in that, it relates to both 
sculpture and drawing. In that particular combination, it does 
not matter whether one color appears dominant compared to 
another, or if one is receding, for example. Instead, you have the 
black drawing in a white space. In fact, the company, which pro-
duces the masking tape I use, started making black tape on my 
initiative. When I was a student, I was sponsored by that com-
pany and after years of working with this material, the marketing 
department invited me to visit their laboratory and talk to their 
scientists, whom I told that I loved working with black tape but 
could only find that shade in the quality I needed in the US and 
Australia. Now, it’s available in Germany, the front is black and 
the back grey, and I can tear it by hand.
it iS a matErial that allowS you to work frEEly and with-
out intErruption. will you BE uSing Black tapE for your 
upcoming Show in Solothurn, SwitZErland, aS wEll  [MONIKa 
gRzyMala: RauMzeIchNuNg (sOlItäR), hauS dEr kunSt St. 
joSEf, april 8 – junE 3, 2017]?   
Yes, I will. The space is inside a former Baroque church and run 
by the artist Reto Emch, who invites three to four artists each 
year to present a solo exhibition. There is still a convent as well, 
which has moved into a spectacular, minimal concrete building, 
and its nuns are making liquor from crops in their orchard. It’s 
an incredible place. The ornate ceiling of the church is painted 
white and the church windows have clear glass. Inside are several 
drywalls measuring 4 meters in height, providing a white cube 

anything during that residency, and if you choose to just think 
for three months you can do that, as well. For the first few weeks, 
I would just take long walks, which could be a little scary as there 
are mountain lions, rattlesnakes, and scorpions, among others. 
As Beuys liked to say: “I think with my knee.” During one of the 
walks I watched myself go up to Stockebrand’s door, knock, and 
ask whether I could cut off the branches of the dead, dried trees 
that had been originally planted by Donald Judd, to use them in 
an installation. I wasn’t sure how to use them at that point, but 
to me, they embodied drawings made by nature. She allowed me 
to cut these trees and so I organized a pick up with a large trailer 
and started to harvest these skeleton-like trees. I deposited them 
at the Locker Plant, a building next to the train tracks, where 
these incredibly long and loud transcontinental trains would 
pass by at 4 o’clock in the morning. Except for these trains, it 
would be incredibly quiet, enough so that you could hear your 
own heartbeat. It was almost unbearable and yet beautiful at 
the same time. I was happy when I was finally able to begin my 
installation.
thE rEmaining inStallation viEwS look Stunning and what 
faScinatES mE iS that you choSE to involvE quitE a Bit of 
color in thiS particular work.
I started by sawing the branches into the desired size before 
painting them according to my personal sequence of a rainbow. 
During the opening at the Locker Plant, there was also paper 
confetti that I had torn by hand and dyed according to that color 
sequence. They had a rather ephemeral effect as they collected in 
front of the building against a large wall made of glass. The des-
ert wind helped to mix the confetti in new ways before carrying it 
all over the landscape.
By now, moSt of your workS arE dE-SaturatEd. on what 
occaSionS do you Employ color?
Right, I rarely use color. My early works were very colorful and 
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feel. I will sleep in that space during the installation and I’m very 
much looking forward to that.
do you uSually try to SlEEp on SitE during thE inStalla-
tion procESS?   
If it’s possible, I like to. A spatial drawing demands a certain 
amount of time to evolve, usually between seven to ten days. I 
don’t think I could hold that level of concentration much longer 
than that; it’s an ongoing act of translating the reactions in your 
brain into lines in space. It is ideal if I can simply dive into the 
drawing, because there is also a certain rhythm: one day every-
thing goes well, another badly, and so on. It is the time that I 
have alone with the work. When I’m finished, I no longer have 
the feeling that the spatial drawing has anything to do with me. I 
was simply the vessel through which it was channeled.
i could imaginE that Such an intEnSE pEriod of work 
allowS you to ExpEriEncE Emotional complEtion at thE End.
Yes, I’m finished with the work when it is completed. I will still 
take some time to document it and take photographs, but I feel 
satisfied.
you havE BEEn travEling ExtEnSivEly in thE paSt fEw 
monthS. it muSt BE difficult to rEtain your EnErgy for 
Such phySically challEnging projEctS.
I had ten projects in ten months and when I came home in 
December, I had been traveling all over the world, either install-
ing work, or discussing and organizing projects. When I was back 
in Berlin I realized that I was utterly exhausted and that I had 
to be careful. I hardly had been able to just work for myself and 
without having to show something to anyone. It is a wonderful 
thing to make art in secret and to only have it in the studio.
doES it hurt whEn you SEE your workS takEn down at thE 
End of an ExhiBition?   
It doesn’t hurt. I always take them down myself and in a way, 
that’s another beautiful moment. 
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having rEcEivEd thE hannah höch priZE (2016), which 
honorEd your lifEtimE artiStic achiEvEmEntS, you cur-
rEntly havE a major ExhiBition at thE BErliniSchE galE-
riE [cORNelIa schleIMe: a blINK Of aN eye, novEmBEr 25, 
2016 – april 24, 2017]. it iS thE firSt muSEum projEct 
that BringS togEthEr workS from variouS pEriodS of your 
lifE. how haS it BEEn for you to SEE ExamplES of your lifE’S 
work cohESivEly inStallEd?
It is important to the extent that I work autobiographically and 
that there really is no divide between work and life. The impulse 
for making the work stems from life. To include early works helps 
to clarify how I handled pressure and especially, political pres-
sure. I think it makes more sense if you can view early work as 
well.
thE Show includES SEvEral workS from your paSt in thE 
gdr, which you hadn’t SEEn in dEcadES. wErE thErE any 
particular SurpriSES whEn viEwing thESE workS?
Yes. I contacted a photographer, who photographed me during 

fEBruary 21, 2017
BErlin-BrandEnBurg

cornElia SchlEimE
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after I had founded a Punk band we weren’t allowed to perform 
either. I was surprised to see how early I had explored these feel-
ings through the theme of bondage.
it iS alSo diffErEnt from othEr poSitionS in thE SEnSE 
that you ExplorEd BondagE aS a mEtaphor for pSychologi-
cal rEStraint and without a SExual contExt.
It had nothing to do with sex. I also would have wrapped myself 
in barbed wire. It really stemmed from an existential crisis. I still 
believe that art, besides its aesthetic impact, has to have an exis-
tential reason behind it. Take Lars von Trier, for example, whom 
I painted and that work is included in the exhibition. His recent 
film “Nymphomaniac” was criticized for being just about sex 
and at times even labeled a porno. However, when I watched it 
I realized that he is concerned with something else entirely. The 
film is about a person who hasn’t really arrived in the world and 
who has a disposition against her surroundings. The character, 
played by Charlotte Gainsbourg, can’t be integrated or forced 
into submission. I felt a kinship of the souls there and that’s why 
I painted von Trier.   
thiS notion of not BEing aBlE to arrivE in thE world can 
EaSily BE appliEd to partS of your lifE. aftEr Struggling 
in thE gdr thErE waS a Big cut in 1984 whEn you wErE aBlE 
to movE to thE wESt. aS you wErEn’t aBlE to Bring moSt of 
your work with you, you had to rEinvEnt yourSElf on mul-
tiplE lEvElS, including aS an artiSt.
Exactly, although this can also have a positive effect. When I 
arrived in the BRD [Federal Republic of Germany], I couldn’t 
just walk into a gallery and say: “I’m an underground artist from 
the East, the painter Cornelia Schleime, but I don’t have any 
paintings.” I had to compensate for my loss first and I had to 
paint my biography anew.   
thiS muSt havE takEn quitE SomE timE, whilE alSo having 
to SEttlE into a nEw lifE in thE wESt.

my performances at the time. These weren’t staged for an audi-
ence but rather for myself and so the photographs were meant as 
a record of a reaction to them. You didn’t have an audience in the 
GDR. Instead, I was interested in a larger context, namely how 
to deal with my aggressions after having been forbidden to travel 
and even show my work. The performances served as a parable, 
an image for my desolate inner state at the time, which was based 
on the fact that I wasn’t allowed any freedoms in that country. 
I always wanted to find such a parable and even my later paint-
ings were never conceived for a recipient. Everything I do, be it 
performances, painting or writing, manifests as visual diaries and 
travel diaries. Everything I make is first of all for myself.
did you StagE thESE pErformancES at homE or in othEr 
privatE SEttingS?
No, they were occasionally made in the landscape, in Hüpstedt, 
or somewhere else, anywhere I happened to be. They were made 
without much preparation and they were very improvisational. 
They were rooted in the present, and if props were needed I 
had to find them in that moment. So I contacted said photogra-
pher shortly before my current exhibition, because I knew that 
he had taken all these pictures. However, I had forgotten that I 
had made these performances including bondage and wrapping 
myself in yarn around 1982. That was particularly interesting to 
me as I hadn’t known anything about or seen anything related 
to bondage at the time, due to the GDR’s censorship of art his-
tory. I wasn’t aware of the Japanese artist Nobuyoshi Araki, for 
example. Today, bondage is everywhere; it’s reflected in fashion, 
and young female artists are showing bondage stories in photog-
raphy, among others. However, back then I didn’t have a clue 
that bondage was being artistically explored anywhere. To me, 
the photographs of these performances partially tell of finding 
myself. They are rooted in my biographical experience. I felt tied 
up under the GDR regime. I wasn’t allowed to show or work, and 
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History Museum in New York, for example. I took hundreds of 
pictures of their animal panoramas and assembled them as a 
large installation. In addition, I painted on top of them, mini-
mally and while allowing parts of the original photograph to 
remain. So when people viewed these painted images of African 
animals behind glass, they thought that I must have been on 
safari. In other words, the covering up through paint provided 
a sense of reality to what was formerly an artistic, institutional 
display. Housed inside the museum, where many school classes 
visit, the context was about education.   
do you alSo comparE countriES or culturES at timES?
I once had the idea to study how differently the wolf is depicted 
in various cultures. In America, it is often shown while jumping 
as if in a Walt Disney animation. If you visit our Natural His-
tory Museum you find the culture of the Occident, which likes to 
depict the wolf bent and crawling. My interest is always two-fold; 
it is inspired by both an analytical and a sensual exploration, 
although I prefer the latter. The result must be convincing in 
both aspects. That’s why I couldn’t work conceptually as I don’t 
want to run after an idea.
you madE thE poignant oBSErvation that in thE wESt, 
whErE EvEryonE haS thE frEEdom of ExprESSion, multi-
tudES want to BE and look thE SamE, whilE in thE EaSt 
whErE Equality waS promotEd, many wErE inSpirEd to 
dEfinE thEir individuality in any way poSSiBlE. would you 
dEScriBE your work aS an homagE to individuality?
I don’t consciously pay homage to anything. I simply can’t work 
differently. Through painting, I create my own world, because I 
can’t cope with reality, whether it entails a dictatorship or free-
dom. I also can’t handle many people and that’s why I like to 
retreat and work rather remotely. Perhaps, this is why portraits 
are so important to me; I communicate with them. They look 
at me and I influence them by painting on top of them. It’s an 

It took about one or two years until I had a first group of paint-
ings ready. They were fairly small and detailed, containing small 
script-like elements, which reflected my fascination with Cy 
Twombly at the time. I called them “Horizonte-Bilder” [“Hori-
zon Pictures”] and they were rooted in contemplation. I had an 
interesting experience when a gallerist visited the studio around 
that time, telling me that she liked the work and would exhibit it, 
if I could make ten in large. I thought: “Oh my God, that’s how 
this works. It’s like ordering art.” That one statement led to a cut 
in my work, because I could no longer paint these pictures. I just 
didn’t care anymore.   
at what point did you turn to figurativE painting and 
ESpEcially portraiturE?
That was a longer process. After the “Horizon Pictures”, I 
focused on large paintings of vegetables for a while. My first por-
traits began after my travels, such as to Turkey, during which I 
collected postcards that showed how the political leaders of that 
particular country liked to present themselves. These included 
Sukarno and Atatürk, for example, and I was particularly inter-
ested in their gestural expression. So my first four portraits 
evoked these postcards, although it wasn’t about copying but 
rather abstracting the latter. One of these paintings entitled “Der 
Verräter” [“The Traitor”] is at the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, 
Galerie Neue Meister Dresden. It depicts the subject’s ear as 
being filled with lots of small parts. I was interested in thinking 
reality further. I stopped after four of these paintings, but I still 
keep travel diaries, into which I paste postcards that I might later 
use as a source of inspiration, albeit with a sense of irony and 
satire.   
to clarify, your intErESt iS lESS in how a forEign coun-
try lookS, But rathEr how it lookS at itSElf?
It is about that, but I will also make a childlike drawing of a bird 
I observe somewhere. I made one project inspired by the Natural 
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wE can alSo dEtEct dEtErmination. hEr gaZE iS not intro-
vErtEd, But focuSEd on what liES ahEad, on thE outSidE, 
with oBviouS confidEncE. i would go EvEn aS far aS to Say 
that ShE lookS rEady for BattlE. 
I think that’s well observed. I often question things and find 
things superficial, thinking that they don’t make sense. I’m 
not depressed but that still makes for a melancholic outlook. 
So many of my works reflect this melancholic mood, but it is 
through painting that I get to a place where I’m ready to battle 
anything. So that particular painting “A Blink of an Eye” is truly 
a part of my psyche. The overall mood is contemplative, but dur-
ing the act of painting I’m destructive and aggressive in that I 
will paint over a picture and take risks with chemical reactions, 
using shellac, for example. Because of this, a composition can 
vanish over night or become completely destroyed. I think that 
this kind of aggressive confidence transfers onto the subject so 
that you will find it reflected in the girl’s eyes. In addition, there 
is a surreal element; the birds that you see in the window don’t 
fly by but rather toward her, into the room. There is a transpar-
ency between the interior and exterior here and it’s how I experi-
ence my own life. I derive much inspiration from my dreams, 
which describe a surreal and irrational world where many differ-
ent things become connected in the most mysterious ways.
drEamS alSo add a SEnSE of timElESSnESS aS thEy don’t fol-
low chronology. thE viSualS wE ExpEriEncE in thEm can 
StEm from thE paSt, prESEnt, or SEEm futuriStic. 
I could never react in my work to current events, for example, 
because I would then engage in trying to shape an opinion. How-
ever, in painting I need something else than opinion. If you want 
to go deep, you can only focus within yourself and not on the 
outside. If I tried to be current or fashionable, I would be afraid 
that I am leaving this inner place. The only exception I have ever 
made was in the case of “Bis auf weitere gute Zusammenarbeit 

energy field when these eyes look at you. In the West, I saw so 
many women starting to look similar after undertaking cosmetic 
surgery and I was wondering why in free societies, so much 
becomes about assimilation. In the past twenty years, the Inter-
net has furthered this development. So much is available and so 
much is similar.
it almoSt SoundS likE you continuE to havE a pErSonal 
dialoguE with your paintingS, many of which you livE 
with. do you aSSociatE StoriES with thEm, fictitiouS 
narrativES pErhapS? iS thErE an aSpEct of StorytElling 
involvEd?
No, not at all. In fact, I dive deep into the material. When you see 
the works in person, you recognize a layer of abstraction. I am 
concerned with shadows, light, and breaks in the composition. 
The actual motif is not that important and it does get painted 
over multiple times. However, there are also biographical refer-
ences. When my father passed away, I coincidentally read a lot 
about demands that the Pope should resign because of his Par-
kinson’s disease. I thought that was odd as in Christianity you are 
supposed to bear the cross. I’m not a realist painter and therefore 
I couldn’t paint my father on his deathbed. So to process my 
pain I painted the Pope with a pained expression instead. In that 
case, the work was based on a real person rather than my imagi-
nation. It’s like I slowly approach a place, where I look for some-
thing mysterious, although I don’t really know where my search 
will lead me. If I did know or if I had a clear vision of a work 
in my head, I wouldn’t have to paint it anymore as it is already 
projected on my inner retina. It’s like a laboratory, in which you 
create a being through painting. That’s most important to me. 
whilE Studying your portraitS onE will uSually dEtEct a 
SEnSE of StrEngth. EvEn in paintingS likE “Ein wimpErn-
Schlag” [“a Blink of an EyE”] (2016), which dEpictS a 
girl looking out of a window with an air of mElancholy, 
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it iS hard to imaginE what that muSt fEEl likE whEn 
EvErything that you rEmEmBErEd aS rEality provES to BE 
falSE. how do you dEfEnd your pErSonal idEntity with 
confidEncE whEn So much of your hiStory waS a mErE 
illuSion?
Yes, that’s what is most annoying about this, although there is 
also a freeing quality somehow. Everything about my past had 
to be re-constructed. I remembered a moment with Anderson 
in the car, for example. He was the singer of our Punk band and 
we were en route to a gig. As we were driving into the woods, he 
said: “I think behind us is a Stasi car.” However, both him and 
the driver worked for the Stasi themselves. Such insanity. When 
I arrived in the West in 1984, it took me a long time to accli-
mate. I went to New York and soon after, the Wall came down 
and all this information started pouring out. In other words, as 
soon as I had truly arrived in the West, I had to travel back East 
mentally. The only positive thing about this was that it was a col-
lective experience. Another friend of mine and Anderson’s, Ralf 
Kerbach, was just as disappointed as I was. I wasn’t alone in my 
dismay and that gave some warmth.
wErE you donE with thiS dark SuBjEct aftEr complEting 
“until furthEr good collaBoration nr. 7284/85”, which 
iS now ownEd By thE dEutSchE Bank collEction? waS it 
Enough to turn SomEthing that nEgativE into SomEthing 
crEativE?
Yes, I was completely done. I really enjoyed making this work, 
which is evident I think. In the end, I am resilient. The work also 
contains some writing, in which I thank the Ministry for State 
Security (MfS) for their laborious and detailed work in assem-
bling these reports. Art is about processing trauma.
it iS a vEry pErSonal form of working through that ExpE-
riEncE and a vEry diffErEnt Solution than trying to con-
tact and confront thoSE who BEtrayEd you.

Nr. 7284/85” [“Until Further Good Collaboration Nr. 7284/85”] 
(1993). It was a series based on my classified Stasi reports, for 
which I changed mediums. With a strong sense of irony and 
employing photography, I created scenarios that were inspired 
by the texts in these files. Usually, when something happens that 
is rather ominous or hard to take, I won’t react with painting but 
writing, because the structure is too complicated and in need of 
a complicated language. In 2008, I wrote a novel called “Weit 
fort” [“Far Away”], for example. Painting needs something else. 
It is about halting time so that it is no longer fluid but solidifying. 
I wouldn’t want to overload the painting with that kind of infor-
mation, because it needs to exude a sense of mystery.
your paintingS arE aBout SEarching for SomEthing, 
whErEaS your SEriES “until furthEr good collaBoration 
nr. 7284/85” waS a way of procESSing a traumatic ExpEri-
EncE. whEn you lookEd at your StaSi filES, you found out 
that a vEry cloSE friEnd of yourS waS informing on you.
That was one aspect. The other was the realization that all of 
my apartments during my time in the GDR had been inspected. 
Without my knowledge, members of the Stasi had gone through 
my laundry and stolen personal photographs from me. In the 
GDR, one person was in charge of the so-called Hausbuch [House 
Book] in each apartment building. They would have a second 
key for each tenant’s apartment. I was shocked about this Nazi-
era Blockwart mentality. There were all these hangers-on, which 
afterwards claimed that they didn’t know of anything. Only three 
of the many works in “Until Further Good Collaboration Nr. 
7284/85” referred to reports by my former friend Sascha Ander-
son, but I primarily used those in which this conservative, nar-
row-minded Blockwart mentality is expressed. One was by the 
mother of a school friend. You are able to request the names of 
the individuals who worked for the Stasi under a cover name and 
I realized that I knew many of them personally.
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oncE to aSSEmBlE in an ExhiBition? do you drEad Empti-
nESS in thE Studio, for ExamplE?
No, quite the opposite. In the case of the Berlinische Galerie 
exhibition, I was incredibly motivated when the works left. I 
don’t ever experience a crisis in my work. To paint is like eating to 
me, it is a necessity of life. I struggle with not wanting to exhibit 
often and not wanting to attend many events. Unlike my son, 
who is also a painter and who does follow the art scene, I would 
rather be left alone. I also have a circle of friends, of whom many 
are not artists. In Brandenburg, I like to show my works to the 
same six people, who have a reliably clear view of it. My mother, 
who didn’t know anything about art, was also a great judge of 
my work. Their look is more complex and they are not focused 
on details, such as anatomical correctness, which is something 
that other artists might comment on. I’m not concerned with 
anatomy in that way. Instead, I always listen to the sound and 
overall atmosphere. People who don’t know much about art will 
also focus on exactly that first; they will comment on the paint-
ing’s mood, that it seems dark or friendly, for example.
who wErE SomE of your EarliESt influEncES or artiStS 
whoSE work you admirEd?
During my studies in Dresden, Paula Modersohn-Becker was 
a great role model, especially because of the sensuality in her 
paintings. I was very much in dialogue with her then. During 
that time, Dresden was a rather desolate place. There weren’t any 
student parties, no cinema, nothing. During the weekends, one 
was usually alone. Nobody had a telephone and you hardly met 
friends. I worked a lot from nature, painting sunsets and nude 
studies. On weekends, I would go to the Saxon State and Univer-
sity Library, where I found small booklets on Cy Twombly and 
Arnulf Rainer, but that was pretty much it. When I came to the 
West, I discovered Van Gogh and Balthus. I also like to look at 
Dutch still lifes. However, in general I don’t look at much else.

To contact people would have been way too much for me. So 
many people turned out to be involved with the Stasi and I can 
hardly hear it anymore. Suddenly, the borders were open and 
people were able to travel, but instead, there was all this whin-
ing among former GDR citizens. As a response, I camouflaged 
myself; I returned from the US wearing a baseball cap and a Chi-
cago Bulls jacket. I re-oriented myself completely in order to not 
drown in this East-swamp.
arE thErE SpEcific workS or SEriES within your oEuvrE 
that arE particularly important to you?
Yes, there are single works, which I can’t sell, because some-
thing happened during the process and while trying to destroy 
the image so that something completely unexpected emerged. 
There is something mysterious about them and I sense that they 
might be important in some ways for other paintings to come. 
In the Berlinische Galerie, there are three portraits of girls, one 
with a feather in her mouth, one with a red rose, and one with 
a leaf. Gerhard Schröder once wanted to buy the girl with the 
rose [“Untitled”, 1998], but I couldn’t part with it. These works 
that I keep are often quiet and rather poetic. “A Blink of an Eye” 
is another example. In fact, I might like to use it for a cycle of 
paintings in the future. As mentioned above, that work is very 
much a part of me. It has nothing to do with the topic and I only 
feel this while painting.
do you uSE color SymBolically? 
No, not at all. When I paint I don’t think much or rationally. I 
only see color. It’s not unlike being a child at play. 
do you work at onE painting at a timE?
No, I work on several simultaneously. I will have a painting on 
the floor and one on the wall, and then switch, for example. I 
often paint on the floor, because I use a lot of fluid materials, 
which have to dry. 
iS it difficult whEn SEvEral workS lEavE thE Studio at 
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whEn do you dEcidE that a painting iS finiShEd? 
At a certain point, I have to turn the work toward the wall. I will 
leave it like that for a month before looking at it again and decide. 
It has happened that I worked on some paintings even after they 
had been professionally photographed. Sometimes, after I have 
worked with shellac and thought that the work would probably 
be destroyed, I will come down the next morning and discover 
that it actually was what the picture needed and that it is now 
finished. It is about a feeling and I could never release works if I 
wasn’t certain. That’s why I can’t paint for exhibitions, because 
it would be too fast for my taste. That sense of inner mystery 
and psychological impact that I’m after can’t be produced on 
demand; it has to spring from some depth. To be able to judge 
whether this has been achieved or not, I do need distance and 
time.
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in your painting procESS, Each StEp lEadS to thE nExt. 
would you Say that you work intuitivEly?
I don’t like the term “intuitive” very much as it is often confused 
with “unconscious”. I believe that intuition is always accompa-
nied by conscious decision-making. That is the combination that 
interests me. It is the moment when one simultaneously knows 
where one wants to go and can decide how to get there. In my 
work, the beginning is always determined as well. In fact, I usu-
ally make a complete body of work for each new exhibition, 
including perhaps just one older work. That means that all of 
these new works follow a specific concept. Only rarely does one 
work stand by itself. However, during my process, I will of course 
focus on one work at a time, contemplating each subsequent step. 
Some works will move early and much more strongly toward 
the envisioned destination than others. Still, all of the entailed 
decisions, even if they are rooted in my subjective impression, 
are made consciously and rationally; they reflect an entirety 
of thought. I always work while keeping my original intention 

fEBruary 20, 2017
krEuZBErg, BErlin

SvEnja dEiningEr
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together, they again start to engage in a dialogue and perhaps, 
this quality develops independently from my guidance.
would you Say that thE mEaning of your paintingS ShiftS 
according to thE individual conStEllation thEy arE a 
part of? 
I think of my works more like words that always mean the same, 
but which can be assembled into different sentences. These sen-
tences can have a different impact, even if the meaning of the 
word stays the same. The exhibition at the Norton Museum is 
called Second Chances First Impressions [February 4 – April 16, 
2017], reflecting the fact that the works had been made for a 
different context, but were now becoming part of something 
else. Interestingly, single works don’t behave differently or have 
another meaning than before. A word such as “silence” will never 
be loud, no matter what the context. Meanwhile, a period will 
always indicate the end of a sentence or the beginning of another. 
Overall, it is important to have some distance to the work. Some 
works gain in meaning much later and with others, I know their 
potential right away. 
arE thErE workS that arE ESpEcially important to you?
The paintings that mark something new or which lead me some-
where else and point into a new direction are always the most 
important to me. 
do you EvEr hold Back cErtain workS, BEcauSE thEy arE 
pErSonally Significant to you?
I don’t really hold anything back, especially as I create works for 
specific exhibition projects. So the most important works within 
this context couldn’t be missing from the installation. How-
ever, there are a few works that I keep. While I’m very informed 
about art history of the past and what’s being made now, I don’t 
reference other artists in my work. Ever so often, I will make 
something that makes me think that it could also be a Fernand 
Léger or a Sonia Delaunay, among others. I might ask myself: 

and the possible audience in mind. I don’t know whether pure 
intuition even exists. I like to compare my works to words in a 
sentence. The latter is never truly complete without the subject, 
verb, and object, or without a sign at the end, such as the period 
or question mark.
in addition, Each word in a SEntEncE haS a diffErEnt 
wEight and intEnSity.
That is something that is very important to me. I like an arch of 
intensity. 
do you rEcogniZE thE potEntial wEight of Each work Early 
on?
There are works that take a very long time, while others come 
together relatively fast. With some works, I don’t know whether 
they will be complete after two more steps or not. This aspect 
of time is important to me. Occasionally, I will work on certain 
paintings on and off for years. Sometimes, works will hang on 
the studio wall and it will take months until I’m sure that I will 
not do anything further to them or I will add just one more thing 
after several months. As the paintings begin to form a sentence 
they will also start to determine each other and what’s needed.
you currEntly havE two comprEhEnSivE Solo muSEum ShowS 
on diSplay, at thE SEcESSion in viEnna [sveNja deININgeR: 
echO Of a MIRROR fRagMeNt, fEBruary 2 – march 26, 2017] 
and thE norton muSEum of art in florida.
It was interesting to work on both of these projects at the same 
time. The installation at the Secession consists of mainly new 
works that were conceived for that particular space, including its 
architectural characteristics. Two days later, the exhibition at the 
Norton Museum opened, which is mainly comprised of loaned 
works from the past four to five years. All of these paintings 
were once created for another context and belonged to different 
groups of works. By now, most of them belong to various private 
collections and are standing on their own. However, when shown 
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not height) as some of the paintings. Several of the paintings 
were mirrored as well in the sense that they contained the same 
point of departure. I rented another studio to be able to work on 
these in two different spaces. It was interesting to see that despite 
the common denominator, some of these works developed more 
figuratively and others more architecturally. I also exhibited 
several square paintings, which I would turn upside down at a 
certain point, which initiated an entire new direction during the 
painting process. I will work with architectural models, but many 
of these decisions have to be made on site as things change. It’s 
the same with painting. I will certainly think of three or four 
steps ahead, but as soon as I take the first, even if it is exactly 
what I had envisioned, this might lead to something completely 
different. It’s not unlike imagining a person, who you might wish 
to meet one day, but you don’t really know what that person will 
look or be like. There are so many people and yet, you suddenly 
know that that was the person you thought of when you meet 
them. You just know it, but you don’t know why you do.
thE concEpt of mirroring compoSitionS iS faScinating. 
havE you workEd on two altErnativES of thE SamE piEcE 
BEforE? 
I regard each step in the process as initiating a beginning of 
something new and so I usually don’t repeat steps. However, I 
once worked on a similar concept for an exhibition structure, 
which allowed the audience to walk along it. Viewers were able 
to decide whether they preferred to walk clock- or counterclock-
wise. This made it impossible to experience the entire group of 
works within the space; one could only view one after the other. 
In that case, I worked with a concept of doubles so that at the 
end, viewers realized that no matter how they chose to walk, the 
experience was almost the same – like the name “Anna” which 
reads the same from front to back and vice versa.
at thE SEcESSion, you ExhiBit onE ShapEd canvaS. arE you 

“Wouldn’t it be nice if this would end up becoming a Giorgio 
Morandi?” I title these works, which completely fall out of line, 
accordingly. I would love to curate a group exhibition with them 
in the far future.
how do you dEcidE on how thE workS will BE inStallEd in 
rElation to Each othEr?
My decisions in regard to the installation resemble the way I 
work in the studio. I always hang my work myself and as if I was 
to install a group exhibition, approaching it with some distance. 
I hardly ever hang a group of works chronologically. Instead, I 
play with the exhibition space as I would on a picture plane. That 
determines what’s needed and some works, which I had deemed 
important before might not end up being a part of the installa-
tion while others I had not envisioned to be fit for the exhibition 
become introduced. I would say that the hanging is the most cru-
cial aspect of the exhibition. Rhythm is important and that’s why 
I usually favor a rather classical approach to hanging paintings. 
It is about the relationship between works, as well as between the 
works, space, and architecture. In case of the Norton Museum, 
where all works are on loan, the installation and order would 
have had to change completely if only one collector would have 
said that a work wasn’t available. It’s not like I can simply replace 
a missing work with another, because then, the overall intention 
of the sentence would change. I view each work as a separate 
entity that just happens to hang next to others.
SincE you play with thE ExhiBition SpacE whilE you arE 
hanging thE paintingS, i would aSSumE that moSt of thESE 
dEciSionS arE madE on SitE. 
True and until now that has always been a possibility. In the 
case of the Secession, I conceived the exhibition architecture as 
a reflection of the work, creating openings, dividing and mirror-
ing spaces. I created some doorways for example, which reached 
from the floor to the ceiling and which had the same width (but 
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marked the first step. Another aspect is that I like to explore the 
intersection between abstraction and non-abstraction. If I use 
certain colors on a canvas, one will have the impression that 
one stands before something concrete and familiar, even if it is 
impossible to name. It is a phenomenon that is not only caused 
by form, but even by color alone. If you take a work by Matisse, 
for example, and you will see a bed and a shadow, you don’t 
think of the fact that you are seeing color. If you would photo-
graph a detail of this composition, in which you would only see 
white, crème and a blue line, you would only see white and blue. 
However, as soon as you step back you will see the bed and its 
shadow again. I try to show these two different sensations next to 
each other so that you will see less color than what it is supposed 
to describe, such as a shadow or if something is wet. The best 
would be if it could also suggest a sound or smell, which address 
the two senses that painting can’t reach.
do you think that viEwErS can tracE SomE of thE dEciSionS 
you madE whEn looking at thE complEtEd compoSition?
I believe that one can sense which step came before, even if it 
ended up being erased entirely. I do sand off a lot of layers, for 
example. In fact, I believe that if you have a white canvas on 
which something else had been drawn previously, you will view it 
differently than one that is untouched.
in othEr wordS, thE concEpt of timE and thE EntailEd 
ExpEriEncES arE EmBEddEd in thE canvaS?
Yes, that’s a big part of the work. It is not about finishing a 
picture, but rather about the moment when you finish to work 
on it. In fact, the work does not necessarily have to be com-
plete at that point. Still, it is at that moment in a condition 
that does exactly what I want it to do. You could also describe 
color this way. Let’s say you would like to describe a natural 
phenomenon; you would note the day, the location, and per-
haps what you had for dinner the night before. You are not only 

BEginning to movE away from thE rEctangular and SquarE 
formatS?
It is something that is simply a part of my practice and it is 
not that new. In fact, I had meant to explore shaped canvases 
for a long time. I like to play with space as much as with the 
painted ground. I am interested in the question of where space 
originates in a painting and when it is that the white ground can 
evoke depth. At a certain point that led me to incorporate the 
untreated ground, meaning the raw canvas, into the composi-
tion. If you contemplate that step you will automatically begin 
to think about the space next to the painting as well. I then took 
my last solo exhibition at Federica Schiavo Gallery in Rome as 
reason to create several shaped canvases [Svenja Deininger: Every 
Something is an Echo of Nothing, Federica Schiavo Gallery, March 
19 – April 21, 2015]. The gallery is located in the historic dis-
trict of the city and consists of a white cube with a long corridor 
from which spring two vaulted spaces left and right. The gallery 
was built inside this historic space, which remains pretty much in 
its original condition. It’s almost like a box within a box. There 
are hardly any straight lines in the vaulted spaces as everything 
is rounded. It made sense to work with shaped canvases in that 
case. In fact, I completed several, but found it rather difficult and 
was only really satisfied with one. I added a partial frame so that 
the wall became part of the work. 
how do you dEcidE on your palEttE? do you Employ colorS 
aS indicatorS for cErtain moodS, for ExamplE?
I can say two things. One aspect is that my works originate in 
something that bothers or at least is difficult for me, making me 
want to work with and through it. Along these lines, I’ve always 
had difficulties with clear, bright colors, such as the primaries; 
they will suggest something symbolic, which is something I 
 definitely do not want. Therefore, for a long time, I started with 
colors, such as bright yellow or red. The application of these 
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That’s true and it is something I consciously use. I would like 
to decide how people walk around a painting or how they walk 
into an exhibition space. Of course, when you look at a painting 
up close you will better understand whatever it was that peaked 
your interest from afar. Meanwhile, you will perhaps see some-
thing else that will make you forget why you were pulled in by 
the work in the first place. That’s something that already inter-
ested me when I was still focused on photography. If you have a 
figure in the foreground, but cut it in a way that you won’t see 
the eyes, it will draw less attention. So you can steer the viewer’s 
gaze toward something else first.
did you arrivE at painting through photography?
Not really. I had painted at first, but then I studied conceptual 
art with Timm Ulrichs at the Kunstakademie Münster [1996–
2000]. Meanwhile, I also took photographs. After that, I focused 
on film for a while before continuing my studies at the Kunst-
akademie Düsseldorf with Albert Oehlen [2000–2003]. Still, 
I really only started painting again after my studies. In fact, I 
showed a couple of paintings at my thesis exhibition for the first 
time. Not all the responses were positive. However, in my mind 
I was going to embark on something new as soon as I graduated 
from the Academy. In fact, my art history professor was very crit-
ical and his parting words were a quote by Hermann Hesse. He 
said: “There is magic in every beginning”, adding “and I don’t 
see that in your case.” I still enjoy thinking about that.
do you EvEr fEEl prESSurEd to mEEt ExpEctationS?
I will only focus on what I’m interested in and that means on 
things I don’t already know. I don’t like to repeat myself unless 
I use it as an aesthetic means. I definitely won’t work in series. 
I have developed various techniques, which really spring from 
some kind of inability, from something that didn’t work before. 
I don’t draw and I don’t imagine forms, for example. Instead, I 
arrive at a certain form after a while. If it works I know it in that 

mentioning the lightning storm and the colors you saw, but also 
the surrounding facts.
you work with variouS formatS, ranging from Small to 
largE ScalE. do you havE a prEfErEncE or iS thErE a format 
that SEEmS moSt natural to you?
There are formats that I’m more comfortable with than oth-
ers. It’s fascinating how different they are. Several years ago, I 
worked very large and when I had to face a medium format it was 
a struggle, because it seemed so small. After that, I worked on 
large sheets of paper for a long time. When I returned to the can-
vas, I began by focusing on a format that was a little bit smaller 
than standard letter size. Though originally these paintings 
were meant to help describe the works on paper, they became 
an independent project. In fact, I lost myself in them. I was able 
to develop a lot through them and many ended up being very 
complex. I was curious to find out what kind of concentration a 
small painting can attract in a space, how much square footage it 
can tolerate, and how small works can communicate with each 
other in a large, empty space. At a certain point, I started to make 
larger paintings again to let the small ones appear even smaller in 
context. I thought of them as excerpts from the smaller compo-
sitions, which could enlarge certain details. In other words, the 
small paintings were complex and the larger ones were simplified 
and almost monochrome. Over time, the latter have become more 
independent. Now, there are two fairly new directions within the 
larger format. There are works conceived to serve a particular 
role in the context of an exhibition, adding a comma, hyphen, or 
period, for example. Others are as complex as the small paintings.
BEcauSE you includE largE and Small workS in your inStal-
lationS, you animatE thE viEwEr. onE haS to walk up to a 
SmallEr compoSition in ordEr to propErly SEE it, whilE 
onE haS to StEp Back to takE in a largE painting, for 
ExamplE.
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instant, but I wouldn’t be able to envision it beforehand. In fact, 
if I could, I wouldn’t be interested in painting it anymore. I only 
ever know what’s missing. That’s why I developed these tech-
niques, which if they work, I won’t repeat. I want to be surprised.
iS it difficult BEing Back in thE Studio aftEr prEparing 
for two complEx Solo ExhiBitionS? 
I enjoy that moment immensely when almost everything has 
been picked up and the studio is significantly emptier. How-
ever, there are still about fifty canvases left. These are works that 
haven’t been resolved or in which certain things just didn’t work 
or didn’t reach far enough. Some works date back to 2011 and 
are waiting for the next step. In addition, I still have three more 
solo shows to think about this year with the next one coming 
up in June at Galerie Martin Janda in Vienna [Svenja Deininger, 
June 7 – July 22, 2017]. It’s certainly not easy to find your way 
back after these projects and after having spent a week in Miami 
to organize the show, but it’s still a time I enjoy. There is a sense 
of a new beginning and the overall rhythm of the work is a little 
bit different. The breathing during the process is different. I will 
admit that I slept in my studio the past two nights to re-acclimate 
myself. I wanted to wake up in the morning while being sur-
rounded by the work, before doing or thinking about anything 
else. 
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you work in nEw york and BErlin, travEling rEgularly 
Back and forth. howEvEr, Each of your StudioS iS dEdi-
catEd to a diffErEnt purpoSE.
When I first set up my studio in Berlin in 2008, I immediately 
thought that I wanted to have a different kind of studio than in 
New York, where I’m focused on painting and have lots of day-
light. My studio in Berlin is smaller in comparison and I only 
work on paper here. This allows me to concentrate on either 
drawing or painting for longer stretches of time.
do your workS in Both mEdiumS Still intErSEct or do you 
viEw thEm aS SomEwhat SEparatE, SElf-containEd EntitiES?
Both the works and thoughts intersect. In New York, I still make 
small sketches for paintings, for example, to note compositional 
ideas. As the painting progresses, I keep continuing to sketch. 
However, in Berlin I focus on independent drawing series. It’s 
my time to think, develop new ideas, play around a bit, and 
essentially, to open up. This back and forth between working in 
two different media and traveling between two different cultures 

fEBruary 7, 2017
nEukölln, BErlin

BEttina Blohm
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suggests the figure in some ways, whereas a horizontal format 
evokes a landscape. I call them “Mosaikformen”  [“Transitional 
Forms”]. In evolutionary biology, Transitional Forms define 
organisms that have characteristics of two different groups of 
organisms. So let’s say birds and crocodiles originally had the 
same ancestor and hence, that ancestor had characteristics of 
both species. These new drawings are based on two systems. 
First, there is a grid made by four sections in height and three 
sections in width. I then divide that grid further, using a smaller 
scale. However, I don’t draw the grid from top to bottom and left 
to right. Instead, I draw it in segments so that each segment of 
the grid begins to move against another. This process is evocative 
of handwriting and it invites irregularities. These two grids of dif-
ferent scale seem to lean on each other. 
it’S intErESting that thESE gridS SEEm to BE in flux, 
which iS a quality that’S uSually not aSSociatEd with 
thESE StructurES. in your work, thEy almoSt appEar 
organic and lESS rootEd in notionS of prEdictaBility and 
StaBility.
That’s a very good point. It’s kind of quirky and personal. If you 
think of a city grid, you associate it with a rigid infrastructure. I 
use it in the opposite way, as something that you can manipulate 
and that is alive. In addition, I may introduce a curvilinear line 
that weaves through the composition. If you look closely, you will 
find that it divides each square in half. I always need to establish 
some kind of rule or idea. Otherwise, I wouldn’t know where to 
start; it would just be so accidental. I want there to be a certain 
truth I guess. 
thErE iS a Strong SEnSE of compoSitional clarity, which 
BEcomES hEightEnEd By thE rEStrictEd palEttE.
The ground of these works is a light acrylic wash and I use 
black gouache on top. It is the contrast that establishes the lines 
of the two grids. The actual line drawing that sits on top is in 

with very different aesthetic predilections has been very good for 
my work. 
your moSt rEcEnt workS on papEr complEtEd in BErlin hint 
at gEomEtry, alBEit rEndErEd with a frEE hand rathEr 
than prEciSE toolS. thErE iS an ovErall rhythm rootEd 
in SquarES, vErticalS and horiZontalS. from whErE do 
you SourcE your compoSitional ElEmEntS and how do you 
Bring thEm togEthEr? 
Originally, most of my ideas came from the landscape. In fact, 
I’ve been doing landscape drawings for about twenty-five years. 
So I think a lot of my sense of rhythm stems from there. Mean-
while, I use the grid as a basic structure, against which I set 
different ideas, be it the combination of two grids or particular 
shapes, for example.
many of your workS pondEr Such a particular ShapE, aS 
you call it, in diffErEnt variationS. thE rESultS EvokE 
thEmES of rEpEtition, rEflEction, and tranSition. 
In general, I’m interested in opposites. I often set up two dif-
ferent systems or two ideas that guide the composition in both 
my painting and drawing. Sometimes it’s the same idea, but 
explored in two different scales. These parameters function like 
rules, against which I then like to push. 
doES thE SamE SEt of rulES dEScriBE thE corE of an EntirE 
group of workS, which will thEn function aS a SEriES?
Yes. I will usually get excited about a certain idea and I will 
subsequently play around with it, trying to develop different 
versions. 
whEn looking at your moSt rEcEnt group of workS on 
papEr, onE can tracE a particular StructurE. Each draw-
ing iS charactEriZEd By thE intErplay of SquarE and 
rEctangular ShapES on a planE. 
All of these works are in a vertical format, which is something 
I haven’t really used for a long time. The vertical format always 
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as the work of Josef Albers. You can certainly play with cold and 
warm tones and use different colors to evoke certain emotions, 
but each individual will still experience them differently. Some 
people love black and others are scared of it. Color has to do with 
light and I think that different traditions of paintings have devel-
oped in countries, because of the light that you find there. The 
other day, I was looking at the paintings of Richard Diebenkorn, 
who was based in Los Angeles for much of his life. I remembered 
how disappointed I had been when I first discovered his work, 
because his colors seemed so washed out. I really only under-
stood Diebenkorn’s palette when I went to Los Angeles myself 
and experienced how strong the light is there; it fades the colors. 
Meanwhile, New York has beautiful light and I think that’s part 
of the reason why there’s a great colorist tradition there. In Ger-
many, light, except maybe in the South, is not very good. I think 
that’s one of the reasons why Germany has a great tradition in 
drawing, printmaking, and bookmaking. This certainly informed 
my decision to make primarily drawings in Berlin, which are 
reductive in color and line-based.
in othEr wordS, your viSion for your BErlin Studio waS 
partially informEd By how you ExpEriEncE thE largEr cul-
tural contExt?
Yes, very much so, even though at first my decision was some-
what impulsive. I had been thinking about a drawing studio for a 
long time, simply because I can’t really focus on works on paper 
in my painting studio.
iS thiS duE to thE fact that for you, Both thESE mEdiumS 
diStract from Each othEr?
It’s a good question. I once spent a month at a residency in 
Upstate New York, called Yaddo, and I only worked on drawings 
there. When I came back, I right away got myself a big table-
top, thinking that I would continue to work on my drawings. It 
just didn’t work. The paintings always took over. For me, both 

white pencil. It appears more fragile and nuanced than the stark 
contrast of the underlying forms. You can exactly see where this 
line stops and starts. Meanwhile, the matte, deep black of the 
gouache is very sensuous. In fact, you can trace every fingerprint 
on it.
do you focuS on onE work at a timE or do you ExplorE thESE 
idEaS SimultanEouSly on SEvEral SurfacES?
One of the advantages drawings have is that you can work on 
them quickly and on one after the other. Generally, I will pre-
pare several grounds before starting in charcoal on a group of 
drawings. If one doesn’t work out I will throw it out. However, 
in painting, I tend to work on at least eight to ten paintings at a 
time, because you have to wait for each layer to dry. During that 
stage of having to wait, I will turn a painting around. In general, 
painting is just a much slower process. 
comparEd to your paintingS, your drawingS appEar aS 
SomEwhat rEductivE. in fact, whErEaS your paintingS 
uSually EmBracE a rangE of colorS, your drawingS arE 
oftEn Black and whitE, monochromE, or limitEd to only 
a couplE of huES. would you Say that your drawingS arE 
morE SimplifiEd in ordEr to focuS on thE StructurE of 
form?
Yes. Drawing is really close to thinking, with the hand doing the 
thinking in a way. For centuries, painters have worked out com-
positional ideas or structural ideas in drawing first, before adding 
color, which is a richer medium. 
do you think of color aS adding an Emotional componEnt?
No, it is its own language, like drawing. I think of it as com-
parable to singing, one has to have a gift for it. I don’t like the 
idea of color adding an emotional aspect, because drawing can 
certainly be emotional on its own. Expressionist drawings, such 
as works by Ernst Ludwig Kirchner for example, are very emo-
tional. In contrast, some painting can be rather analytical, such 
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city’s many cemeteries. First, I went to different parks, but you 
usually encounter an atmosphere of entertainment there, which 
runs counter to the quality of timelessness and contemplation 
that I look for. I especially like a small World War II cemetery 
close to Südstern, which doesn’t have real graves, but just plates 
in the ground. These landscape drawings mark a separate group 
of work, which gives me a connection to the world. I certainly 
incorporate elements and ideas developed in these drawings into 
my abstract compositions, sometimes more directly and some-
times less. 
did you alrEady focuS on aBStraction whilE in art 
School?
I went to art school in Munich and like most students tried dif-
ferent things. Basically, right after I finished in the mid-1980s, 
I came to New York. There, I switched from acrylic to oil, and 
began painting tree trunks at first. They were very large, telling 
of human intervention. After that I focused on architecture, fig-
ures, and landscapes. However, even as a figurative painter I was 
always leaning toward abstraction. Then, about eight years ago, 
my work became completely abstract. I had been resisting this 
step for a long time, but when I took it, there was a tremendous 
sense of liberation. 
duE to itS hiStory in aBStract ExprESSioniSm and thE 
nEw york School, aBStract art rEmainS an important 
languagE in nEw york. in fact, i would arguE that it iS 
thE morE traditional onE. you cErtainly arE awarE of thE 
grEat aBStract paintErS to an ExtEnt that it might fEEl 
ovErBEaring; you havE to mEaSurE up to that canon.
Yes, exactly. 
would you Say that you work towardS SomEthing that iS 
alrEady in your mind So that you arE Simply trying to 
find a concrEtE form for it, or do you dEvElop viSualS 
StEp-By-StEp and SomEwhat unconSciouS?

mediums require a different space, not just physically but also 
mentally. 
though you wErE Born, raiSEd and StudiEd in gErmany, you 
havE livEd in thE unitEd StatES for a long timE. nEvErthE-
lESS, you havE alwayS kEpt a Strong connEction to EuropE. 
I have always visited regularly, perhaps twice a year, as I still have 
friends and family in Germany. I also show my work regularly 
here. However, for about twenty years I was predominantly in 
the US. I would say that I have a certain split in me, allowing me 
a distance to both cultures.
in a way, you nEvEr arE truly at homE. you Sit BEtwEEn two 
chairS. in gErmany, you arE thought of aS amEricaniZEd 
and in thE uS you arE conSidErEd gErman. 
Exactly. It’s very strange. When I first came to Berlin, some Ger-
mans even thought that I was an American, who happened to 
speak German very well. That was an interesting experience. 
aBovE, you dEScriBEd your timE in your BErlin Studio aS 
an opportunity to “opEn up” your work. how haS thiS 
affEctEd your paintingS in nEw york? do you Bring Back 
drawingS madE in BErlin to nEw york to dEvElop thEm fur-
thEr or to EvEn tranSlatE thEm into paintingS?
Yes, I do and it has really clarified my thought. In general, I think 
that the linear, the drawing element has become more obvious 
in my painting. Whereas before, different shapes were described 
and defined by borders, now they are rooted in line. Color and 
line are the two main oppositions in my compositions and I try 
to keep them both independent. I don’t use line as a mere out-
line, but as something that can establish its own structure, and 
the same is true for color. 
your work iS aBStract and yEt, you havE an indEpEndEnt, 
rEgular practicE of landScapE drawing.
Yes. I have been doing landscape drawings since 1995, always 
working on site. In Berlin, these are often made while visiting the 
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will photograph the work in order to look at it on the computer, 
which allows me a more remote look at it. Distance is important.
do you uSually prEfEr to ExhiBit drawingS and paintingS 
togEthEr? 
Yes. I do, because it provides a look into the work process. Also, 
as my works are interconnected, I do believe that my drawings 
help the viewer to understand my paintings and vice versa. I also 
like to see that kind of presentation for other artists’ oeuvres. 
to viEw a paintEr’S drawingS can fEEl likE Studying thE 
BonES of thE compoSition. in addition, drawingS arE 
oftEn vEry pErSonal, allowing intimatE inSight into thE 
thought that iS at thE root of oBSErvation. think of 
gEorgES SEurat’S and vincEnt van gogh’S Black and whitE 
drawingS, for ExamplE, which arE incrEdiBly ExprESSivE 
and yEt a diStillEd concEpt from thEir luminouS paint-
ingS. drawingS arE oftEn frEEr, uninhiBitEd and pErhapS 
BEcauSE thEy rElatE to handwriting, arE akin to taking 
notES without ovEr-analyZing thE momEnt. 
Absolutely. In drawing, there is very little disturbance between 
your thought and your hand. It’s wonderful. That’s also the rea-
son why you can still read something intuitively, even when it is 
culturally unfamiliar, which in my case might be Chinese callig-
raphy, for example. Drawing is both intimate and private.
what workS By othEr artiStS arE important to you? 
Well, you go through periods when you look more at certain 
artists or genres. For a while, I looked specifically at Asian ink 
drawings. Matisse is important of course and Milton Avery and 
the Abstract Expressionists. Recently, there was an exquisite 
exhibition of Philip Guston’s grey paintings, which I thought 
was just tremendous [Philip Guston Painter, 1957 – 1967, Hauser 
& Wirth, New York, April 26 – July 29, 2016]. I also went to 
Ravenna to look at the mosaics and of course, the Agnes Martin 
retrospective, which I saw both at the Tate in London and the 

I think it is different for drawing and painting. My painting is 
very process-oriented, so even though I start with certain ideas, 
it does develop over time. There is a kind of back and forth 
between trying to clarify the idea and then sort of messing it up 
again. Meanwhile, the drawings are more of a one-shot thing. 
While working on them, I can repeat the same idea again and 
again, inviting mistakes and slippages. The latter might even 
bring the work to somewhere completely new and unexpected. 
I don’t have a certain goal, but I do feel that I have developed 
this language in abstraction that has provided me with a solid 
plateau. On it, I can move around and clarify things for myself. 
what makES a work SuccESSful and whEn do you dEtErminE 
that SomEthing iS finiShEd?
Well, it’s a strange thing with finishing a painting. You never 
really know whether it is finished or not. Sometimes, I’m really 
happy with something; however, as time goes on, it gradually gets 
less interesting. It can also work the other way around in that 
something that I was unsure of and had turned around suddenly 
gets really exciting when reviewed on a later date. In general, 
there will be a sense of resolution and clarity in a painting if I 
determine that the composition is complete. However, this deci-
sion can take months.
doES thE SamE apply to drawingS or iS it EaSiEr to aSSESS 
thEm? 
It is similar, but as the drawings are finished faster, the overall 
process of deciding whether they are finished or not, does not 
take as long either.
would you Say that it’S EaSiEr for you to dEtErminE 
whEthEr a drawing iS SuccESSful than a painting? 
I don’t know, it is hard to judge your own work in terms of 
quality. I usually invite other artist friends to my studio when 
I have completed a new body of work. I like to listen to what 
they have to say in order to get an outside view. Sometimes, I 
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Guggenheim in New York [Agnes Martin, Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum, October 7, 2016 – January 11, 2017], was very 
important to me. I also read a lot. All of it enters your thought 
and your  language. In the end, I think of myself as a formal-
ist, to whom ideas, thoughts, and content make a painting. I 
don’t mean narrative content, but abstraction is a language that 
exposes thoughts about the world just as much as figuration. In 
the end, that is what really excites me. 
dESpitE thiS formaliSm, would you Still dEScriBE your 
work aS a quESt for SElf-Exploration? do you viEw your 
paintingS and drawingS aS part of yourSElf or aS BEing 
indEpEndEnt oncE thEy arE complEtEd? 
I think that my works are about the world and its various aspects 
as it is seen through my temperament. I’m not interested in a 
personal or even diaristic position. My work is not about my 
habits, emotions, or about finding myself. However, it certainly 
embodies my point of view. Though I first paint for myself, I also 
paint for the world, for whoever might be interested in or con-
nect with the work. Meanwhile, you’re part of a long line of art-
ists; you’re in dialogue with living artists and those who came 
before you. This is of utmost importance, because like religion, 
all great art deals with the crucial questions of who we are as 
people. 
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onE immEdiatEly SEnSES thE importancE of wordS and lan-
guagE in many of your workS. whErE doES thiS intErESt 
StEm from? iS it pErhapS rootEd in your multi-national 
Background? you grEw up in luxEmBourg aS thE daughtEr 
of two muSicianS, a chinESE fathEr, an EngliSh mothEr, 
and with gErman aS your firSt languagE.
Language as a form of communication is an inspiring topic. 
It can be a struggle and handicap to grow up with an adop-
tive mother tongue and while feeling alienated from its cul-
tural roots. It takes time to become familiarized with “your 
tongue”. German is a very interesting language, in which you 
can combine words, but it’s only now that I really appreciate 
growing up with it. Growing up in Luxembourg, my siblings 
and I designed our language rather freely. It was a mixture of 
German and Luxembourgish. Even though I don’t think of the 
latter as beautiful, it certainly can be precise in other ways. I felt 
comfortable being “in-between” French and German, two such 
different cultures, but rather nice when you can juggle freely 

january 12, 2017 
mittE, BErlin

Su-mEi tSE
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a viSual that iS accompaniEd By a cErtain fEEling and 
atmoSphErE?
Exactly. It is something, which appears to me like a flash and at 
that moment I know pretty precisely what the upcoming “thing” 
has to look like.
in othEr wordS, thE procESS rEflEctS your attEmpt to gEt 
aS cloSE to thiS original idEa aS poSSiBlE, whilE ovEr-
coming thE limitationS impoSEd By thE matErialS. would 
you Say that thE BiggESt challEngE iS to tranSlatE thE 
idEa into a phySical form, which can only approximatE 
But nEvEr pErfEctly capturE thE formEr?
It is a challenge, yes, because the conceptual and technical path 
to purity and simplicity is often accompanied by obstacles. In 
the end, technique should disappear to allow for the focus on 
the essence of and to feel the radiance of the piece. Until a few 
years ago, this translation of an idea into a physical form was 
rather difficult for me. Now, the conceptual phase of the work, 
when I’m taking my notebook to write down thoughts, is much 
lighter and emotional. A thousand things will come together 
and eventually, I decide to grasp something specific and give it a 
physical form. However, the practical aspect of my work can be a 
challenge, especially when having to organize and communicate 
details. My partner, Jean-Lou, is a big help in that regard. It takes 
a certain mastery of materials, to realize some of these ideas.
would you confirm that you arE primarily intErEStEd 
in thE idEa and that itS tranSlation into a phySical 
form EmBodiES thE attEmpt to communicatE it with oth-
ErS? for thiS purpoSE you will EnliSt thE hElp of othErS, 
who arE SpEcialiZEd in and havE maStErEd thE matErialS 
involvEd?
Yes, I work with various people during that process, but espe-
cially with my partner, because we know each other well and I 
don’t have to explain much to him; there is trust and the same 

with one and the other. Overall, it was also a fascinating, yet 
not unproblematic interplay between Asian and European cul-
tures. On the one hand, there was the Chinese language, which 
is rooted in pictures and is therefore more abstract. On the 
other hand, there was the precision of German. Meanwhile, our 
main base was music.
conSidEring thiS Background, how and whEn did you 
dEcidE that it waS a viSual languagE, rathEr than muSic 
or litEraturE that could moSt naturally communicatE 
your idEaS?
It’s difficult to say exactly as it developed over time. In Luxem-
bourg, school is very present in order to teach children all three 
languages on a high level. In addition, my siblings and I studied 
music at the conservatory. I wasn’t able to do much else outside 
of these activities and hence, other interests mainly developed 
after I had graduated from high school and arrived in Paris. 
wErE you drawn to a SpEcific mEdium aS Soon aS you BEgan 
focuSing on viSual art?
At first, I worked pretty isolated and I wasn’t really comfortable 
with technical drawing and the expectation of making sketches 
throughout the day. However, I always took notes. I would see 
a situation that I found interesting and I would write down 
thoughts related to that. I would use words, but also have very 
concrete images or a sound in my head. The question was how to 
translate these impressions and it was then, that technical aspects 
became important. It’s not like I had an idea and thought that 
this would have to be expressed in video or photography, for 
example. For instance, I find it very difficult to define a work as 
installation or photography, because to me, these are very closely 
related. I can’t really distinguish the line between them; it has 
more to do with texture or a moment in time. If I work on a 
sound, it often is in order to relate to an image.
whEn you rEfEr to an “imagE”, do you mEan an imprESSion, 
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and textures, contemplating how they can express different emo-
tions that are in constant dialogue. I also aim to create a cer-
tain sense of distance, as I am not interested in autobiographical 
exploration.
in othEr wordS, thE idEa iS cEntral and mEant to rESo-
natE indEpEndEntly with thE viEwEr. you don’t undErStand 
your work aS part of a pErSonal SElf-Exploration.
Even when I have a performative role in a work, I never think of 
that figure as a representation of myself. Instead, I stand in for 
a general he, she, or it. Though I intend to express something 
that is personally meaningful to me, I also try to bring it into a 
universal context, sharing personal emotions rather than a nar-
ration about my life. In some ways, my works reflect my ambi-
tion to free myself from the conditioning that I was subjected 
to during my music education. Along these lines, “L’écho” 
was very meaningful to me. It’s a large video projection, which 
embodies the interplay between music and breathing in nature. 
Visually, it references Asian landscape painting. You see a 
mountainous landscape contrasted with the small figure of a 
musician, who is turning her back to the viewer. She is playing 
the cello in response to her own echo, which is the sound that 
keeps bouncing back to her because of this particular setting. 
The work is about free improvisation and the composition I’m 
playing was sparked in the moment. I did not plan anything 
ahead. Because of the slight delay of the echo, a dialogue could 
take place.
thiS layErEd call and rESponSE BEcomES a canon. 
Exactly. In Chinese painting you often find this kind of contrast 
between a small human figure and a monumental landscape. In 
“L’écho”, nature answers back in its full grandeur and power, as 
well as with a rich tone. Meanwhile, the cello is a very natural 
instrument, especially in how it relates to the human body. The 
musician embraces it and the tone is very warm and full. I have 

aesthetic sense. Often it also has to do with a certain scale and 
dialogue with the space.
arE thErE workS within your oEuvrE that you would con-
SidEr moSt SuccESSful? pErhapS thEy rEflEct idEaS that 
occur rEpEatEdly ovEr timE or wErE particularly chal-
lEnging in thEir rEaliZation?
It’s a difficult question to answer, but it certainly has nothing 
to do with the technical aspects of the work. In the beginning, 
my work was rooted in my experiences in music education and 
my understanding of music as a unique language. In fact, music 
signified a language, which I understood well and which I could 
use naturally and honestly. That’s how video works like “L’écho” 
[“The Echo”] (2003) or “Das Wohltemperierte Klavier” [“The 
Well-Tempered Piano”] (2001) developed.
did you focuS on a SpEcific inStrumEnt in your muSic 
Education?
Yes, on the cello. At first, I separated music from fine arts. I was 
studying visual art at the École des Beaux Arts in Paris, while 
also playing a lot of chamber music with musicians at the conser-
vatory. Every time I had music exams, I would focus on my art-
work. It was in tandem. It’s when I was supposed to concentrate 
on one of them that I needed to reach out to the other as well. 
Eventually, I started to combine music and art. It also had to do 
with time. In music, if you want to work on your perfect tone, 
you have to practice for many hours every day, leaving not much 
time for anything else. If you are a passionate musician that is 
something you thrive on, but it wasn’t that interesting to me. It 
meant that I would have to be too focused in one specific direc-
tion. I still believe that it is easier to experience extreme emo-
tions, such as true delight through music rather than through 
conceptual art. Music is an art form that when it is performed 
on the highest level, can connect deeply and immediately, giving 
you goose bumps. However, my ideas are derived from images 
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Right, it was about creating an opposition. I used something that 
is very well known or can be listened to if one isn’t familiar with it. 
There is a distinct resonance and it has stayed with me after hav-
ing worked on this piece. “Goldberg Variationen (1955/1981)” is 
about free musical emotion and expression, but translated into a 
very concrete form and with particular materials.
your work aimS to makE SomEthing concrEtE that at firSt 
glancE SEEmS to dEfy that poSSiBility. you arE SpEaking 
of EmotionS, SoundS, and SEnSationS that arE EphEmEral, 
tranSiEnt, flEEting. howEvEr, you arE not only attEmpt-
ing to providE thEm with a form But alSo to EStaBliSh 
a languagE with thE hElp of which wE can diScuSS thEm. 
you arE currEntly in thE procESS of organiZing a largEr 
ExhiBition and Showing your work in dEpth will mark an 
opportunity to prESEnt Both individual poSitionS and a 
cohESivE languagE.
True. I’m currently working on a large solo exhibition at 
MUDAM in Luxembourg [Su-Mei Tse, Musée d’Art Moderne 
Grand-Duc Jean, October 7, 2017 – April 8, 2018], which will 
then be further presented in some variation at the Aargauer 
Kunsthaus in Aarau, Switzerland, from May to August 2018. In 
addition, there are currently plans to bring the exhibition to Asia 
in 2019. 
iS thErE an ovErarching thEmE for thiS projEct?
It will be about traveling, both mentally and physically, while 
using memories and traces from important stages in my life. 
These are related to geographical places, including in Japan as 
well as Italy, where I once completed a one-year residency in 
Rome. These experiences will interact with references I feel close 
to, and I try to share these emotions in the spirit of a big col-
lage with overlapping themes rather than creating a clear struc-
ture. If you look at my notebook, which I published a few years 
ago, you will see that I’m working on everything parallel. It’s not 

to say, it is a tone that remains very influential, especially when I 
work with wood for example. 
you havE alSo crEatEd workS that arE SparkEd By and arE 
aBout muSic, But which havE no Sound.
Yes. In 2009, I made “Goldberg Variationen (1955/1981)” in 
collaboration with Jean-Lou. Glenn Gould’s interpretations 
and recordings of Johann Sebastian Bach’s composition of 1741 
inspired it. Gould first recorded the Goldberg Variations in 
1955 when he was young. It is utterly vibrant, full of life and 
fast. Shortly before he died, in 1981, he recorded it again and 
it has a very different feeling. It is exaggeratedly slow but deep, 
mature and wise, taking time for each moment, each note. After 
years of studying Bach, you feel the connection between both, as 
if composer and interpreter have become one. I think of Gould 
as conceptual, because he decided at some point to no longer 
perform to live audiences and to only strive for perfection in the 
studio. Control was very important to him and yet, his interpre-
tations are incredibly personal; sometimes you can even hear him 
singing along. Because of the precision of the recording, every 
breath of air, every expression of emotion becomes heightened. 
My work “Goldberg Variationen (1955/1981)” is made of walnut 
wood, which is very warm. The piece consists of a lot of individ-
ual parts that are attached to each other, like the keys of a piano. 
They reflect the sound waves of the two different recordings. 
did you work on thESE SEgmEntS whilE liStEning to gould’S 
rEcordingS?
I had the recordings in my head and worked with them visually. 
“Goldberg Variationen (1955/1981)” is evocative of sheet music, 
tone, and texture. At the same time, it is very quiet and still. It 
appears very settled as it is laid out on the floor.
waS that thE rEaSon why you dEcidEd to havE it viEwEd 
from aBovE rathEr than frontally? mounting it on a wall 
would havE madE for a morE traditional viEwing.
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expectation, while also hinting at an air of secrecy; you have to 
listen carefully. “White Noise” is a silent piece, which captures 
this crackling sound visually by giving a form to the specks of 
dust that are largely responsible for it. Set up on a simplified 
wooden turntable, you see the record, on top of which white 
balls of varying sizes appear permanently attached. They reflect 
the dust particles that one always tries to brush off. In this case 
they become the center of attention and seem evocative of a 
planetary constellation.
thErE iS a SEnSE of intErdEpEndEncy BEtwEEn all ElEmEntS, 
whilE thE Spacing of thESE BallS alSo SuggEStS a SEnSE of 
rhythm. 
“White Noise” certainly reflects another ongoing topic, namely 
breathing. Back when my father used to practice with me, he 
always stressed the importance of breathing. If you are tense, no 
tone or sense of true expression can arise. Breathing is essential 
and you need it to develop a language that is honest despite the 
inherent technical challenges.
thiS languagE you dEScriBE can aid in paying homagE to 
SomEthing that iS inviSiBlE and yEt, concrEtE, Such aS 
thE crackling Sound on a lp.
True, it is an homage of sorts. It deals with the traces that have 
left a mark and which therefore become material to work with. 
When I have a theme that I consider perfect, such as that crack-
ling record sound, I will play with it freely; it also helps if most 
people already have a memory of it. 
for SomE, thE mEmory of thE crackling Sound might BE 
rathEr Emotional ESpEcially aS it iS SomEthing wE con-
nEct with thE paSt and which haS almoSt vaniShEd from 
our daily livES. 
Although you just never know what might happen. Think about 
the Internet, for example, and how because of it, books and the 
touch of a page have regained meaning, leading to a retrospective 

necessarily structured in a chronological way. That’s why it’s 
hard for me to answer when someone asks me what I’m currently 
working on. I can easily go back to a work from 2006, if it repre-
sents a theme that I’m still developing.
your notEBookS comBinE viSualS with writtEn idEaS, or in 
othEr wordS, SourcES of inSpiration and contEmplationS.
Writing is important to me, as well as references, such as a sen-
tence, a word or a quote. The reverberation of a word is very 
poetic, for example. To me, poetry describes something that is 
hard to grasp. I work much more freely since I no longer feel 
the pressure to put all my thoughts into one work. Instead, I will 
focus on one element at a time, expressing it in a work that can 
remain open. I trust the viewer and don’t believe that a work 
needs to be read in one specific way only. 
you havE rEpEatEdly talkEd aBout Sound. onE work that 
waS inSpirEd By onE that moSt pEoplE havE an immEdiatE 
aSSociation with iS “whitE noiSE” (2009).
Yes, it is based on a specific sound that is very important to me: 
the crackling that you find in the beginning and at the end of an 
LP record. It is a sound that has been pretty much eliminated 
these days, because of this constant search for perfection. How-
ever, for me, it is this kind of texture that provides the whole with 
volume and life. It is also the time, this moment full of expecta-
tion before something starts which inspires me.
do you Still liStEn to your muSic on rEcordS?
Yes, sometimes. It has a unique depth of tone. I also like the 
embedded gesture very much. When listening to records, you are 
physically engaged. In “White Noise” I was trying to express the 
state of anticipation that you experience when you have dropped 
the needle onto the vinyl and the crackling begins. In German, 
we have this verb “lauschen” or in French “tender l’oreille” 
which describe a form of intense, concentrated listening. It’s dif-
ficult to translate. It’s about focusing your ear on something with 
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stayed with me. That made me realize that I don’t always have 
to complete what I want to express or what the work is about. 
What I do is to create little stages for human emotions, which 
will not be shown overtly however. I try to keep my work open; 
I don’t over-analyze and plan my work. In the case of “Swing”, I 
wanted to talk about a particular feeling of absence by showing 
it as a simple, white light object. Everyone will experience the 
result differently; it might evoke sadness or melancholia in some, 
and happiness in others. That depends on the individual. I am 
curious about this exchange of different emotions.
whEn you prEparE a comprEhEnSivE ExhiBition aS thE onE 
you arE currEntly working on, how do you go aBout com-
Bining diffErEnt thEmES and organiZing SuBjEctS?
On the one hand, I am inspired to realize the new ideas that I am 
currently working on, while going back to previous themes and 
references. In the past, I thought that I needed to find a common 
denominator, especially as I was working in different media, such 
as sculpture, objects, and photography. I thought that this would 
be necessary to show that a larger theme was being explored. 
Now that I trust the viewer, I have learned to let go and move 
more freely. I will just make the works. To coordinate them is 
like a composition; works that are sparked by a similar theme 
don’t necessarily have to go into the same room. It becomes a 
parcours or a salle de lecture. Notations might come in the form of 
an object, a picture, or a word, and I will choreograph them in 
hindsight. The dialogue with the curator who has a more distant 
view on my work is also of great importance when deciding on 
how the different instruments could play together. It’s a question 
of nuances.
it SoundS likE a collagE and i think that’S a tErm that 
can dEScriBE your variouS ExpEriEncES and your work at 
largE: it iS a coming togEthEr of intErEStS and matErialS 
on a SharEd planE.

discovery or a new consideration of something that was formerly 
well known. Books or the crackling sound belong to a particular 
time that is still within our grasp, not too far in the past; we still 
have childhood memories of it. It becomes a personal phantom 
of sorts. 
you ExplorEd SomEthing Similar in “Swing” (2007).
“Swing” is a kinetic sculpture made of regular neon tubes. It’s 
very minimal in its stylistic rendition, not unlike a drawing. It was 
shown in several locations, such as in a historically charged room 
at the Singapore Biennial (2008) or in the staircase of a museum. 
The atmosphere and vibration of the space are part of the piece, 
showing the swing moving slowly from one side to the other, like 
a metronome. There is the illusion of someone just having got-
ten up and walked away from it, leaving a pulse, an aura. Like 
“White Noise” it’s a simple object, which triggers memories. The 
whole work deals with notions of presence and absence. 
thESE arE concEptS that arE again Emotionally chargEd. 
it iS intErESting to mE that you find a SimplE, poignant 
and ElEgant form for vEry SpEcific idEaS. you havE mEn-
tionEd thE nEcESSity for thE prEciSion of Both contEm-
plation and itS ExprESSion. howEvEr, your work allowS 
plEnty of room for individual intErprEtation and rESo-
nancE. in that it EmBracES frEE EclEcticiSm morE than 
prEciSion. 
I learned about freedom through an interesting course on experi-
mental film, which I took in Paris once. Years later, when I was 
working on a video, I remembered a film by Stan Brakhage with 
a perfect sound in correlation with images. I began to research 
how Brakhage might have worked with the sound in order to 
keep it so vividly ingrained in my memory. What I discovered 
was that the particular film I remembered had no sound at all. 
It was due to the strong images, their texture and rhythm that 
I had experienced a very personal sound, which was what had 
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Yes. I try to clarify all these different thoughts that are going 
through my head – first for myself and then, for others. I have 
to accept that in order to make them comprehensible, I have to 
organize them in layers, pluses and minuses. However, one has 
to also embrace the fact that one cannot understand everything. 
In fact, this often leads to impressions and sensations that can 
be much more interesting than what one had originally intended 
to say. It’s this coming together that can lead to an entirely new 
meaning, not unlike some words in the German language that 
are made by combining two separate nouns, for example.
thESE arE Both namES for SomEthing, aS wEll aS 
dEScriptionS. 
Yes. On the one hand these words are aiming to be precise on 
the other hand they are descriptive and hence, an approximation. 
There also is humor in this lining up of different words. In fact, 
it’s important to not take oneself too seriously. Especially if you 
work with historic references and if your work is conceptual, you 
need to reintroduce a sense of lightness. You have to make sure 
that if you talk about breathing, the breath also remains in the 
work. The work cannot become a forced discourse. 
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although you arE BaSEd in BErlin, you rEgularly movE 
part of your Studio practicE to a nEw city for SEvEral 
monthS at a timE. you arE currEntly BaSEd in Both BErlin 
and SouthErn francE, for ExamplE. do you alwayS Bring 
workS-in-progrESS with you in ordEr to kEEp your train 
of thought?
No, I don’t, because I don’t have any works-in-progress in that 
sense. My drawings develop in one moment, meaning I will draw 
until the work is finished. If it is successful I will keep it and if 
not, it gets discarded, but I can’t go back into a previous work to 
complete it. Each drawing is rooted in one flowing movement. 
Even if I think that something is missing when I view the work 
some days later, I wouldn’t be able to reach back into this origi-
nal and very particular energy. It wouldn’t have the same har-
mony and appear out of synch.
you SpEak of a flowing movEmEnt and you chooSE your 
matErialS accordingly. you uSually uSE Black or ochEr 
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state of transition and morphing. According to him, this is due to 
an underlying, universal energy, which he called Bildekräfte [For-
mative Forces]. These forces are responsible for creating forms in 
all their stunning variety. Heraclitus wrote of something similar 
as early as 500 BC. He said that nothing endures but change: 
Everything is constantly shifting, changing and becoming some-
thing other to what it was before. He insisted on ever-present 
change as being the fundamental essence of the universe. These 
are all ideas that I try to capture in my work. My forms originate 
in the moment I draw them. There is not a preconceived image I 
follow. Instead, I am interested in describing the process through 
which forms begin to materialize.
in othEr wordS, you alSo try to viSualiZE timE, thE timE 
it takES for thESE SpEcific formS to manifESt?
Yes. Showing time as duration adds the forth dimension to 
width, height, and length. I try to introduce the dimension of 
time into my work by allowing a glimpse of the time it took to 
have these forms develop. I use curvilinear lines, for example, 
which twist around their own axis, unfolding into space. It is a 
snapshot of a moment and yet, the single lines enable the viewer 
to gain a sense of the time that was involved in the creative pro-
cess. If you talk about the themes of becoming and change, you 
have to include the aspect of time.
do you rElatE your drawingS to Each othEr in thE SEnSE 
that you might viEw a SuBSEquEnt work aS a continuum of 
a prEviouS onE?  
Yes. If I draw the whole day, I will hang up the works that I 
like best at the end. I will review these the next day, after hav-
ing gained some distance. Then, I start grouping or re-arranging 
them. It’s not unlike composing, but all of these works have to 
stem from the same workflow. 
do you uSually Show your workS in groupS?
I do, especially in order to clarify what my intentions and what 

ink againSt a whitE ground. ESpEcially ochEr allowS for 
a SpEctrum of ShadES.
Yes, I especially like the range of light that I can get with ocher, 
which I only started to use fairly recently. It was last year while in 
New York for several months, when I suddenly wanted a warmer 
tone. Before that, I had only worked in black and white, as I like 
the intensity of that contrast very much. However, with ocher 
you can get various nuances of color, ranging from a light yellow 
to a dark earth tone. In addition, it is wonderful to draw with 
color, because you are just full with it afterwards. Now, I like to 
go back and forth.
it iS intErESting that you EquatE color with natural ElE-
mEntS, Such aS light and Earth. light cErtainly intro-
ducES itS own SEnSE of movEmEnt. comBinEd with thE Echo-
ing linES in your compoSitionS, thiS makES for a Strong 
SEnSE of dynamiSm. do you think of your work aS captur-
ing tracES of thE intEraction BEtwEEn thE matErial and 
your hand or do you givE it SymBolic mEaning?
I am trying to visualize a vital force, which the French philoso-
pher Henri Bergson described as élan vital in his book Creative 
Evolution (1907). I aim to illustrate it through the use of curvi-
linear lines and repeating arches, which are bundled into flowing 
forms and spaces. It is important to me that everything is always 
in motion.
your compoSitionS do not SEEm containEd within thE con-
StraintS of thE picturE framE. onE can EaSily imaginE 
that your linES and formS Expand far BEyond thE EdgES of 
thE papEr. in that thEy can appEar aS glimpSES or frag-
mEntS of a largEr imagE. iS it your intEntion to allow for 
a SEnSE of infinity?
Yes, it is, because I am suggesting that everything at all times is 
part of a larger stream. There is always development in my draw-
ings; I like Goethe’s idea that life’s elements are in a constant 
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as well. At times, I have even worked with aspects of animation. I 
have projected a film onto a wall, for example, and drawn into it 
in order to explore another layer. In general, I like to exhibit my 
drawings and films together, also to provide some insight into the 
creative process and the time it takes.
thE linES in your compoSitionS StrikE mE aS dEtErminEd; 
thEy arE appliEd quickly and with forcE.
Yes, I draw with a lot of momentum, which charges the lines with 
intensity. The thick bamboo pen that I use, allows me to apply a 
relatively large amount of ink. My films show how the ink runs 
from its tip.
By uSing a BamBoo pEn rathEr than pEncil, you givE up 
SomE control. on thE onE hand you can draw a prEciSE 
linE, But on thE othEr hand, it’S hard to prEdict how 
much ink will pour out and onto thE papEr.
I wouldn’t call it control, but I have drawn with bamboo pens 
for so long that I can pretty much predict the amount of speed 
that is needed for the kind of gestural release and overall purpose 
that I am after. This allows me to play freely with the medium. 
However, there is certainly an element of surprise involved as 
well. I also occasionally use pencils and thick oil pastels, but it 
is the flowing quality of ink that translates my intentions best. 
Also, I enjoy it the most. With ink, the line itself flows along with 
the movements of my hand. Meanwhile, the drips that occur 
through gesture add an expressive element, which can also indi-
cate a sense of direction to the viewer. To me, some of them seem 
like remnants of a centrifugal force.
duE to thE variationS in thE flow of thE ink, your linES 
can EithEr appEar opaquE, tranSlucEnt, thick, or thin, 
adding an ovErall SEnSE of thrEE-dimEnSionality.
That’s true and it reminds me of modeling a sculpture.
So far, you havE prEfErrEd a mEdium format that immEdi-
atEly rElatES to thE Body; it iS largE Enough to hint at an 

my themes are. I said earlier that I wouldn’t go back into a com-
pleted drawing on a later date. However, I might see gaps in a 
body of related drawings and I will continue to make related 
works if I feel that there is something left to say. 
your thEmES arE univErSal, But do you fEEl that your 
workS alSo rEflEct SomEthing intimatE and pErSonal, 
Such aS your mood at thE timE of making thEm?
They do reflect moods, but not in the sense that they capture my 
emotional disposition of the day or any particular feelings. In my 
drawings, I translate my particular sensation of the vital force, 
and that sensation is very intimate and personal. 
whEn did you Start focuSing on thiS concEpt?
It goes back to my studies. I had always drawn a lot, but during 
my education I started to focus on sculpture. However, I became 
increasingly dissatisfied with the medium as I found it too defini-
tive and concrete. In drawing, I am much freer, especially as my 
forms are not delineated and have no separation to what sur-
rounds them. My last three-dimensional work was made of soft 
lead rods, which you could find all over East Berlin after the 
Wall had come down. Because they were poisonous, they were 
being removed from the houses. I took some and attached plas-
ter blocks on each end of the rod as heads and feet. I installed 
them and they measured about two to three meters in height. In 
the course of several hours, the sculptures started to slowly bend 
until they suddenly crashed to the ground, bursting the plaster 
blocks.
you introducEd thE ElEmEntS of timE and movEmEnt to your 
SculpturE.
It wasn’t planned. I made the works, left the studio, and when 
I came back, the coffee maker was shattered into pieces. So I 
started making a group of five sculptures and filmed the process. 
I edited the footage to add a sense of drama. Since then, I con-
tinue to make films, occasionally drawing in front of the camera 
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direction of movement, and I imagine that one could lean into 
this stream or the other, and let oneself be carried by it. It is not 
crucial that the viewer understands conceptually what I am after, 
but it is important to me to convey this sense of motion so that it 
can be experienced intuitively, perhaps even physically.
in your compoSitionS, EvErything iS in flux and yEt, 
thErE iS uSually a cEntEr or a handful of diStinct intEr-
SEctionS, whErE all thE dynamic linES ovErlap and gEt 
BundlEd.
I use this as a device to build tension and to describe a place 
where the space begins to expand. It is important that the estab-
lished space responds to something specific. These intersections 
could be viewed as an atom, molecule, or gathered force. It also 
could represent the presence of a human figure.
you oftEn citE litEraturE and SciEncE aS your SourcES of 
inSpiration. 
I am fascinated by various scientific studies and I have read a lot 
about quantum physics, which questions Isaac Newton’s mecha-
nistic view of the universe. I am curious about how new concepts 
of the universe can change the generally acknowledged world-
view and further, how long it takes for scientists to accept these. 
Usually, many scientists resist anything radically new and it takes 
a long time until this kind of information trickles down so that 
the layman can read about it as well.
in othEr wordS, your Exploration of infinitEly morphing 
SpacES and StrEamS of EnErgy iS Both viSual aS wEll aS lit-
Erary. would you confirm that your work iS not intuitivE 
But rathEr BaSEd on your SciEntific rESEarch?
No, it is both. My drawing process is completely intuitive. And 
the subject matter always ponders both, how I perceive my 
surroundings and how others have described it. I have stud-
ied Spinoza in depth, among others, and am curious about the 
similarities you can find between his views and the many-worlds 

ExpanSE whilE it can alSo BE EaSily graSpEd and carEfully 
StudiEd.
I actually just started to work on a larger piece and I have ordered 
several rolls of paper that will allow me to continue that explora-
tion. The works I envision will measure about four meters high, 
but will be relatively narrow, less than 2 meters wide. I intend to 
show them in groups of three, perhaps as triptychs.
do you work with thE papEr attachEd to thE wall?
I draw on the ground. This way I can make larger movements 
with my arm. I’m really looking forward to working at this scale 
so that new forms and spaces can develop.
SomE of your drawingS introducE a human figurE, alBEit 
rathEr aBStractly. it iS rEndErEd with many ovErlapping 
linES, SuggESting a volumE rathEr than outlining a SpE-
cific ShapE. why do you introducE a figurativE ElEmEnt 
into an othErwiSE aBStract compoSition? do you intEnd 
to providE thE viEwEr with a SpEcific point of Entry?
Yes, I do. I am interested in depicting the interior streams and 
liquidity within the human body. That’s why I render it as an 
open shape in motion. I am not interested in depicting individu-
als and I don’t make any indication of gender, color of the skin, 
or age, for example. I am also not looking to reflect any personal 
emotions. Instead, I am focused on the universal experience and 
an interconnectedness that is shared by all human beings. I feel 
that I am in constant dialogue with my surroundings; there is 
an exchange when I enter a coffee shop for example, and people 
are simply looking up. Also, there is an exchange with the gen-
eral atmosphere in that coffee shop; I have an effect on it and it 
affects me at the same time. In general, I don’t perceive the body, 
as you would see it reflected in a mirror, with skin functioning as 
the border to the exterior. I look at the figure as something that 
is constantly changing and I try to illustrate this by introducing 
it into these fluid spaces. To me, the figure is able to indicate a 
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I would like to make an installation with the new large drawings 
in a space with very high ceilings. I would show them together 
with a film, but this time working with 16mm film rather than 
a digital camera. I like the aesthetic of film, how it is projected, 
as well as the fact that film plays with light and dark on various 
levels. It has a very different presence in an installation. 
it SoundS to mE likE you Enjoy crEating a dialoguE BEtwEEn 
thE diffErEnt mEdia you Employ. your printS havE a cloSE 
kinShip with drawingS, for ExamplE.
I recently completed three series of twenty prints each, called 
“Metamorphosis Series”. I used the etching needle to go back 
into the black lines of each print in order to bring back the 
light. This process makes each of these works unique, the image 
changes slightly from print to print. They reflect my interest in 
metamorphosis and the possibilities of change. 
whEn iS a work ESpEcially challEnging or at what point 
do you dEEm it unSuccESSful? 
The biggest challenge is to be absolutely concentrated. It takes 
a certain kind of aggressive focus to confront the white paper 
and add the first mark. Meanwhile, you also have to listen 
to the drawing and follow the line. When I draw it, I see the 
moment when it manifests, as well as where it is going next. I 
enjoy that immensely. However, I have to be focused, because 
otherwise the vitality of the line and the overall intensity is off. 
Every drawing that I keep must have true harmony at its core. 
If there is any sense of dissonance or hesitation, I will discard 
the work.
do you havE a SpEcific routinE or ritual that will gEt you 
into thiS StatE of complEtE concEntration? do you havE 
to Sit and look for a whilE whEn you gEt to thE Studio or 
can you go Straight to work?
Back in the day, it took indeed longer to become calm. Now it’s 
much faster. I come to the studio and am pretty concentrated. 

interpretation of quantum mechanics, for example. The latter 
is gaining more and more ground these days among physicists, 
as it brings some sense back into the seemingly mysterious and 
nonsensical quantum world with its wave functions. It asserts 
that there are many universes; everything that could possibly 
have happened in our past, but did not, has occurred in the past 
of some other universe. There is the concept that each moment 
embodies many possibilities of how something can unfold and 
that in fact each one does – somehow, somewhere. How could 
one imagine an infinite expansion of these infinite moments, 
which each person experiences? It’s fun to try. The follow-up 
question is how one could visualize these contemplations on a 
two-dimensional sheet of paper. When I read philosophical texts 
I always sketch as well.
arE thESE SkEtchES BaSEd on notES or arE thEy aBStract 
viSualS?
Both. To me, drawing represents a particular way of thinking. If 
I draw a concept I have to be able to imagine it. Sketching clears 
up ideas for me, it helps me think things through. I enjoy try-
ing to find a visual interpretation for something that is almost 
unimaginable and which can’t be pictured; I like to put some-
thing on paper nevertheless.
arE thErE any artiStS or BodiES of work that arE ESpE-
cially important to you?
Alberto Giacometti has fascinated me for a long time, especially 
his drawings.  I am intrigued by the fact that his spaces and fig-
ures have no clear boundaries. They are not delineated and yet, 
they are not porous either. They are concrete in a unique way. 
His work reflects how I perceive things as well. It’s because his 
forms and figures reach into their surrounding space that they 
seem alive and animated.
iS thErE a particular projEct or inStallation that you 
hopE to rEaliZE in thE nEar futurE?
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this notion of growth and expansion, this élan vital, causes the 
dissolution of stagnant forms. It describes the energy that is the 
essence of being alive, and I continue to explore its various layers 
on multiple levels.

That’s also based on the fact that I have become calmer as a 
person and happier. 
iS thErE EvEr a momEnt whEn you fEar thE Empty ShEEt of 
papEr?
No. It’s always an exciting moment, which I love. Even though I 
know the theme I want to draw, it’s only while working, that I see 
how it will translate visually, how the curves will unfold and what 
the overall form will look like. I will sit with the bamboo pen and 
ink in front of the paper until I feel an impulse and that’s when 
I begin. It is the beginning of something of which I don’t know 
where it will lead. 
aBout two yEarS ago, thE muSEum kurhauS klEvE invitEd 
you to prESEnt your work in thE contExt of thEir col-
lEction, including many workS By joSEph BEuyS [taRa 
 MahaPatRa: IN the daRK Of lIght, octoBEr 10, 2014 – janu-
ary 25, 2015]. what waS thE contExt of thiS projEct and 
did you crEatE nEw workS for it?
In 2014, the Kunststiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen invited me to 
exhibit at the Museum Kurhaus Kleve on the occasion of their 
twenty-fifth anniversary. The building is a former sanatorium, 
where Beuys had his studio for six years. In preparation for 
this project, I began to research Beuys thoroughly. I found out 
that he had filled four sketchbooks during his time there, which 
already contained everything that he would develop further later 
on. I copied these sketchbooks in the Beuys Archive, following 
his lines and thought processes carefully. He often referred to 
Goethe’s The Metamorphosis of Plants (1790) and vital forces, for 
example. Goethe made extensive notes on the growth of plants, 
speaking of expansions and contractions. For example, grow-
ing leaves are always in a spiral form so that all of them can be 
exposed to the light. I made a lot of drawings inspired by these 
ideas, showing a spiraling form that expands into space. I’m still 
working with this concept today. I’m interested in the fact that 
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would you dEScriBE your mEdium aS SculpturE rathEr than 
mixEd mEdia inStallation?
Yes, I make physical kinds of works, which have an immediate 
presence. They are very different from a projected image of a 
work, a video, photograph, or something digital online. I also 
make music, although I usually think of that as sculpture as well. 
Music doesn’t have a physical form, but it has a feeling and it fills 
the space. In fact, it delineates the space and therefore the way 
you perceive it is very sculptural. Very often my work is made in 
response to the physical body and I think about how you hear 
something, how you feel it, how big you are next to it, how you 
could navigate it, and whether you could enter it or touch it. 
There are all these negotiations that you have to make in order to 
handle the work or to engage with it. There’s also a very delicate 
balance between the perceiver and the object. This kind of sculp-
ture is not just an object.
whEn you work on a SculpturE, do you alwayS try to think 
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for the title of an exhibition at the Guggenheim in New York 
(2009), which also included my work. Gillick made a piece out 
of that idea, putting that title onto different objects and hence, 
playing with it literally. That’s an interesting use of a quoted text 
within different contexts. In my work, I have also taken texts 
from one place and put them into another, changing the origi-
nal meaning. If you have something that tells of being in one 
space and you move it somewhere else, the new context becomes 
part of the work, wherever that happens to be. It can be rather 
random. But with the “Rule Series”, I’m usually the one who 
shapes and forms the condition of the piece and determines 
what, where, and how that gets done. Part of that condition is 
sold with the artwork however, which will then give somebody 
else the right to make all sorts of decisions about it. I concede, 
because I sold the right to represent that work.
iS it alwayS important to you that tExt iS connEctEd to 
mEaning or do you alSo conSidEr it viSually, pErhapS aS 
an aBStract gESturE?
If you don’t understand the language the text is written in, it 
will certainly make for a stronger aesthetic or reduce the text to 
visual matter. I think that text can look great without knowing 
what it means. Last year, I had an exhibition at the Sharjah Art 
Museum, United Arab Emirates, which also featured the work of 
Maria Zerres [March 10 – May 31, 2016]. The exhibition’s cura-
tor Amira Gad and I came up with the exhibition title, Consider-
ing Dynamics and the Forms of Chaos, which apparently reads very 
beautifully in Arabic. Of course, this is something that I would 
not be able to appreciate, even if I did learn Arabic, but I think 
that’s quite beautiful. It’s just beyond my grasp.
how waS it to ExhiBit in dialoguE with anothEr artiSt? 
Maria Zerres is a painter and her work is very different from 
mine. For Considering Dynamics and the Forms of Chaos, we tried 
to think of a concept, an idea that was about the negotiation of 

of it in thE round or do you approach it mainly from a 
frontal pErSpEctivE?
I approach my work from many angles. I think about exhibi-
tion making, because I have to contemplate how someone else 
will perceive it, listen to or hear something, and walk next to it. 
When I make something, I make it for someone, so I usually use 
a human scale. That’s how I begin.
do you prEfEr making work for a SpEcific ExhiBition 
SpacE So that you can takE all thE diffErEnt charactEriS-
ticS into account? 
I don’t generally make site-specific sculpture. Instead, I make 
sculptures that respond to a specific context and which can also 
shift. It’s a bit like a musical production. Sometimes the staging 
is a bit different, but it will fill the situation as it finds it and you 
have to make it like that every time. It’s never exactly the same. I 
want to escape the art historian’s point of view. I want the work 
to live and I still want to be allowed the possibility of changing or 
shifting something. 
ovEr thE yEarS, you havE workEd in variouS mEdia and 
with diffErEnt tEchnology. how do you dEcidE on what 
form an idEa Should takE? doES that dEciSion comE 
through ExpErimEntation in thE Studio or through prE-
cEding rESEarch?
I have to make those choices at the conception of the work, as 
those elements have to be determined at an early stage. I often 
work with text, which I also regard as sculpture. I have worked 
on a series of rules since 1992, for example. It has been a part of 
my practice for a long time, but it might take the form of spoken 
word or graphics; it might be printed or put into a very specific 
situation, which will change the reading of it entirely. So I’m 
really dealing with the context itself. This approach is not unlike 
the French philosopher Gilles Deleuze’s concept of space in film. 
Liam Gillick actually used Deleuze’s term “any-space-whatever” 
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technological side of the work is an entirely different matter. That 
takes a lot of back and forth with electronic engineers making the 
hardware, as well as programmers taking my scripted ideas and 
turning them into a scripted code that speaks to the electronics. 
Then, everything gets put together, including a very stable and 
small computer, which has its own not very user-friendly soft-
ware and can be bought in a store. Finally, I go back to my com-
puter to figure out the programming for the latter. All this needs 
to happen before you can put it all together. One of the forms is 
translucent and the other one is not. If I plug the light source in, 
you will see that the translucent shape will go through a whole 
sequence of different colors. The solid one remains white, some-
thing like an iceberg. The darker the room, the better you can see 
the effect of the work.
how do you dEcidE on thE color of light, aS wEll aS 
SEquEncing? 
I make a palette in RGB language (additive light), using the 
computer, and then I make a program, deciding on a series of 
changes, shifts, and regularity. I think about how to go from one 
color to another and whether this transition should be even, hec-
tic, or slow. In other words, I determine the range. All of this has 
to go into a scripted loop.
in thiS caSE, thE changES arE Slow and thE color iS Softly 
filtErEd through thE tranSlucEnt matErial uSEd for thE 
formS. whEn did you dEcidE to Employ light rathEr than 
applying color to a SurfacE and why? 
It was in the 1980s. It was not because I was particularly inter-
ested in color. Instead, I wanted to have something that evolved, 
changed and went through a shift. I wanted something that could 
challenge the perception of how something is, was, or appears to 
be. I had also been thinking about the physical nature of silicon, 
how it is used for chips inside a computer and the digital world. 
That’s when I sat down and made my own electronic circuit 

ordering, something of a principle that worked very well for both 
of us. However, the idea for the exhibition came first, and then 
both of us were selected. 
what doES your procESS Entail? do you rEfEr to notEBookS 
or do you work mainly on thE computEr? 
I use different things because a big part of my work is physical 
structure. First, I think about the overall structure and how the 
different elements of the work could come together. You can’t 
improvise. You only improvise in shaping colors or moving things 
a little bit. And you try out sizes, but that’s literal. I work quite a 
bit in 3D modeling, because that’s a much easier way of working 
than making all the calculations myself. Sometimes, I need some 
help from an engineer to figure out static weights and whether a 
structure will stand up properly or not. That’s one of the things 
when you work in a virtual world; you don’t need to think about 
whether or not something will stand up, or if it will be too top-
heavy and never be self-supporting. It can be that your ideas 
work in theory but in reality, they don’t necessarily fly. There are 
conditions one has to deal with, such as gravity. It’s something 
I often tell younger artists as well: there’s all this thinking and 
imagining that goes on inside your computer, but if you can’t 
actually get it to stand up in the real world somehow, then it 
fails. It matters and that’s what tests your skill, your perseverance 
to find a good resolution. Also, if the struggle with gravity fails, 
maybe there is something to be learned, which you can take in 
another direction. 
i would likE to diScuSS thiS SculpturE, which you havE 
currEntly diSplayEd in thE Studio. it iS a Stack of two 
irrEgular, whitE formS, diSplayEd on a taBlE and involv-
ing a light ElEmEnt.
It’s from 2015 and relates to a whole group of similar works. I 
made the designs for the two different forms on my computer 
and then had these produced in a workshop. However, the 
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would you Say that you aim to BridgE thESE two worldS, 
thE phySical and thE digital, and thEir diffErEnt con-
tExtS? thE digital EmBodiES a contEmporary form of 
ExprESSion, whilE plaStic artS, Such aS SculpturE, EvokE 
tradition.
But a “Pixel Box” is a conundrum, because it’s an idea, a notion. 
A pixel is the smallest element of a picture that doesn’t have a 
physical size; it’s simply something on a raster grid that is joined 
to others. So, if you actually make a physical box and have it 
function in the same way as one element of a moving picture, 
you’ve created a combination that shouldn’t really exist. In that 
sense it’s a conundrum.
do you play with thE viEwEr’S diStancE to thE “pixEl 
BoxES”, pErhapS to EvokE thE Zooming in and out of a 
digital picturE in ordEr to viEw SinglE pixElS? do you 
uSually likE to havE thE workS BE approachEd from a far 
diStancE, for ExamplE?
Yes, I do play with the viewer’s distance to the “Pixel Boxes”, but 
there is no usual scenario; each occasion brings a different situa-
tion. However, I have had the opportunity to work with distance, 
using a side of a building for example, or a vast industrial exhibi-
tion space. In 2008, I had an exhibition at the Städtische Galerie 
im Lenbachhaus und Kunstbau in Munich [Angela Bulloch, Feb-
ruary 16 – May 18, 2008]. The exhibition space was underneath 
a train station, having the same footprint as a hundred-meter 
long train station. It allowed for the work to be seen from a large 
distance and it was also entirely devoid of daylight. That was a 
great situation for viewing “Z Point” (2001/2004), a large pixel 
box sculpture that was placed at the end of the space.
do you continuE to havE a SimultanEouS practicE of workS 
on papEr? 
Yes I do, although I don’t show these much. I also work a lot 
with the computer.

boards. I started with the chip and tracing the paths from each 
of the legs on the chip through the copper lines on the board and 
all the components soldered into it. I had to do it myself, because 
you couldn’t just buy ready-made electronics at the time. It was 
an intense level of discovery into how things work. Silicon is a 
material that has gates, which are either open or closed. You can 
affect it with electricity and then have many of these gates open 
and close in different sets. That’s why you put a silicon chip onto 
a circuit board, so that the electricity can or can’t go through, 
giving a directive. In other words, my focus wasn’t so much on 
color as it was on the physical property of silicon. I was interested 
in what’s going on inside any computer and how that makes up a 
language and story. 
did you ExplorE artiStS, Such aS dan flavin or jamES 
 turrEll, for ExamplE, whEn you StartEd working with light?
Yes, when I started to work with light I was looking at a lot of 
different conceptual and minimal artists. We are dealing with the 
material itself from a minimal point of view, but we have a con-
cept about the context and how to handle that. I was certainly 
interested in the dematerialization of art that had happened in 
the 1960s and 1970s and a conceptual practice. I think of art-
works as gestures, which don’t necessarily have to be physical 
objects. Although I make sculptures, I’m usually going some-
where between an idea and an object, like a pixel. In 2000, for 
example, I made a “Pixel Box”. It was a big, physical object that 
also belongs to another category. It was an idea, a notion that 
changed in appearance. On a computer or television screen, 
each pixel is a tiny, individual dot. Yet, by changing its color, 
and combining them, you can produce an entire image. How-
ever, I destroyed the image and made it into an object, which can 
change color just like a whole image would if it was a video, for 
example. I’ve always worked with digital material and physical 
material or ideas that are both digital and physical.
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whEn doES a work provE moSt challEnging?
It’s difficult to say, but I think my text-based works are the most 
confrontational. There’s much more authority in words than in 
abstract visuals and they also come with a lot of baggage, which 
can be unpredictable. I recently made a serious piece for an exhi-
bition in Japan called Development [Okayama Art Summit 2016, 
October 9 – November 27, 2016]. The text was long and in both 
English and Japanese. There were eight motifs in total, which 
were expanded all over town and were shown in different kinds 
of places. They appeared on banners, posters, or as wall painting, 
for example, while located at a soy sauce factory, close to a bus 
stop or school. The idea of development is somewhat mislead-
ing and it can be a very big challenge or a disappointment. It’s 
not something that everybody would agree to and it has a very 
strong political connotation. Development means that we’re not 
happy with how it is now and that we need things to change. So 
that’s quite a provocation. And I did feel provoked. Last summer, 
before the show, I had been in Greece, where we went fishing. 
I had had all these complicated thoughts about the world and 
history just by being in Greece and then we found out while try-
ing to fish, that there are practically no fish left in the sea. I felt 
stuck in a parable. The work I contributed was based on rules of 
sustainable development and in particular on a UN document, 
called the Rio Declaration. Something the UN Council had dis-
cussed in order to figure out how to proceed in the world with-
out destroying it. In general, sustainable development aims at a 
broader social context and responsibility. 
arE thErE projEctS that you aSpirE to or idEal locationS 
you would likE to work with?
Yes, I do, especially when I find a space which is particularly 
wonderful for music. Great acoustics are something you only 
hear when you walk through a space. It’s not about how it looks. 
So I go around with my ears and I find places that way.

do you print out cErtain StagES of your computEr 
dESignS, not for documEntary rEaSonS But ExprESSivE 
onES?
Yes, it can happen during the planning phase of certain projects. 
However, these printed pages are mainly meant to define where 
the edge of a form is, for example, or how to cut things and 
where to pierce them. It’s a simple act and it is a bit like drawing.
anothEr matErial you havE ExplorEd in comBination with 
light iS fElt.
I made a whole arrangement of a stellar constellation with LEDs. 
It described a part of the sky called Hercules, which also gave the 
work its title. I used two enormous pillars of felt that rolled out 
down the wall and all along the floor. It also had some printing 
on them. Seen through the felt, the LEDs looked like stars in the 
night sky. I showed this work in an installation with related works. 
It took several attempts to plan them. They are like a smattering 
of stars that has to be figured out from the internal mapping of 
the universe and I’m taking something from a virtual place.
could thESE workS only BE SEEn in a dark room?
LEDs are pretty powerful and they can handle being shown in 
daylight. 
in thE BEginning of our convErSation you mEntionEd your 
involvEmEnt with muSic. do you writE original piEcES of 
muSic or do you uSE ExiSting piEcES that arE mEaningful 
to you? arE you pErhapS programming muSic?
That’s a complicated question. I do play the bass guitar and I 
have worked with Theremins. Occasionally, I’ve done a lot of the 
musical parts for my work. I also have a record label that’s called 
ABCDLP and I publish selected musicians or different projects 
on Vinyl or CD. I always think of programming as something that 
you do inside a computer to fundamentally underpin a program 
that is a light installation or some other kind of display. So I’m not 
really programming music. I use programming to script a story. 
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situation. The fact that I could connect it and the complexities 
of using that language to another language was very liberating. 
It’s not just this technology but also a way of speaking about it 
and understanding it as this limiting binary way of “0” and “1”, 
“Yes” and “No”. It’s the moment when you understand that this 
language is limited that you begin to have freedom. That’s when 
you can avoid the limitations. It’s that simple. That’s something 
extraordinary about language and the imagination. It’s in our 
control how we use words to express something more compli-
cated. You can use “Yes” or “No” many times, but then how do 
they all add up?

your workS arE vEry EclEctic. how do you go aBout plan-
ning an ExtEnSivE Solo ExhiBition that BringS togEthEr 
diffErEnt ExamplES of BodiES of work from diffErEnt 
pEriodS? how do you rElatE thEm?
I work with a model and I like to talk with people, because I 
like to think about how other people who know the work might 
reflect on it. If the space is large enough, the inclusion of earlier 
works provides a foundation as it attaches everything else to the 
beginning of my practice. But I think with my work it’s pretty 
easy to do that. It’s not like I did something so strange and weird 
before that it doesn’t make any sense now. I think everything is 
pretty well connected.
what waS thE firSt work or thE firSt Body of work that 
you wErE rEally happy with, rEaliZing that thiS would BE 
part of your own languagE and thE BEginning of your own 
path?
It was when I was exploring silicon chips and learned how to 
make my own circuit boards. Understanding what was happen-
ing inside the computer opened up the way to take things for-
ward. The technology was a binary language and the negotiations 
I was making resembled those made in other fields, dealing with 
power and feminism, for example. Binary languages are compo-
sitional elements within other narratives and understanding that 
these can function in a physical form and as part of a narrative 
was a big connection for me. 
you mEntion fEminiSm and i wondEr if you BEliEvE that 
tEchnology gavE you a Strong poSition, aS it hadn’t BEEn 
claimEd aS a malE domain for cEnturiES (unlikE SculpturE 
or painting), for ExamplE. in thE 1960S, thiS cErtainly 
appliEd to many fEminiSt artiStS, who uSEd film aS a 
rathEr nEw mEdium for artiStic ExprESSion.
Digital language was certainly liberating and new territory for me 
when I was a young artist. Digital technology provided a virgin 
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i would likE to Start By diScuSSing thE SitE-SpEcific 
inStallation you havE currEntly SEt up in your Studio 
and which will BE Shown at galEriE nordEnhakE latEr thiS 
month [fRaNKa höRNscheMeyeR: IMagINaRy state, january 
21 – fEBruary 25, 2017].
It consists of metal stud framing and sheetrock. These materials 
are traditionally used for constructing interior spaces. However, 
in this work, I have employed them somewhat differently than 
usual. First, I made modules out of the metal stud framing. These 
are as large as possible and as stable as necessary so that I can 
freely arrange them into grid-like constructions of various heights 
and footprint. This particular construction was conceived for the 
gallery space at 34 Lindenstraße, where the work will be exhib-
ited. The ceiling structure of that space is characterized by very 
specific, pronounced parallel beams, which resemble fish bones, 
a skeleton, or scaffolding. In a way, my work follows these beams.
iS it gEnErally important to you that your work corrE-
SpondS with thE SpacE in which it iS Shown?

january 10, 2017
wEdding, BErlin
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this particular material. Over the years, I have accumulated a lot 
of knowledge, and I would say that I am somewhat of a sheetrock 
expert. For example, the sheetrock which I used for this current 
work was a new product on the market, and it does not have the 
same quality as the ones I am used to. It breaks easily and the 
paper comes off faster. In other words, the sheetrock here carries, 
among others, the social information that it is 10 cents cheaper 
but also 20% less well made. I am not sure if this would be imme-
diately noticed at a construction site, but I found it very obvious. 
At first, I was irritated with the material, but then I became curi-
ous and wanted to try it out. I am convinced that there is no bad 
material, as they all contain valuable information. Only a small 
proportion of the material is matter, the rest is information. In 
this case, the information which is indicated is that the material 
is sheetrock; that it is made for building numerous interior walls 
quickly, and that it doesn’t have to be very stable because it will 
only be used in combination with metal stud framing. In fact, 
they only make sense together. So when I’m studying a material, 
every little detail is significant to me. 
ShEEtrock impliES tEmporary conStruction and hEncE, 
tranSiEncE. thE intErior wallS that arE madE with ShEEt-
rock arE Built quickly to dividE a SpacE into variouS 
SEctionS. in nEw york, thESE could BE SuBdiviSionS in 
Small apartmEntS, for ExamplE, to turn a Studio into a 
onE BEdroom, or to dividE a commErcial SpacE into many 
SmallEr officES. nonE of thESE wallS arE Built to laSt 50 
or 100 yEarS. 
Sheetrock became a true field of study for me. Perhaps it 
wouldn’t be exciting to anyone else. In New York, it was that 
temporary aspect that you mentioned, that really interested me, 
as well as what it tells us about capitalism. People seemed no lon-
ger interested in what a space is, its harmonious proportions, and 
beauty. These principles were expressed in various classical books 

It certainly was the case with this work as the ceiling beams of 
the exhibition space inspired the construction. In fact I related 
the beams to the metal stud framing. Suddenly, there is a vertical 
connection between the two, up and down, which didn’t exist 
before. 
in othEr wordS, thE work aidS in accEntuating thESE 
divErSionS and hElpS thE viEwEr to focuS on thEm. in 
a way, thE SpacE iS ElEvatEd on a pEdEStal, opEn for 
dEtailEd Examination. 
These shifts increase due to the fact that I have developed every-
thing first with the computer, which causes its own changes. In 
addition, I used an old floor plan for the building, which also 
wasn’t quite precise. 
how aBout thE piEcES of ShEEtrock that you havE StackEd 
on thE floor? 
These remain on the floor. Sheetrock is an important material 
to me, and I have worked with it for a very long time. Ever since 
I lived in New York in 1987 and 1988. It’s a material which I 
used to see there all the time. In general, I am interested in all 
building materials that we employ to create spaces. I am pretty 
open in that regard and curious because each building material 
conveys social information; it tells you a lot about the society 
which uses it.
what do you mEan whEn you Say that you found ShEEtrock 
EvErywhErE in nEw york? 
I was often walking through the city and there were dumpsters 
everywhere, which were filled with sheetrock. I was struck by 
the fact that this material seemed to be in permanent motion; 
there was constantly people running out of buildings to throw it 
into dumpsters, trucks arriving to pick them up, or new pieces of 
sheetrock being carried inside. That made me think about what 
it means if the structure of a living space is always changing. I 
found that to be fascinating and it led to my extensive research of 
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“You are a piece of sheetrock, aren’t you?” I thought that this 
was remarkable, because if I were, I would look at the world dif-
ferently than if I were a table or something else. This implies that 
the relationship between a piece of sheetrock which looks at the 
world, and the person who looks back at it, has an impact on 
both, and that it also alters their state. As soon as anyone or any-
thing relates to something, the situation is changed fundamen-
tally. Everyone who looks at the work changes it. There is only 
subjective, individual experience; an objective perception doesn’t 
exist. That’s why I think a lot about the question of how and to 
what extent the observer alters the experiment.
in thiS work, Both thE modulES and thE ShEEtrock, out of 
which you havE cut numErouS circular formS, allow thE 
viEwEr to focuS on variouS layErS. what waS your thought 
BEhind manipulating thE ShEEtrock in thiS mannEr?
That certainly has to do with form, but also with the question 
of what is front and what is back? How can I get from here 
to there, and how can I switch sides? The title of this work is 
“Imaginary State”. I chose an English title, because its German 
equivalent seemed to be too limited, and too closely related to 
the specific mathematical implication. However, “Imaginary 
State” implies the oscillation between states; it is an in-between 
state. Something that is and at the same time is not. That’s cru-
cial to me. The cutouts in the sheetrock serve as a counterpart 
to the physical structure. As you walk through the gallery, both 
the space and the work change due to your shifting focus and 
perspective.
thE cutoutS, aS wEll aS thE opEn modulES, add a SEnSE of 
flExiBility in pErSpEctivE, in that thEy allow thE viEw-
Er’S gaZE to pEnEtratE thE phySical partS of thE work. 
I probably wouldn’t use the term “flexibility”. I would rather 
say that they allow the space to be divided into different layers, 
which can be viewed simultaneously. 

on architecture, such as The Four Books of Architecture (1570) 
by Andrea Palladio, which focuses on materials among others. 
Another example is The Ten Books on Architecture (ca. 30-15 BC) 
by Vitruv, who formulated three prerequisites of architecture: 
stability, usefulness, and beauty. For centuries, architects have 
explored these aspects and written about them, but today, they 
seem of little importance.
you mEan, in thE SEnSE that aS Soon aS thE wall iS paintEd, 
noBody knowS or carES anymorE aBout what it iS madE of 
undErnEath?
I would assume that most people are content with focusing on 
the surface. I am more curious about what’s underneath. Depth 
is of deeper interest to me. 
do you rElatE a SpacE to thE Body in thE SEnSE that you 
think of thE StructurE of a SpacE aS itS SkElEton, for 
ExamplE?
I don’t distinguish between body and space. As mentioned 
before, to me, material is something that consists of course of 
matter but mainly information. If you think this way, you can 
look at any kind of material in the same manner. You can explore 
where it is from, what it is made of, how old it is, its history, and 
its psychological as well as social aspects. You can go very deep. 
And I treat the notion of space in the very same way. I believe 
that there are simply no differences between space and body. 
Space is body and body is space.
how aBout thE phySical prESEncE of thE viEwEr? iS thE 
phySical intEraction BEtwEEn thE audiEncE and thE work 
SomEthing you think aBout whilE making thE work? do you 
EnviSion how SomEonE might walk around thE work or how 
a Standing figurE might rElatE to a cErtain part of thE 
StructurE? 
In the end, it is all about relations. Years ago, in a discussion 
about material that I had with a friend in New York, he said: 
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you mEan you arE not intErEStEd in dESigning a SpacE 
that haS a diStinct functionality?
I’m intrigued by space on another level, as a structure and espe-
cially the space in-between. We notice one side at the expense 
of paying less attention to the other side. That’s what I meant 
when I was talking about oscillating states earlier. We don’t 
know what’s inside this in-between space, which I nevertheless 
consider information. It’s not unlike an atom, which consists of 
minute particles and a lot in-between, but we don’t really know 
what exactly holds the atom together. One can apply this model 
to almost everything well. So if you concentrate on this space in 
between, you get infinite possibilities of understanding the mate-
rial. That’s probably what I do with everything. 
how important iS drawing to your procESS? do you 
ExplorE an idEa on papEr firSt or do you uSually work on 
thE computEr BEforE Building thESE largEr inStallationS?
There are two different areas. On the one hand, I work with floor 
plans when it comes to constructions like “Imaginary State”. I 
have developed my own technique to do this and a computer is 
the perfect tool for me. On the other hand, there are autonomous 
drawings made by hand, which revolve around structure.
do you conSidEr thESE drawingS aS StudiES for largEr 
workS or do you think of thEm aS indEpEndEnt workS of 
art? 
There is a range of drawings. While some stand completely on 
their own, others relate to different works. 
iS thErE an idEal SpacE that you know or havE in mind, in 
which you would likE to Show your work?
To me, every space is ideal and I’m very passionate about that. 
It’s like the sheetrock that first made me angry because of its 
poor quality, but later made me realize that it is also unique; it 
reflects critical changes due to specific modifications that were 
made, in this case because of monetary reasons. 

would you Say that you work with gEomEtric concEptS?
I prefer the term structure. My works have a certain structure, 
which develops with the material and the given conditions. How-
ever, I am interested in math, and geometry is of course a part 
of it. Perhaps I’m most interested in cross-sections in the sense 
of circles overlapping in geometry or holes that both enable and 
prevent us from looking through a material.
how aBout color? thE matErial you uSE comES with itS own 
charactEriStic color. doES it happEn that thE color of 
a matErial intriguES you firSt and that’S why you would 
likE to work with it, or iS it a Byproduct?
Both are possibilities. The sheetrock I have used for “Imaginary 
State” for example, is generally for damp spaces and that’s why 
its color is a shade of linden green. First, I had intended to work 
with acoustic sheetrock, which comes in a deep turquoise. How-
ever, I learned that the company has been bought up and this 
particular material has been phased out. The new company has 
now reduced the pigment for the paper of the sheetrock as they 
consider the color too expensive. I found that incredible. In the 
end, it became a reason to work with this new material. After 
all, it conveys revealing information. In order to lower expenses, 
the color was changed and the quality of the components was 
diminished.
whEn did you BEgin to work with thE notion of SpacE? waS 
thiS your focuS from thE BEginning?
Yes, I have always been interested in space and I’ve always been 
curious about how spaces can change me and how I can change 
them. 
did you EvEr havE thE amBition to dESign a SpacE or 
waS your work alwayS a mEanS to ExplorE a prE-ExiSting 
onE?
I’m less concerned with designing a space as a living environ-
ment, as an architect would. 
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its alteration over time until I uncovered its original proportions. 
In the 1950s, for example, people preferred spaces to be some-
what cozy, so the ceiling was lowered. It could also have been an 
economically driven decision in order to keep heating costs low. 
Perhaps, one needed space on the left and right for the heaters 
and so walls were added. These sub-spaces could then also func-
tion as storage for chairs. Each decision was based on pragmatic 
reasons and yet together, they had an incredible impact on the 
space. To me, one of the most important aspects of this particu-
lar work was that its structure reflected these various periods of 
time and their respective way of thinking. Instead of removing 
them, I revealed and used them for my construction.
how aBout lEhmBruck’S work to which that SpacE waS 
dEdicatEd? did you Study thE oEuvrE or thE SculpturES 
on diSplay in any particular way and if So, did thiS 
rESEarch havE an impact on your work? 
Yes, I discovered pictures of his studio in the library of the Ham-
burger Kunsthalle and through the art historian and Lehmbruck 
specialist Georg Syamken, who supported all my endeavors. I 
studied how Lehmbruck’s works were displayed both in his stu-
dio and in the Kunsthalle. I also looked at how forms of presen-
tation had changed since his sculptures were made. 
it waS an incrEdiBlE projEct and radical in itS own 
right. you not only allowEd viSitorS to tracE thE hiS-
tory of thiS particular SpacE, But you alSo prESEntEd 
lEhmBruck’S SculpturES, which arE wEll known and an 
important group within thiS muSEum’S collEction, in an 
unprEcEdEntEd light. you EnaBlEd viSitorS to ExpEriEncE 
thESE workS anEw and hEncE, you hElpEd to initiatE a nEw 
pErSpEctivE. how did pEoplE rEact to thiS projEct?
People reacted very differently. In fact, the various reactions could 
not have been more radical. Some visitors felt that  Lehmbruck’s 
works had never shone as clearly as when embedded within this 

i would likE to SpEak aBout an Exciting projEct you madE 
for thE hamBurgEr kunSthallE in 2000, callEd “pSE 900”, 
for which you wErE aBlE to work with a SpEcific SpacE 
But alSo with a collEction of workS By anothEr artiSt, 
whoSE oEuvrE haS itS own qualitiES and concErnS: thE 
Sculptor wilhElm lEhmBruck (1881–1919).
It was an exhibition that allowed me a lot of freedom from the 
curatorial department. I was asked to realize a work inside the 
museum, which was also meant to question the role of the art 
museum as an institution. I spent a lot of time in the Kunsthalle, 
exploring the place. It’s a museum that consists of two buildings, 
one for 20th-century and contemporary art and one for art that 
came before. It occurred to me that the sculptures in the older 
building seemed to have almost been discarded there and that 
they felt homeless. I started speaking with the curator about it, 
and we began discussing the Lehmbruck room, and he assured 
me that I could even hide some of the Lehmbruck sculptures. He 
gave me the opportunity to do whatever I wanted. Soon, I dis-
covered that the space had been altered several times since being 
built in 1869. Especially the modifications to the ceiling and the 
sidewalls had changed the space dramatically. So I removed the 
window panes from an artificial skylight that had been added in 
the 1950s, as well as the walls made of sheetrock. However, I left 
the studs and the steel construction that was holding the glass 
panels to remain visible.
did you havE to rEfEr to old architEctural planS to tracE 
thE altErationS that wErE madE ovEr timE?
I had old plans, but you could also easily see all these modifi-
cations on site. It didn’t really take much to understand the 
original intent of the space. You could also see that the meter 
of space that was lost on each side due to the drywall construc-
tion had changed the proportions of the space significantly. It 
didn’t feel right anymore. So I revealed all the different layers of 
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structure. Others were absolutely shocked that one would com-
bine Lehmbruck with materials found at a construction site. 
However, there is this concept that cement is an artificial stone 
and many of Lehmbruck’s works are made of artificial stone, as 
well. So I thought that these complemented each other.
howEvEr, you did not concEivE thiS projEct aS a  lEhmBruck 
inStallation, But rathEr aS a contEmplation of a SpacE 
that happEnEd to BE dEdicatEd to thE muSEum’S collEction 
of thiS particular artiSt’S work.
Yes. I did explore his oeuvre and I analyzed the characteristics 
and history of that space, while adding my own thoughts, as well. 
I was certainly aware that it was a great responsibility to handle 
these sculptures and that they would change by being placed into 
a new context and structure. In addition, Lehmbruck’s sculp-
tures are very architectural in that they evoke buildings or spaces, 
and this was something reflected in my structure.
you crEatEd thiS work in 2000 and SincE thEn, many morE 
muSEumS havE invitEd contEmporary artiStS to EithEr 
curatE, commEnt or to intEract with partS of thEir col-
lEctionS. So today, thiS kind of Bridging BEtwEEn art-
workS of diffErEnt pEriodS and a rE-contExtualiZation 
of idEaS iS pErhapS lESS dramatic, But i can imaginE that 
your inStallation muSt havE markEd a challEngE for thE 
morE conSErvativE art audiEncE.
“PSE 900” remained in the Hamburger Kunsthalle until 2006; 
it had been acquired by the museum. During those years, people 
relayed to me that viewers continued to react very strongly to the 
work. However, what was interesting was that it was unpredict-
able. It didn’t matter whether a viewer was conservative or not. 
would you dEfinE your work outright aS SculpturE?
Yes, as a relationship between materials. In fact, I view myself as 
material, as well. The relation between entities oscillates, hence 
you could be a piece of sheetrock looking at the world.
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you currEntly havE a SElEction of diffErEnt workS in your 
Studio, including SculpturES, paintingS, and collagES. 
in addition, you alSo havE an ElaBoratE BrainStorm wall.
Yes, these are all referencing ideas that are currently cooking. 
My main focus, which connects all of these works, is a pro-
ject that I’m doing with the Berliner Feuerwehr [Berlin Fire 
 Brigade]. I’m currently joining them for nine months, twice a 
week. Once a week I do a whole shift of 24 hours at the local 
station in my neighborhood in Wedding. On the other day, I will 
check out other things in the organization, visit other stations, 
their academy, and meet with people.
how did you approach and convincE thE firE BrigadE to 
takE you on aS an artiSt-in-rESidEncE?
There’s a place called ZK/U [Zentrum für Kunst und  Urbanistik] 
in Berlin and they are doing a project that is called Artist Dis-
Placement. They have a residency program based on the  legacy 
of the Artist Placement Group (APG), which emerged in 
 London in the 1960s and encouraged artists to join non-cultural 
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service. In fact, they need women on board for treatment and it 
helps especially when dealing with Muslim women in difficult 
situations. But there’s still just a few. It’s a tough job. Twice a 
week you have 24-hour shifts when you don’t sleep at home and 
not every woman, if she has a family, can deal with that. How-
ever, in my station in Wedding there is one and she’s really a part 
of the team. It doesn’t feel strange at all.
do you alrEady havE a SpEcific projEct in mind that will 
Spring from thiS rESEarch or arE you Soaking up thE 
ExpEriEncE, SEEing in what dirEction it will naturally 
EvolvE?
I usually work extremely focused and know exactly what I’m 
doing. This time, it is different. Of course, things change in the 
process, but my natural choice would be to work inside a certain 
situation. In this case, the situation is that the residency format 
is not based on presenting something in the end. Then again, 
because I am who I am, I have to do something. But it looks like 
it’s going to be a few different things. For one, I would like to 
do a publication on the subject of fire that would resemble my 
previous publication. For the latter I had invited three authors 
to write articles about something I’m interested in (rather than 
about my own work). That book further contained six double-
sided posters with twelve of my images. It’s not a monograph or 
catalog, but rather an artist publication. I would imagine some-
thing similar for this project as well. In addition, I will most likely 
produce a new video work based on the footage that I shoot 
during my shifts at the stations. I also might get to do a mural 
on the wall of a fire station in Kreuzberg, which is a project cur-
rently in discussion. 
do you havE a Background in graffiti and StrEEt art?
No, I don’t, even though I’ve done a lot of works outdoors. I was 
making art at a young age and I grew up in a rural area so street 
art was not part of my culture.

institutions and work in a wider social context. ZK/U is doing 
the same now with a few artists, providing a scholarship as well. 
I was snooping around the Fire Brigade before I heard about 
this program, but when a good friend of mine, who has relation-
ships with both the city and the board of ZK/U, told me about 
it, it was a perfect fit. The Fire Brigade is quite amazing as they 
are responsible for all of the rescue and ambulance services in 
Berlin. They are the first to be called when there are accidents or 
fires and they do have an ambulance service. So by joining them, 
I really get to feel urban tourism double and triple. We get into 
so many different people’s homes and many difficult situations of 
various kinds. 
do you gEt to viSit nEighBorhoodS outSidE of wEdding? 
The fire station is located in Wedding, but they get calls from 
all around the area. I also just joined a station in  Friedrichshain, 
which is right in front of the club Berghain. Especially on week-
ends, the station has a lot to deal with in the clubs and the safety 
in clubs is something that I am interested in. My recent artist 
publication, Safe & Sound (Deluxe Edition) [The Green Box, 
2015] focused on architecture and visual aspects of safety. I’m 
interested in getting a different perspective. I’m about four 
months in and I’m still in the research phase.
what doES thiS rESEarch phaSE Entail in rEgard to 
collEcting viSualS? do you takE photographS, makE 
 drawingS, and writE down notES, for ExamplE?
I take photographs and I write, because I talk to the firemen a 
lot. Perhaps it would be and feel different, if I knew German 
perfectly or if I wasn’t a woman. I know German, but they talk 
fast and all the time; I can’t always follow. 
arE thErE any fEmalE firEfightErS?
Very few. For the past twenty years however, Germany has really 
tried to have more female firefighters. Before that it wasn’t 
 possible at all. Now they want them, especially for the ambulance 
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was temporary and involved a square that was slotted for demoli-
tion. In fact, it was just destroyed yesterday. I made this work in 
collaboration with the department that is responsible for street 
markings and painting. It involved a pattern that was based 
on the original structure that was already there, in which lines 
seemed to trace how people walked inside the square. 
how long waS thiS SitE-SpEcific inStallation on diSplay?
It was up for about a week. More than anything it was meant 
as a gesture to encourage the contemplation of this particular 
place before it was going to be destroyed. It was about doing 
something new to it so that one could look at it fresh. That’s 
one example for a lot of the works I’m doing outside the studio, 
which cannot be seen here.
in othEr wordS, SitE-SpEcific workS arE part of your 
rEgular practicE. 
Yes. I also work in different places: in the studio, in both sculpture 
and printing workshops, and other facilities, where they have the 
equipment I need. Berlin has so many of these resources, which 
you can use for a very small fee and I definitely take advantage 
of that.
whEn you work in largEr facilitiES or join EntitiES likE 
thE firE BrigadE, you arE uSually SurroundEd By and 
at timES collaBoratE with othEr pEoplE. iS community 
important to your procESS?
Yes, I love working with people. I also make designs for the 
 theater, which is even more collaborative, and I like to involve 
others in my works, such as musicians. In addition, components 
of many of my works are produced by others, on whose technical 
ability I rely. People who have different skills and mindsets than 
I do can add so much value. Nevertheless, I still need my time 
alone and in regard to my works, to have the last word.
whEn did you movE to BErlin? 
I came here in September 2013 for an artist residency at 

i would likE to talk aBout thE paintingS you havE up on 
thE Studio wall. whilE aBStractEd, thEy arE Still clEarly 
inSpirEd By firEmEn’S uniformS, fEaturing a comBina-
tion of EmErgEncy colorS, ESpEcially Black and nEon 
yEllow.
These hand-painted graphic works are part of a bigger series, 
which is comprised of twenty-one works. The group was shown 
at ABC Berlin as one big installation. However, not all of these 
compositions are based on the clothes of firefighters. Both work 
wear and high-visibility gear are the inspiration. All the public 
service workers, such as street cleaners are forced to wear high 
visibility gear so that they can be seen. However, the reality is 
that those who wear this kind of apparel are usually not seen; 
instead, they are seemingly transparent and unimportant. That 
contradiction is the heart of this project. Despite their abstrac-
tion, all these paintings are based on actual designs. 
EvEn though your formS arE StyliZEd in that thEy arE pEr-
fEctly gEomEtric and flat, thEy Still SuccEEd in  providing 
your compoSitionS with a faint figurativE quality. onE 
can EaSily find thE SuggEStion of pantS, for ExamplE.
It’s true that when you dive in, you can start seeing things. They 
are derived from my ongoing growing collection of safety gear, 
which is a booming industry.
mEanwhilE, you uSEd thE SamE mEdium format for Each 
painting.
I think of this format as being related to the body, especially the 
torso. I painted all of them on an aluminum surface, which I 
thought fits the content very well. I wanted the group to read 
like a lexicon or collection. I actually never make paintings and 
the base of my work is sculpture and installation, although there 
are always exceptions. For example, I just did this really big site-
specific floor piece in Dizengoff Square in Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv is 
where I’m from and I still go back frequently. The installation 
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are too many things happening in the world for you to have the 
privilege to discuss art that is discussing art. I feel that I take part 
in the world and therefore the world comes into my work as well. 
That’s pop in a way. My favorite music to listen to is  hip-hop of 
all kinds and one of my hobbies is gossip news. There are  specific 
people I follow, such as the Kardashians. I’m interested in their 
tactics and how they communicate through visuals rather than 
speech. “What is the information that you choose to put out 
there?” is one of the questions I’m interested in.
you mEntionEd that you writE a lot and that you ESpE-
cially likE hip-hop. tExt muSt BE vEry important to you.
Yeah, I use it a lot. My sketchbook is mostly filled with words 
and notes to myself rather than drawings. There’s something 
about writing with a pencil on paper that quite often can get my 
brain and creativity working. In general, I am very sensitive to 
text, especially texts about art. It also happened to me several 
times that I was disappointed in how my works were described 
by others.
do you mEan that you wErE diSappointEd By how othErS 
intErprEtEd your viSion or how thEy dEScriBEd it?
It was more that I didn’t see the point of having a descriptive text 
accompany the work. I think my works are quite easy to digest 
and to understand on a superficial level. So I wasn’t interested 
in having them explained or unfolded. It’s not that I want to stay 
ambiguous or obscure; I just think that it’s quite clear in many 
cases. A few years ago, I had a solo show at CCA Tel Aviv, for 
example. I made a site-specific work of cardboard that measured 
about seven meters high. It was called “Above and Beyond” 
(2013) and it looked like a wall and there was natural vegetation 
integrated, while light penetrated the piece in synchronicity with 
music that was especially composed for it. Most people, at least 
in Israel, would recognize the obvious reference to the Wailing 
Wall in Jerusalem. Instead of an analytical essay, I asked whether 

Künstlerhaus Bethanien, but I knew in advance that I would stay 
and I’m happy about this decision.
By joining thE firE dEpartmEnt in a city that iS fairly 
nEw to you, you right away gEt a glimpSE of itS undEr-
BElly; you gEt to SEE variouS homES, pEoplE, and circum-
StancES. iS part of your inSpiration thE Exploration of 
unfamiliar EnvironmEntS?
It’s actually the opposite. Before I came to Berlin, I had been 
working for many years in Tel Aviv. It was very hard for me to 
do new work in a place I was less familiar with. In fact, I have 
to know a place very well in order to do something in it. When 
you are in a new environment, you are usually focused on obvi-
ous differences. You have to get over that stage; you have to pass 
through these layers, which for the locals are very obvious, in 
order to get to the interesting stuff. I feel that when you know a 
place well, it is the little details that really make a difference and 
these are some of the things that I work with. So the reason for 
joining the Fire Brigade was to get through these layers of being 
a foreigner. It’s really local, the fire fighters are mainly German, 
and most of the situations are specifically related to this city. 
I’m not a “laptop artist” and I would not move again anytime 
soon. It’s too much work to peel off these layers and to find 
your network. I need to spend most of my time in either Berlin 
or Tel Aviv. I need stability to work.
doES pop culturE impact your work?
Sure. I think I was always fascinated with art that can talk on all 
levels and also reach a non-art audience. It was one of the chal-
lenges that I set for myself after leaving art school: that my work 
would interest people who are not necessarily interested in art. 
your amBition iS to communicatE with anyonE through 
your work.
Yes and I think that that’s very important in general. I feel alien-
ated by art that talks only about art or itself. I believe that there 
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for example, I watch and accompany the firefighters, who are 
the ones on the ground and who have to get involved on a very 
immediate level. I’ve only joined them for the past four months 
and I have already seen so much death. Still, it’s not me who 
touches them. You can imagine what the firefighters must see 
and have to be in real friction with. As an artist you’re definitely 
a part of things, but you also often remain on the outside. That’s 
the quality that can make you see things, which someone inside 
couldn’t. 
aS an oBSErvEr and invEStigator of placE, what StandS 
out for you in BErlin? did you havE any prEconcEivEd 
notionS aBout what it would BE likE whEn you camE hErE?
I visited Berlin many times before I moved here, so it wasn’t 
unfamiliar. What and who keep surprising me the most are the 
Germans. I had a preconceived idea of their cultural behavior, for 
example, but it proved to be completely diverse. It’s interesting 
to see how Germans treat each other; there’s a distance, but they 
are also extremely helpful and reliable. There are many differ-
ent layers and also many contradictions to how Germans behave. 
I’m interested in seeing the various angles of what  Germany and 
Germans are like in 2017. 
do you SEE your work in thE tradition of cErtain othEr 
artiStS, who camE BEforE you?
Certainly, but I don’t have a role model or someone I follow. 
I actually take more from music than visual art. Recently, I 
learned to play the drums a bit, because I wanted to find out how 
that feels. 
whEn arE you thE moSt SatiSfiEd with your work and could 
you pErhapS dEScriBE a projEct that waS ESpEcially mEan-
ingful to you?
My work is complete when an audience is in it. I am the most 
satisfied when I see reactions that I didn’t expect, when the work 
becomes something I could not have predicted. Meanwhile, 

we could bring back a text by philosopher Yeshayahu  Leibowitz 
(1903–1994). The Western Wall, also known as The Wailing Wall 
and The Kotel in Hebrew, was conquered by Israel in the war of 
1967, along with east Jerusalem, the Golan Heights and what 
is known today as “The Territories”. In his text, which was 
 written right after the war, Leibowitz – an orthodox intellectual – 
 criticizes what he perceived as the pagan behavior of the Israeli 
people. Israeli Jews were extremely enthusiastic about reach-
ing the wall, which is in fact only the outer wall of the ancient 
temple, not even the temple itself. He argued that they should 
also construct Israel’s biggest discotheque in the newly built 
square, which should be called “Disco-Kotel”, a place where 
all the different micro-societies of Israel could come together. 
So  Leibowitz’s text was the one I chose to use; it was directly 
related to the subject, but it wasn’t about my work at all.
would you Say that your work haS a political componEnt 
to it? 
As I said earlier, my work comes from the world and the world 
has an impact on my work. That is naturally political, because 
the streets are filled with politics. However, my work does not 
point out what’s good or bad, right or wrong. Having been born 
and raised in Israel, I know how extremely complicated things 
are, and there’s no simple answer to what’s right or wrong. I con-
stantly experience this complexity and try to see things from dif-
ferent perspectives, as well as the consequences that stem from 
years of bad communication. I don’t feel the need to push any 
opinion to the front, but I do have interest in shedding light on 
situations, which is a different approach. 
would you Say that it iS thE rolE of thE artiSt to ExaminE 
a SuBjEct from all SidES? 
I don’t have any idea of what an artist should or should not do, 
but for me, it is about the ability to see things from above. It’s 
about staying somewhat remote. In the case of the Fire Brigade 
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predicting how things will evolve is a tool for me; I use 3D 
 models and renderings, various tests and frequent visits to the 
places I will be showing in; I try to have a good sense of what 
the work will be like when finally installed. Over time, I have 
developed this into a skill. Having said that, there is always a 
gap between what I imagine and the actual outcome. I’m most 
satisfied when these surprises succeed in making me happy. 
One project that I found especially meaningful was a work I did 
for the Helena Rubinstein Pavilion in the Tel Aviv Museum in 
2013. Entitled “Neither Day Nor Night”, it was a large monu-
mental work in a spacious hall, but also very fragile due to its 
simplicity and the fact that it had no center. It almost func-
tioned as an atmosphere, made of space. The beautiful thing 
was that the entrance to the pavilion was free, and there was 
no museum guard on my floor. At first, I thought it was not the 
best idea, but then I realized it was perfect. People stayed there 
for long periods of time and some even came back more than 
once to see it, dance on its dance floor, or to meditate on it. 
The installation already dates back four years and when I meet 
people, some of whom I know and others whom I don’t, they 
remind me of it.
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although you arE a gErman artiSt BaSEd in BErlin, your 
filmS havE BEEn prEdominantly in EngliSh. iS thErE a 
SpEcific rEaSon othEr than trying to rEach an intErna-
tional audiEncE?
I grew up in West Germany and was raised with various products 
of the American cultural industry, especially in the form of TV 
series and movies. Though these were dubbed and screened in 
German, they still belonged to an English-speaking culture. As 
my work explores pop-cultural phenomena and mass media at 
large, I prefer using the language of the original context, English 
or German. 
in fact, you havE focuSEd on thiS thEmE for almoSt two 
dEcadES. havE you witnESSEd cErtain dEvElopmEntS in thE 
maSS mEdia landScapE that havE dirEctly impactEd and 
EvEn ShapEd your work?
Yes, absolutely. I belong to a generation for whom television as 
a medium was still incredibly relevant. However, I think that for 
younger people today it is not as important anymore. In fact, they 
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example, which is absurd. Furthermore, I explore various power 
structures, such as dependencies between artists, critics, and 
curators. I am curious about all of these relationships and how I 
fit into this context. I conduct my research with a healthy dose of 
humor, which is essential to keep going.
you writE a lot of your own dialoguE, including rap lyr-
icS, which you pErformEd in thE work “Sorry curator” 
(2008). what comES firSt, tExt or thE concEpt for thE 
film?
That varies. I usually avoid artist clichés or rather, I deconstruct 
them – but in the case of “Sorry Curator”, I was ‘suddenly 
inspired’ when I woke up early one morning and had this idea of 
a battle between an artist and a curator. After this initial idea, the 
text developed really fast. In general I enjoy rhyming very much. 
It was a work that I developed within a few days. Meanwhile 
my film “Bigasso Baby” (2014) refers directly to Jay Z’s film 
“Picasso Baby” (2013) and so it was rooted in my desire to react 
to that piece. It took a very long time to write that text, which I 
found very challenging. It deals with the meaning and politics of 
art production in an ever more commercial and market-oriented 
system. I found that process very complex, especially as I was 
also conscientious of me being a white person battling a black 
rapper in an art form that I had appropriated. However, the 
wonderful thing about hip-hop is that it allows for transgressing 
certain boundaries.
did you ExhiBit “BigaSSo BaBy” along with jay Z’S work 
So that thErE waS a SEnSE of call and rESponSE?
Yes I did. I projected “Bigasso Baby” onto a large and fat exhi-
bition display as centerpiece of the installation, while Jay Z’s 
video was shown on a small display screen nearby. The installa-
tion further included various research materials referring to the 
debate around poor pay for performance artists with statements 
by Yvonne Rainer, for example. Other sources reflected reactions 

hardly watch TV. Most of what they do along these lines can be 
done with their cell phones. My earlier works, in which I inter-
acted physically with films, reflected my desire to overcome the 
role of a passive media consumer. I call this “Performing Found 
Footage” – it’s a strategy that I have used repeatedly in my work 
in different ways. Today, it seems that the media already offers 
possibilities of interaction. Any person can access and post film 
footage or music on YouTube, for example. People have become 
very interactive with mass media outlets on multiple levels; you 
can like, forward, or comment on things constantly. 
haS maSS mEdia BEcomE morE dEmocratic, BEcauSE EvEry-
onE can EngagE with it, curatE thEir ExpEriEncE and uSE 
it aS an outlEt for pErSonal opinionS?
Yes, I would describe it as a kind of democratization. However, 
the question is whether it just creates surface rather than depth. 
It is certainly faster to add your name to an online petition than 
to be really politically active. It remains to be seen what the last-
ing effects will be. I feel that a direct political engagement is 
important. This is why I have been active in cultural politics for 
years. 
you juSt mEntionEd SurfacE and many of your filmS ExplorE 
variouS SupErficialitiES that ExiSt in SociEty. onE pro-
jEct SpEcifically dEalS with thE art world.
It is a feminist stance. What is personal is also always political. 
As an artist I work within a certain system, whose boundaries I 
constantly brush up against. I am definitely aware of a glass ceil-
ing and mechanisms of exclusion. That’s why I examine this so-
called art world, which I am a part of, trying to define what that 
actually means. I observe how I work and live within this context.
iS thE rolE of thE fEmalE artiSt a particular focuS?
Yes, that’s one of my concerns. My work addresses the fact that 
women still receive less than men, which is a wider sociopoliti-
cal problem. In Germany, women still earn less than men, for 
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is applauding the escapee as heroic, the other is condemning him 
as a traitor. I work with these contrasts and contradictions – they 
drive much of the story.
thErE muSt havE BEEn a lot of rESEarch involvEd. 
how long havE you BEEn working on “dEr grEnZEnloSE 
SchlagErwEttBEwErB”?
The film took a long time, partially because I had to raise money 
for the music and television rights. Instead of pirating materials 
I wanted to make sure that everything is covered. In the end, 
the administrative work took much longer than the creative pro-
cess. To keep complete control of the project, I even became my 
own production firm. That required that I had to organize all the 
financial support myself. Fortunately I received funding from 
the BKM [Die Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Kultur und 
Medien / Commissioner for Culture and the Media]. Overall, it 
took about two and a half years until the film was completed.
do you imaginE thE film to alwayS BE a part of an inStal-
lation of mEmoraBilia and nEwSpapEr clippingS, or can 
it Stand on itS own?
Both. It is a film that could be shown on its own and which does 
not need any additional context. However, it is also part of an 
installation, where the film plays in the front room, as if run-
ning on a living room TV, while a backroom gathers all the back-
ground material. In the film, there is a fictitious artist collective 
which interacts with the original footage, hijacking the broadcast. 
So, the backroom functions as their research laboratory. 
do you havE an idEal forum or ExhiBition SpacE in mind? 
Yes, I do have some particular spaces in mind, but nothing has 
been determined yet. Ideally, it would be a place where this part 
of German history is of particular interest. Of course, in a way 
you could argue that this could be anywhere in Germany. I like 
the idea of an exhibition space with windows so that the out-
side world can look in. It is somewhat of a living room concept, 

to Jay Z’s video. It became a small archive, which helped to con-
textualize the project.
what arE you currEntly working on?
I just finished a film, which is called “Der Grenzenlose Schlager-
wettbewerb” [“Hit Song Contest without Borders”] (2017). It 
explores the unique historic phenomenon of hit-song [Schlager] 
cultures in divided Germany. It contrasts Schlager in West and 
East Germany, the GDR, during the 1950s through the 1980s. 
I perform and interact with both of these worlds, using old tele-
vision clips. Through this footage, I examine the influence that 
the two political systems had on the cultural landscape and this 
particular genre of music. In the West, Schlager was part of a 
large industry and driven by its own economic ambitions, but 
in East Germany it was strictly controlled by the regime. The 
latter’s agenda had been largely defined in 1959 at the Bitter-
feld Conference [Bitterfelder Weg], which had aimed to form a 
socialist national culture by connecting the working class with 
contemporary artists of all fields. You can find these political 
ambitions reflected in the music of that time. “Der Grenzenlose 
Schlagerwettbewerb” consists of a 30 minutes-long film and is 
part of a comprehensive installation made of newspaper articles, 
memorabilia, autographed pictures of the singers, and records, 
among other materials.
in othEr wordS, in thiS caSE you arE working primarily 
with hiStoric matErialS.
Yes. Through “Performing Found Footage” and the technique of 
the greenscreen, my cast and I interact with the historic material. 
The latter mainly stems from the song contests hosted on TV in 
1968 both in West Germany and the GDR. However, I also use 
all sorts of archival materials from that time. These include some 
newspaper articles from both sides of the Wall, which covered 
the same story of a musician, who escaped from the East. The 
tone of these articles couldn’t be more different. While one side 
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not allowed to release his own records. The music industry was 
strictly regulated by the government, which would grant specific 
licenses. It wasn’t possible to just get on a stage and perform.
mEanwhilE, SomE artiStS wErE aBlE to tranSlatE thEir Suc-
cESS from thE EaSt to thE wESt. manfrEd krug, for Exam-
plE, had BEEn a SuccESSful muSician in thE gdr, BEforE 
BEcoming a BElovEd tv actor in thE wESt.
On the other hand, there were also many performers, who came 
to the West and soon became forgotten.
whEn did you diScovEr film aS your primary mEdium?
I came to video after focusing on sculpture, specifically wood 
carving. It became clear to me that it wouldn’t be that interesting 
to work with a medium that I was already very skilled in. I liked 
that video was immaterial. In fact, dissolution and immateriality 
were two themes I was especially interested in at the time. Soon, 
a curiosity about text developed and I started to make rhymes 
about my own creative process early on. This was my entry into 
video as a medium.
would you Say that your Background in SculpturE haS 
influEncEd your intErESt in contExtualiZing film with 
inStallationS? in SculpturE, you contEmplatE thE oBjEct 
from all anglES; it SEEmS to mE that you Still givE carE-
ful thought aBout how your filmS arE BEing prESEntEd. iS 
it important to you on what kind of monitor your filmS 
arE diSplayEd or whEthEr thEy Should BE Simply projEctEd 
onto whitE wallS?
In the beginning, I approached film through performance in 
the sense that I interacted with selected film footage. In an ear-
lier work entitled “Snowworld” (1998), I entered into a love 
scene between Catherine Deneuve and Susan Sarandon in the 
film “The Hunger” (UK, 1983). My performance, which was 
staged between two projections, reflected my attempt to conquer 
the screen for myself. On one side, the actual film was being 

meant to also encourage people to visit, who are not that famil-
iar with art. To address an audience that doesn’t only consists of 
highly cultured individuals is one of the reasons why I work with 
mass media to begin with. I would hope that some people would 
view the exhibition, because they simply love Schlager music or 
because they are record fans.
did you comE acroSS anything in your ExtEnSivE rESEarch 
that waS particularly SurpriSing or inSpiring to you? 
wErE thErE cErtain SingErS, whoSE StoriES Struck a pEr-
Sonal chord, for ExamplE?
I have to say that I found a lot more material than I had space 
for in the film. There are so many Schlager from the GDR that 
were not known in the West. However, those few, who made it to 
the West and were taken on by the record industry there, some-
times also became censored. Lyrics about building new beautiful 
homes for a brighter future in the GDR, which can be read as 
so-called Aufbaulieder [GDR construction songs] for example, 
would not be reproduced. 
it’S intErESting that cEnSorShip playEd a rolE on Both 
SidES of thE wall. moSt pEoplE would aSSumE that thiS waS 
mainly an activity practicEd inSidE thE gdr.
Exactly, although censorship might be too tough a description. 
However, these were certainly things I noticed. There also are 
many fascinating stories about musicians on both sides. There 
were several, who left the GDR for West Germany, but there 
were also a few who went to the East. One example was the 
singer Rica Déus, who had an emerging career in the West. She 
fell in love with another musician and followed him to the GDR 
in the early 1960s, where she became a Schlager star. Another 
example is James W. Pulley, who was stationed in West Germany 
as a young G.I. but deserted to flee to the East. Like Déus he also 
became a star in the GDR and stayed there. What’s interesting 
is that although he was well known in film and TV, he was still 
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SchnEEmann, for ExamplE? arE thErE any particular 
SourcES of inSpiration?
These are certainly works I have gotten to know, although I 
would name other artists, who were more inspirational to me, 
such as Laurie Anderson, Andrea Fraser, Valie Export or the 
Guerilla Girls. Les Reines Prochaines, the Swiss band and 
women artist collective, who work in music, video and perfor-
mance were very important to me. Muda Mathis and Pipilotti 
Rist were early members of that group and certainly sources 
of inspiration. It is my belief that not everything pours out of 
oneself or originates within oneself. Therefore, I reflect the artist 
role in my work and play with the context in which the projects 
are presented. I showed “The Art Song Collection” (2013) at 
 Galerie Thore Krietemeyer in Berlin, where one room housed 
only one vitrine. Inside, photo albums from my childhood were 
on display, helping to explain why I started to collect records. On 
the one hand, this served as an ironic comment on the concept 
of the artist as a child prodigy. On the other, it did help inform 
visitors about my motivations and interests, and influences. Of 
course, I soak up information all the time and react to it, that’s 
really the core of my work. 
it cErtainly addS anothEr layEr of pErSonal hiStory. 
would you Say that in addition to SErving aS a commEn-
tary on SEt Social StructurES and limitationS, your 
work alSo manifESt S aS SElf-Exploration? thE fact that 
it iS you who pErformS and intEractS with outSidE matE-
rial rathEr than anothEr individual you inStruct, alSo 
impliES an intimatE rElationShip to thE SuBjEct mattEr.
It is not diaristic and not spontaneous, especially as the scripts 
for each project are very detailed and have to be developed over 
long periods of time. The only work that resembles a diary is 
“Real Artist Life” (2006), which was conceived as a docusoap. In 
this project I looked at myself within the art world and vice versa. 

screened, while a camera recorded my interaction with it and 
that footage was being projected onto another screen. It was a 
closed-circuit installation. In that case, it really did matter how 
the concept could be presented in space and material form. In 
some early works the old bulbous TV sets, which Nam Jun Paik 
had used for example, also played an important role. I used them 
almost like a helmet so that their screens only showed heads, 
pondering the entry into and departure from the video-world. 
Yet, technology is in constant flux. In the past, a 4:3 display for-
mat was standard and now, it is 16:9. It’s almost impossible to 
find the old monitors. So in a way older films, which were con-
ceived for the 4:3 format are now outdated.
what iS thE Solution? do you collEct old monitorS So that 
you can ScrEEn oldEr workS in a mannEr you had origi-
nally EnviSionEd? do you nEEd a tEchnology archivE?
I have kept some equipment from earlier works when they are 
a relevant part of an installation, such as the bubble TVs. My 
works often reflect the medium and its formats, such as the 7” 
vinyl single in “The Art Song Collection” (2013). The accom-
panying installation, for which I reinterpreted love songs as art 
songs on records that are installed inside a reconfigured jukebox, 
serves as an homage to the analog world; it is also a huge and 
heavy sculpture in itself. In “Der Grenzenlose Schlagerwettbe-
werb” I play with the different formats of the old footage. I used 
footage formerly conceived for the 4:3 format, but turned it into 
a 16:9 film, every time the different worlds of the GDR and West 
Germany encounter each other. In those moments, the pictures 
shift and turn into 16:9. It was a way to both refer to the past and 
the current moment at the same time. These are all important 
contemplations for me.
do you conSidEr your oEuvrE in thE largEr art hiStori-
cal contExt, pErhapS rElating it to amErican fEminiSt 
filmS of thE 1960S and 1970S By joan jonaS and carolEE 
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In the beginning, I just saw myself as a placeholder, who still had 
her own motivations. In “Snowworld”, I wanted to enter into 
this world of longing that was established through this particu-
lar love constellation. However, I also meant to discuss the fact 
that most of the portrayed love scenes are heterosexual and that 
what I desire is hardly shown. So in that case, it made personal 
sense for me to be the performer who interacts with this foot-
age. What is so thrilling about art is that it allows me repeatedly 
to find out what’s very important to me. “Bigasso Baby” also 
reflects my wish to critically and personally respond to what is 
being propagated in Jay Z’s film and so that had to be performed 
by me. However, there are other projects, such as the film “Hit 
(By Great Art)” (2011), which examines a particular art world 
through different characters, such as the collector, the gallery 
owner, or the shooting star. Here, there are many performers and 
I only have a small supporting role in the film. My newest project 
is a mixture of both approaches. I would say that it is the work 
itself that determines who will be the key performer.
iS thErE a concrEtE projEct, which you would likE to pur-
SuE in thE futurE or a topic you hopE to ExaminE?
I really want to see “Der Grenzenlose Schlagerwettbewerb“ 
through and am currently thinking about how I would like to 
present it. I look forward to its completion and to look at every-
thing I have done thus far. I also plan to work on an extensive 
publication of my oeuvre. I am curious to see what kind of devel-
opments I can trace. That being said, I do have an idea for a next 
project in mind, which would be around the topic of conflict. I 
am thinking of a sound-art based long film.
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you arE currEntly prEparing for an ExhiBition in pariS 
at thE goEthE-inStitut [PaRadIgMes INdécIs; PIus fOx, 
astRId KöPPe, tIM PlaMPeR, KatRIN stRöbel, fEBruary 9 – 
march 30, 2017]. 
I’m preparing in the sense that I am currently thinking about 
which work I would like to show and I’m also waiting for some 
feedback from the curators. Though the show will primarily be 
focused on drawing, it will have a wider approach. The cura-
tor thinks that we should also consider my large scale vitreous 
enamels as an option and I can only agree as I certainly consider 
them drawings as well. My enamels are definitely not paintings 
as the entire process is related to drawing. They are usually sten-
ciled, but I make the stencils directly on the enamel surface. I 
have some self-adhesive paper on a roll, which I will apply to a 
pre-enameled surface. I will draw on it and cut it out before the 
enamel material is being sprayed on. I have to work, think, and 
plan in layers. Every color, every layer needs to go to the kiln to 
be fired. 
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because paper is white. That’s completely understood. This is 
exactly what I wanted for my large-scale pieces as well. So when 
I was trying to get rid of the texture of the canvas and any hint of 
a brushstroke, I thought that perhaps, I could just pour enamel 
paint on a sturdier surface, such as wood or metal. One day, I 
was talking to a colleague, basically thinking out loud – and I 
heard myself say that perhaps vitreous enamel would be the solu-
tion. It occurred to me in that very moment and it just clicked. 
After that I did my research and ended up finding this company 
I work with to this day. 
in contraSt to thE whitE of a mattE ShEEt of papEr, EnamEl 
will offEr a SEnSE of Slightly rEflEctivE ShEEn. 
True, but it didn’t bother me at all. To me, the most important 
ability of enamel is that it can provide me with the clean surface 
that I want. I can place objects on a sheet of paper in both a very 
reduced and calm way. The enamel has this immanent white-
ness and nobody ever questions it. In fact, white enamel is a very 
familiar surface, used for most bathtubs or the lids of old kitchen 
stoves. It’s just the most common thing for enamel to be white.
in that SEnSE, it haS kind of thE SamE dEmocratic quality 
aS papEr. it iS aSSociatEd with SomEthing uSEful in our 
daily livES. it’S functional rathEr than prEciouS. 
Exactly and that’s also something I like about it. In fact, I like 
to work with materials that don’t imply an art context. I like 
to explore what you can turn these materials into, give them a 
new twist. I also like the glossy quality of vitreous enamel, which 
looks different from every angle. It’s something my works tend 
to do anyway; they evoke this kind of visual dissonance. At my 
exhibitions for example, viewers look at my work, which seems 
abstract, trying to find out what’s going on and if I’m around, 
they will tell me what they see, things that I would have never 
thought of. It’s really exciting and refreshing. This principle of 
looking at things in a different way from different perspectives 

whErE do you work on thE EnamElS?
I work at an enamel company, which has a metal workshop 
where they prepare the sheet steel. This entails edge bending, 
welding, washing, and preparing it for the first layer of enamel, 
which after being sprayed on needs to dry and then of course go 
through the huge kiln. You really need a lot of space.
it’S a vEry involvEd procESS, ESpEcially conSidEring thE 
ScalE you uSE for your work and thE wEight thiS addS. 
whEn and why did you Start working with EnamEl, prEfEr-
ring it to acrylic or oil paint for ExamplE?
For me, it was actually the only logical step forward from oil 
painting. I painted until about 2005 and the last pieces I did 
were much closer to drawing than any of the works that came 
before. For a long time, I had a fixed, prepared painting in my 
head and I only had to execute it. It had a background, a middle 
ground, and a foreground. But my paintings became increasingly 
drawing-like, especially toward the last two years of that period. 
I wanted something really clear and I wasn’t interested in the 
background anymore. So what I tried to do was to get rid of it. I 
tried a couple of things, and it turned out very quickly that just 
leaving the canvas white was no option, because it left the works 
to look unfinished. In addition, you can quickly leave stains on 
a white canvas, which is too fragile a surface, really. I decided to 
try out some enamel paint for the background, because I wanted 
to have a sealed surface instead of the raw canvas.
with vitrEouS EnamEl your SurfacE BEcamE incrEdiBly 
Smooth and dEvoid of any SEnSE of tExturE.
Yes, and that really is what I tried to achieve – but in the begin-
ning, I was only experimenting with enamel paint. So I still had 
the texture of the canvas and the brushstrokes. I didn’t like it and 
thought that it was still too much. I was aiming for a very clean 
surface of papery whiteness. The thing is, nobody will stumble 
over the lack of a background in a drawing. It’s just white, 
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It would just be silly if I were to give a really descriptive title. I 
want people to make up their own minds and they do, all the 
time. But generally speaking my forms can go back to food, 
clothing, or a piece of equipment, for example. What I will say 
is that what often draws me to particular objects is the fact that 
they remind me of something else at the same time. There is an 
embedded ambivalence. It’s a bit of a game, which has become 
somewhat automatic by now. I noticed that I look at things 
through my own personal subjective filter; I begin to see them in 
front of my inner eye already in the shape of one of my drawings. 
I already know then how it is going to look in my work.
you mEan that you SEE thESE formS alrEady how you would 
dEpict thEm on papEr or in EnamEl?
Yes. I also know exactly how big they are going to be on the 
paper, in which position I will depict them, and which material 
I’m going to use. I just know what it’s going to turn into. 
do you alSo know which colorS you will uSE?
In most cases, yes. 
do you uSE color dEScriptivEly, aESthEtically, SymBoli-
cally, or in ordEr to undErlinE cErtain charactEriSticS 
of thE initial oBjEct of inSpiration? 
Usually, when I see something that I want to draw, it comes 
immediately with a color. I will then develop something based 
on what I’ve seen. Sometimes I like to give it a rather misleading 
color though.
you talkEd aBout thE clarity of your SurfacE EarliEr and 
it iS intErESting that you havE a vEry clEar imagE of what 
you want to do BEforE approaching thE papEr. you go out 
into thE world and takE notE of thingS that EnticE you. 
you’rE not SEarching through thE procESS of drawing, 
But rathEr draw thE rESultS of your viSual SEarch.
True. When I sit down to make a drawing, I know pretty exactly 
what I’m going to get. I mean, not down to every single line, 

and to explore how something changes because of that is very 
interesting to me. 
you mEan whEn thEy arE BEing StudiEd from diffErEnt 
anglES and pErSpEctivES, cloSE up or from far away, 
Straight up, aS wEll aS from aBovE and BElow.
Exactly. But I also mean from a different angle in your mind. 
There are a couple of works I’ve been working on recently that 
can only be looked at or can only become visible under par-
ticular circumstances. I call these almost invisible pieces “Little 
Ghosts”. They are drawings made with petroleum jelly and a fine 
brush on the insides of the glass panes of custom made, biomor-
phic box frames. You don’t see the actual drawings at all under 
normal conditions. However, they have these small LED goose-
neck lamps that are mounted behind the frame and they end up 
casting a shadow on the background cardboard that is the actual 
work. 
thE Shadow of thE actual drawing iS thE work?
Correct and it’s only visible when the piece is in a dark room with 
windows and doors being blocked out. You have to use these two 
little lamps and only they allow the drawing to cast this strange, 
glimmering shadow, which looks three-dimensionally.
aS you mEntionEd aBovE, your aBStract formS Encour-
agE intErprEtation. viEwErS tEnd to rEad SomEthing into 
thEm or try to dEciphEr thEm. whErE do thEy comE from? 
arE thEy SkEtching from lifE, for ExamplE? how do you 
dEvElop form? 
In most cases, my forms are based on things that I have actu-
ally seen and usually, these are very common. I don’t really talk 
about it, because telling where the information came from is like 
giving the game away. That’s also the reason why I never title my 
drawings or enamels. I don’t want people to read the title and go: 
“Ah. Now, this doesn’t look like that.” 
it’S not likE you want to providE a kEy to a riddlE. 
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I think might work well if enlarged and to which the material 
of enamel could make a contribution or offer a new twist. So 
every now and then I will end up interpreting a drawing again in 
enamel. 
do you carry a SkEtchBook with you to BE aBlE to takE 
notES outSidE thE Studio?
Rarely. Mostly I take notes in my head. 
whErEaS your drawingS havE a Soft quality, thE EnamElS 
arE morE concrEtE and rich in contraSt. colorS you havE 
uSEd in thE workS that arE currEntly StorEd hErE in thE 
Studio EmBracE Black, whitE, aS wEll aS SaturatEd rEdS 
and orangES, among othErS. 
Yes, certainly. You have a bit of a reduced palette in the enam-
els, just due to technique really. I could order more colors, but I 
don’t feel the need for it, because the enamels are already more 
reductive than the drawings. In many cases, I feel that black and 
white is enough. In fact, most of the enamel material itself is half 
transparent, half opaque. 
doES thE firing of Each layEr hold SurpriSES? 
Yes, every time, because you can’t always predict what will hap-
pen. I know for example that cadmium yellow and red are bound 
to do something funny, because of the chemical reactions that 
happen in the kiln. Unlike other paints, you can’t mix enamels; 
they have to be applied separately. 
in a way you havE to lEt go of color thEory.
Yes in a way. It’s just that these enamels contain these heavy 
metal pigments. Because all the more contemporary stuff just 
mimics the heavy metal pigments, it’s not going to be able to 
make it through the kiln. The pigments are going to be destroyed 
because the pieces are fired at more than 900 degrees. Also, the 
first layer of enamel that is applied to the steel is always a black-
ish grey. It’s not as glossy as later layers. It just properly melts 
onto the steel and the following layers melt onto that surface. 

that’s not quite possible, I suppose. But the general outcome, the 
color, the position, the way it bends, all that is absolutely clear. 
Also, the way I draw, you can’t really correct yourself. I use mate-
rials that don’t allow room for mistakes or their fixing. Apart 
from pencil, I mostly work in ink, ink pens, charcoal, and pastel 
chalk. You can’t really erase these materials, because there would 
always remain a trace. 
in addition, thErE’S a SEnSE of lightnESS in all your 
formS. you’rE not working with opacity or hEavy layEr-
ing. aS a rESult, you achiEvE an unuSual tranSlucEncE, 
which i would imaginE iS vEry fragilE and rootEd in finE 
handling of your matErialS.
Absolutely. Especially when I work with charcoal or pastel to cre-
ate forms that almost seem to have an aura around them, I have 
to work in a very controlled way. There really isn’t much room 
for correcting smudges. You have to know what you’re doing, 
otherwise you can throw the piece out as it’s going to end up 
badly. The same is true with watercolor. In most cases I luckily 
just know where the line belongs. 
wErE you alwayS that clEar in your thinking or iS thiS 
duE to yEarS of working with thE SamE matErialS?
It was always kind of clear. Even when I was still painting, I did 
quite a lot of planning in advance. For example, I would know 
that I wanted to reveal bits of the former surface by scratching 
into subsequent layers. I would know that I was going to have a 
dark layer somewhere, and then later on I could reveal it again 
through scratching. 
arE thE StEncilS which you uSE for your EnamElS dErivEd 
dirEctly from your drawingS? 
Not necessarily. In fact, I have a different sketchbook for the 
enamels. The drawings in there are completely different from 
the drawings I have on the wall. They’re just very simple pen-
cil sketches. However, sometimes I will have a drawing, which 
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grey one. Most of the piece is only visible by the edges of the lay-
ers. So if you viewed it in a well-lit room with diffused light, you 
would hardly see anything. It would appear as just plain white. 
Actually, the worse the light, the better you see this particular 
work. 
would you Say that you work in SEriES, or BodiES of work? 
No, not really. My drawings are ongoing and everything else is 
derived from them. 
aS mEntionEd BEforE, you havE workEd with a widE rangE 
of matErialS, including q-tipS, for ExamplE. 
Yes. I made a work that I installed on the wall, for example, which 
if viewed from the side, looked a bit like a horsetail. It was made 
of many strands of Q-tips that were glued to each other. I started 
doing this earlier last year when I was in Malaysia. I had had 
some Q-tips on the table, because I was doing some watercolors 
and I sometimes use them for that. By chance, I had two lined 
up in a row and thought that that looked a bit strange, like little 
ghostly fingers somehow. I was probably thinking of “Nightmare 
Before Christmas” or something like that. I started sewing two 
pieces together, added another one and so on. As I mentioned 
before, I really like to take a common, everyday material to see 
what I can turn it into. It’s not on purpose in the sense that I look 
at a material and wonder what I can do with it. Sometimes, a 
material will just offer itself. 
dESpitE thEir thrEE-dimEnSionality, thESE StringS of 
q-tipS could alSo manifESt aS linES. would you conSidEr 
thESE workS drawingS or SculpturES? 
They are sculptures, but they are very drawing-like because tech-
nically they consist of lines. There are quite a few works that are 
somewhat in-between drawing, sculpture, and installation. In 
these works made of Q-tips I’m essentially bundling lines. 
thEy rElatE to your drawingS in that thEy play with 
notionS of tranSlucEncE and dEnSity. thEy alSo connEct 

Meanwhile, the enamel will get darker with every firing. So 
whenever I want to have a black shape, I use this first layer of 
enamel. 
in thoSE caSES you havE to concEivE form in thE rEvErSE. 
you will add thE nEgativE SpacE?
Yes, a lot of the time. 
BEcauSE you havE to work in layErS, Each of which 
rEquirES a SEparatE firing in thE kiln, thErE iS a timE 
dElay in thE work procESS. thiS SEEmS looSEly rEminiScEnt 
of film photography or printmaking. you don’t rEally 
know thE outcomE right away. SincE you’rE an artiSt who 
iS purSuing a clEar imagE thE mEdium of EnamEl poSES an 
intErESting challEngE. 
It does and it’s certainly not as predictable, but I always have 
the impression that the material works with and not against me. 
It’s one of the things that I really like about enamel. From the 
beginning, I had the feeling that the material and the technique 
are made for me. The material has some almost organic qualities 
to it, in the way it reacts in the kiln, and it certainly does some 
funny stuff now and then. However, I’ve become pretty good at 
predicting how it’s going to behave and remain curious. Also, if 
red, orange, and yellow tend to react to each other in surprising 
ways, I will just use them for pieces in which I am perfectly fine 
with this wild card. I am actually anticipating it and am quite 
disappointed if nothing happens. 
in thE contExt of an ExhiBition, do you likE to Show your 
EnamElS lit or do you prEfEr natural light duE to thEir 
EmBEddEd rEflEctivE quality?
It’s true that the enamels look very different depending on where 
they are shown and what the light conditions are. I do like that 
they are glossy and that they appear differently depending on the 
circumstances. I’ve made a white-on-white work, for example, 
where two layers of cream white enamel sit on top of the dark 
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which I then start to fully execute one-by-one. However, there’s 
not really a proper plan. I just come to the studio and I know that 
I will work on these few drawings that are unfinished. In fact, I 
can get so immersed in a drawing that I don’t notice how the 
hours pass. At some point, I might just notice that my wrist starts 
to hurt and I realize that I’ve been drawing for four or five hours. 
Then I get up and do something else, such as gluing Q-tips to 
each other. Sometimes I will start with some manual work first, 
preparing, packing, or sanding something, for example. 
you’vE travElEd a lot to malaySia in thE laSt fEw yEarS. 
havE thESE ExpEriEncES had an Explicit impact on your 
work?
Definitely. Because most of my work is based on things that I’ve 
seen, being in a different environment always has a major impact. 
When I first came to Malaysia for a residency at the Goethe-
Institut in 2010, the visual input was quite overwhelming. I was 
really excited by the more obvious things then, all these incred-
ible temples, dragons, and fruit I had never seen before. During 
that year, I had an exhibition first in Malaysia [whitebox@MAP, 
Kuala Lumpur, 2010] and then in one of my German galleries 
[Malaysian Species, Galerie Arte Giani, Frankfurt/Main, 2011]. It 
was clearly a major influence on the work and it showed. How-
ever, as I kept returning, I discovered the less obvious bits. 
would you Say that you nEEd travEl to changE thE pErSpEc-
tivE of your work? 
It certainly helps. I really like to travel, but it can also be to some 
random little town somewhere, it doesn’t have to be anything 
spectacular or exotic. I pick up stuff everywhere. 
do you havE any projEctS in thE nEar futurE that you 
would likE to tacklE?
There’s always something. Life as an artist is a challenge. But 
I’m just always busy and there are a couple of shows coming up. 
I don’t worry so much about the work, because I know that that’s 

to thE EnamElS in that thEir appEarancE changES duE 
to thE viEwEr’S pErSpEctivE and thE Surrounding light 
conditionS. 
They do. What also changes is our perception of the material. 
When you take an object as commonplace as a Q-tip, you don’t 
necessarily expect it in an art context. I did a little bit of research 
but couldn’t find much. There are probably some bigger instal-
lations that might involve Q-tips among other things, but not as 
a sole focus. 
dESpitE itS ShapE, thE q-tip iS alSo intErESting aS a 
hyBrid of organic and artificial matErialS; it involvES 
Both cotton and plaStic. 
Yes, and it looks organic, because it’s made for an organic pur-
pose, to be used on the human body. It’s like clothing, which 
is organic because it’s meant to fit our bodies. I’ve used a cou-
ple of other materials before, which had a similar quality. One 
involved fake eyelashes, for example. I glued them on fake finger-
nails, which could be worn. I see these works as connected with 
each other, because both are originally meant as beauty-related 
products.
all of your workS havE a Biomorphic ElEmEnt. do you EvEr 
work with gEomEtry? 
All my work is based on something natural, not necessarily 
organic, but on something that is naturally growing nevertheless. 
So in about 98% of the cases, my works are biomorphic.
arE you uSually prEtty clEar on what you will BE working 
on whEn you comE to thE Studio? how StructurEd iS your 
timE thErE? 
I usually have something in the making. In most cases, I work 
on a few drawings at the same time. I’m currently working a lot 
with watercolor and so I will add a new layer, for example, or put 
down a first layer that will then need to be put aside to dry. I will 
end up with three, four, five, six, seven drawings on my table, 
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something I can rely on. I can trust my ability to work. I may 
have a little crisis every now and then but usually it doesn’t last 
longer than a couple hours, surprisingly. 
what would Such a criSiS Entail? 
It’s the moment when I’m afraid that I’m repeating myself and 
that there’s nothing new. But usually everything will just come 
around. I know from experience that even if it feels really bad, I 
will just recover after a couple of hours. There will be a sudden 
turn or twist in my drawings that I haven’t encountered before, 
and there is always the moment where a new path opens up. This 
happens reliably and so I really trust my ability to work through 
crises. There are always new developments in the drawings and 
I also find other things I’m interested in all the time. In general, 
my art really happens through work. Of course it also entails a 
lot of thinking, but in my case not in the sense of deliberately 
developing a theoretical concept that I then follow to a T. It’s 
more like the works are thinking themselves. They certainly have 
their own logic. And they have always proven to be going further 
and further. 
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you work on papEr, crEating ElaBoratE drawingS in var-
iouS ScalES. why did you focuS on thiS matErial and what 
iS your Background?
My roots are in photography and I arrived at notation, because in 
the end, I would only write down notes on reasons why I would 
have made a particular photograph. I began to make an analysis 
of the situation, which I would have captured with the camera. 
That led to the possibility of writing down choreographic devel-
opments and to unfold its various potentials. In the beginning, 
this process was rather analytical and the most plausible and 
independent materials for that were pen and paper (DIN A4).
in othEr wordS, you StartEd to makE thESE notationS on 
thE Standard lEttEr SiZE format uSEd in gErmany. wErE 
your notES thEn of a tEchnical naturE, rEfErring to light 
ExpoSurE, for ExamplE, or wErE thEy pErSonal and pEr-
hapS diariStic?
No. When I was focused on a situation, I would mark positions: 
where do what kind of people stand, what kind of car is driving 
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increasingly focus on identifying what’s happening inside of me, 
which is invisible and not necessarily connected to something 
concrete on the outside. I think of this as a parallel reality to the 
situation I observe.
iS thiS oBSErvation of your innEr SElf, which you 
dEScriBE aS a parallEl rEality, SomEthing that haS BEcomE 
cryStalliZEd through your work ovEr timE?
I can only speak for myself, but I didn’t have any language for 
what is inside of me, not at all. It’s not something I learned. 
Over time it occurred to me however that that is just as real as 
what is happening on the outside and around me. That started 
to peak my interest and I began to explore it in depth. It did 
match up with my original curiosity about sociology, philoso-
phy, and psychology and in general, it all belongs to the study 
of perception. The question always remains why does one expe-
rience something the way one does. In addition, I’m interested 
in the cross-section where this individual perception intersects 
with the collective consciousness and cultural circumstances. 
The individual can already be viewed as one gigantic cross-
section with many other elements. I realized that we are made 
of many different things, which function autonomously while 
also moving through us. This movement is not just vertical or 
horizontal, but it even spans different generations and runs par-
allel with others.
doES your work allow room for improviSation and intu-
ition or arE your notationS alwayS linkEd to a conSciouS 
dEciSion making procESS? arE thErE momEntS in your pro-
cESS whEn you do not know whErE thE nExt StEp will lEad? 
I am consciously focused when I work, because I write by hand 
directly on paper. My work also embraces some craft-based tech-
niques at times, such as the gilding of certain sections or cutouts. 
These are parts of the work, which I don’t find that interesting 
to do and so I might use assistants for these tasks. However, 

by and how fast, what is the temperature, what is the overall color 
spectrum, and what are people wearing. My notes on people 
started in America, stating “blonde”, “blue”, “jeans”, or “sneak-
ers”, for example. They reflected a minimal sociological analysis.
would you writE down thE notES that rEfErrEd to a pErSon 
vErtically aS if to rEflEct thEir phySical ShapE?
Yes, these notes were arranged vertically so that one could 
quickly relate them to the fact that there was a person.
that SoundS aS if thE actual wordS not only carriEd 
information, But wErE alSo uSEd aS a dEScriptivE, viSual 
dEvicE.
Exactly. In addition, arrows or measurements for distance fur-
ther accompanied these words.
would you Say that photography impactEd your pErcEp-
tion of timE and SpacE in that you pErhapS wErE uSEd to 
Bundling EclEctic information on a flat planE? 
No. Photography really only impacted my observation. After 
that, a lot of other influences became mixed in, especially music, 
which I had studied seriously before.
waS your training in claSSical muSic?
Yes, I had studied cello and some piano. Scoring had an impact 
on how you can make notations in regard to time. Another influ-
ence was film. In fact, while in art school my work was focused 
on both photography and film. In general, my work is rooted in 
the overarching question of what that is that surrounds me. I am 
attempting to observe that from a distance.
doES your oBSErvation ExtEnd to diffErEnt intErEStS, 
Such aS philoSophy, politicS, thE EnvironmEnt, and 
SurroundingS?
Yes, it embraces various layers and everything that matters at this 
particular moment. In that it also marks an exploration of con-
sciousness, which is two-fold. It is comprised of all that is unfold-
ing around me, as well as my judgment of it. As I get older, I 
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which might entail a search for where else the same colors exist. 
Slowly I can piece it together and define what it is that I saw. I 
don’t care where I get my information from and will use any-
thing available to me, be it the scientific studies on the Internet, 
my old school books, friends, or something that I encounter on 
the street.
doES thiS intEnSivE rESEarch prEdatE thE work?
No, it is parallel. The work is always also research.
do you work on SEvEral piEcES at thE SamE timE? 
I always work in series, mixing small and large formats at the 
same time. Because each subject has many aspects and there’s 
never one true view of it. It’s kind of like “One Hundred Views 
of Mount Fuji” by Katsushika Hokusai [1760–1849]. It also 
enables me to explore the material in this particular context. It 
allows me to find out what kind of statement liquid ink could 
make in this particular situation. For that I have to consider 
and test all the different parameters, such as how liquid the ink 
should be, and hence how much water I will need to add. I will 
then explore this by adding water in different percentages. I also 
have to find out how fast the ink needs to be thrown against the 
paper, and what my distance to it should be.
do you writE down thESE tEchnical notES aS wEll?
Yes. When these investigations get more complex, then I will note 
them on the bottom of the paper and they will become a part of 
the work. Each new element will be combined with this research, 
which can embrace several works. However, sometimes, these 
technical experiments might lead to some works having to be 
discarded as some might stick to the ground, tear, or because 
the paper wrinkled in a way so that I can’t work on it further. I 
might also deem some boring or I might have no ideas how to 
further develop something. The pieces that remain in the end are 
the works.
your procESS iS vEry involvEd. iS it difficult for you to 

the application of color, which reflects a certain ductus, or the 
arrangement of certain proportions, which belong to a process 
that changes me as I’m engaged in it, are something that only 
I can do. On the one hand, I’m roughly defining rules or a the-
matic contemplation, on the other hand, I also have to allow 
room for evocations, which will tell me what’s needed next. 
At the same time, the work as a whole embodies the search 
for a form of notation that can elevate the process to a pos-
sible means of communication. Each work is the result of this 
exploration.
picking up on thiS concEpt of communication, i am 
wondEring whEthEr you would dEScriBE your work aS an 
attEmpt to connEct with thE viEwEr? your notationS arE 
Both rootEd in factual oBSErvationS, But thEy arE alSo 
vEry pErSonal.
It’s really just a visualization of the entire exploration. However, 
the personal experience, which is a crucial part of the work, can 
only be made visible through the material, which marks a detour 
and alters the statement in the end. I use various materials and 
am conscious of their different abilities, of what they embody 
and what aspects can be realized through them. I always think of 
visuals as language. For example, you can work with very trans-
parent mediums and soft corners to describe things that don’t 
have a concrete definition.
how do you uSE color? iS it factual and rootEd in your 
oBSErvation or do you uSE it aBStractly, pErhapS pSycho-
logically and Emotionally?
In regard to color, I use everything I know, my intuition, and at 
times chance, but always equally. It depends on the subject. It 
happens that I wake up in the morning and I will envision some-
thing very abstract but also concrete at the same time. There is 
a reason for that, but I don’t know it. So I start to examine this 
experience, wanting to know the answer. I start my research, 
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format that can fit in my suitcase. Sometimes I will expand on 
these pieces when I’m back home, but not always. However, if 
I’m traveling with my child, or if I’m teaching, I will not get any-
thing done.
how much do you loSE yourSElf in your work whilE in pro-
grESS? your notationS rEquirE analytical dEciSion-mak-
ing, But doES it happEn that you loSE a concEpt of timE, 
for ExamplE? 
That certainly happens in waves. In addition, my process spans 
various stages, perhaps seven to eight over a long period of time. 
The more complex, the more interesting it is to me, because it 
most resembles a search for truth or what I expect to be true 
(though “truth” might not be exactly the right word). It’s as 
if one establishes a structure within which one can suddenly 
understand things so that one realizes various new aspects about 
it. It’s a process of becoming more conscious. As long as you 
engage in this exchange between contemplation and making, you 
are completely and solely concentrated on this subject.
which do you conSidEr SomE of your moSt SuccESSful 
workS? arE thoSE thE onES that provEd moSt difficult to 
rESolvE or whErE thE idEaS arE thE moSt layErEd? which 
workS arE thE moSt important to you and why?
There is always one starting point when you explore various pos-
sibilities and that is always very personal. You can’t see from the 
outside what these starting points are. The works which reflect 
a very specific, personal situation are the ones that are most 
important to me. They are much more than a diary. I will keep 
those for myself, also because they mark a point of departure. 
It’s interesting to me to find out how I can develop these further 
and those subsequent works will be the ones to go out in the 
world. There are other works that succeed in formulating some-
thing specific, or which will make me happy or give me courage; 
these I will often keep as well and I will live with some of them 

lEt go of workS that arE not SuccESSful? dESpitE oBviouS 
tEchnical proBlEmS, what arE rEaSonS for you to aBandon 
a work?
If I have no ideas for a work for several days, I will simply discard 
it or turn it into postcards. Others I will put to the side. I have 
some works that have remained there for six years, for example. 
do you rEviEw thESE outcaStS pEriodically?
Yes, I will occasionally look at them, at times coincidentally, 
because I’m looking for something else. It does happen then that 
I will develop some of them further. But it is not a bad thing that 
they are put to the side. 
you work in diffErEnt formatS and SomE of your notationS 
arE fairly largE. thE lattEr rEquirE a diffErEnt phySical 
involvEmEnt than your SmallEr workS. iS it important to 
you to go Back and forth BEtwEEn thE two? 
For some things you need the larger format in order to make 
everything you wish visible. Also, some works require specific 
physical interaction. When you throw something against the 
paper from a distance, for example, you will need a larger plane. 
Other things only become visible through repetition, when you 
show many of them at once, such as a leaf or a tree. I only use 
a smaller format if it fits what I am testing and can be focused 
accordingly. However, in a larger format, I can explore things in 
relation to each other and under various circumstances. You can 
describe the space where all this unfolds and that is something 
you cannot accomplish in a small work.
you travEl ExtEnSivEly. how do you managE to not loSE your 
thrEad of thought for workS-in-progrESS. do you Bring 
notES on SpEcific workS with you or do you work whilE 
travEling, for ExamplE?
While traveling, I will either focus on further researching themes 
that I had been focused on or I will make works that have some-
thing to do with the new environment. The latter would have a 
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iS it important to you that a work of a SpEcific SEriES iS 
BEing ExhiBitEd in contExt with thE othEr rElatEd piEcES?
If one is interested in the entire spectrum that was investigated, 
it is important, yes. On the other hand, it is theoretically possible 
to infinitely expand each theme and so, one work can serve as an 
example on behalf of the others. 
can it happEn that you will go Back to an old SuBjEct or 
rEviSit a Situation? or iS Each Exploration markEd By a 
BEginning and End?
I always think that it’s finite, but it does happen that I will revisit 
something. One theme that recurs regularly is flying. 
pErhapS flying iS of intErESt to you aS it providES a 
uniquE pErSpEctivE: you havE diStancE from any SuBjEct 
that iS BEing oBSErvEd and you can rEviEw an incrEdiBlE 
amount of information at oncE.
There are various aspects pertaining to flying that interest me. 
The search for distance in order to gain a good overview of 
something is certainly involved. But it is in combination with a 
search for freedom and lightness. I guess I make a work about 
flying each time I’m feeling really bad.
your compoSitionS don’t havE a clEar cEntEr. EvErything 
SEEmS to BE in conStant flux and in rElationShip with 
EvErything ElSE. howEvEr, SomE of your workS incorpo-
ratE gildEd, flat ShapES that draw immEdiatE attEntion. 
what do thESE Signify?
It started with me kneeling on the paper while working and in 
some cases the gilded shapes reflect the imprint of my knees. 
That particular work was called “Inkommunikabilität” [“Incom-
municability”] (2014). It pondered what it is that remains when 
one takes everything away and that is the contact with space. 
These shapes also indicate a relationship of different propor-
tions. In other works, it will describe the imprint of my hand and 
convey a sense of pulse.

at home. There are also works that express something that is per-
sonally stressful and I will keep those, but I will not live with 
them. To someone who does not know the content, they won’t 
feel that way, but nevertheless a certain energy with which they 
were made does carry over.
can you look at your workS aS viSual compoSitionS only 
or doES thEir contEnt and all your dEtailEd thoughtS 
makE thiS impoSSiBlE?
I do see it but one could focus a lot more on composition than I 
do. I don’t necessarily think of my works as beautiful, for exam-
ple. Though some people think of them as compositionally suc-
cessful it is not what I find interesting about them. I am more 
focused on what’s on the paper, what that does, and how that 
was developed. I’m curious about how the different elements 
interact with each other. The works also change dramatically for 
me over the years, they seem like new work to me all the time. 
I might see that I noted things in old works that nobody was 
formulating then.
i would likE to diScuSS SpEcifically onE of thE workS that 
you currEntly havE in thE Studio. do you havE a titlE for 
thiS onE, for ExamplE?
It is called “New Kind of Joy” (2016). It’s about the arrangement 
of seven different areas, each rendered in a specific color. All of 
these slightly overlap, while revealing various nuances within. At 
times, they evoke a sense of space and then, they appear com-
pletely flat. These are not static forms but describe movement; 
they are free and spontaneous. They reflect aspects of autumn, 
such as pumpkins. They describe which one I liked best and 
which ones had colors that I thought reflected my mood on that 
particular day. “New Kind of Joy” is part of a series that consists 
of twelve works total (six from 2016 and six from 2017), which 
are similar but not the same. There are different formats involved 
and the palette changes.
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I don’t write letters, not with a typewriter nor by hand. I only 
talk on the phone for a very short amount of time and if I write 
down a note for myself, it is usually just a word or two. If I have 
to correct a text, I will only write into it, photograph that and 
send it back. To me, that’s still the fastest and most direct way as 
I feel that it takes just way too long to use a computer for that.
it rEflEctS a pErSonal mark. it iS alSo proof of a SpE-
cific momEnt in timE livEd.  
Exactly. It’s real and it tells of a real slice of time that is not 
repeatable. There is always the insinuation of the awareness that 
nothing that one is doing can be completely revised or elimi-
nated. I think that’s an outlook that’s very important, in regard 
to everything.
iS thErE a projEct that iS currEntly proving to BE a SpE-
cial challEngE?
There are a lot of things going on this year, including an exhi-
bition at David Nolan in New York [Jorinde Voigt; Song of the 
Earth, February 23 – March 25, 2017] and one at the Kunsthalle 
Nürnberg [Jorinde Voigt; A New Kind of Joy, February 23 – May 
7, 2017], which includes my project “Song of the Earth”, a cycle 
of drawings, which is inspired by Gustav Mahler’s Das Lied von 
der Erde (1908-1909). In Oldenburg, I will show a thirty-two 
works spanning project on Ludwig van Beethoven’s sonatas in 
a group show [Sound goes Image – Partitur zwischen Musik und 
Bildender Kunst, Horst-Janssen-Museum, February 4 – April 
30, 2017]. In addition, I will have works in the Sharjah Bien-
nial 13 [Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, March 12 – June 12, 
2017],  and the Lyon Biennale [Lyon, France, September 10, 
2017 – January 3, 2018], as well as another solo exhibition at 
Lisson Gallery in London [May 19 – June 24, 2017]. I have four 
assistants, who help to keep me organized with the exhibition 
planning and the coordination of logistics, finances and archives. 
In general, I always challenge myself the most with my current 

you mEntionEd your muSical training EarliEr and muSic 
rEmainS an important rEfErEncE in your work. wErE nota-
tionS By compoSErS, Such aS arnold SchönBErg, an Early 
intErESt of yourS aS wEll? 
I only looked at these later on and though they are always inter-
esting to me, they did not influence my work in a specific way.
wErE thErE othEr important influEncES in thE BEginning?
I was incredibly fascinated with Hanne Darboven. I didn’t know 
why, but it was very strong, though it’s not something I’m think-
ing about at the moment. I especially liked what her work says 
about the act of writing and how it makes the time it takes visible. 
When I was in art school, the conceptual artists of the mid-1960s 
were heroes of sorts. You would make a sketch on paper and pres-
ent yourself as having a neutral position. I realized that this denial 
of self was completely wrong. It’s about the opposite; through 
performance, the act of doing, which can’t be abstract, a process 
becomes interesting. I feel that Darboven accomplished exactly 
that. When you walk through one of her exhibitions, her strings of 
numbers, be it in Munich or Bonn [Hanne Darboven: Zeitgeschich-
ten, September 11, 2015 – January 17, 2016], for example, it’s 
as if you would travel through an early Internet-humming. She 
obviously felt something about her time, which foreshadowed 
what was to come and which is what we experience now. She had 
this consciousness, because she had seen the accounting ledgers 
at her parents’ Darboven coffee firm as a child.
By comBining notES on diffErEnt idEaS and thoughtS of 
a variEty of thEmES on onE planE, your work SEEmS to BE 
vEry much rootEd in our timE, whErE a wEalth of informa-
tion can BE accESSEd through onE SourcE: thE intErnEt. 
and yEt, thE fact that all of your notationS arE By hand, 
alSo providES thEm with a noStalgic quality. your work 
SEEmS to pay homagE to thE paSt whilE alSo fEEling futur-
iStic. do you Still writE a lot By hand in your daily lifE?
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theme. I also decided a while back that I will no longer work for 
exhibitions, but only for myself. What has been completed can 
be made available for an exhibition, but I don’t make art for one.
waS it difficult for you to work with Studio aSSiStantS 
in thE BEginning?
With the first money I made that was left over, I immediately 
hired someone to write emails for me and do accounting, for 
example. You have to have a certain disposition for some of these 
tasks and sometimes they don’t go together with my work. You 
can’t stand on top of the mountain and down in the river at the 
same time.
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you rEcEntly had a Solo ExhiBition at galEriE EigEn + art 
in lEipZig EntitlEd MaRshMallOw MOOd [SEptEmBEr 17 – 
octoBEr 22, 2016].
The exhibition dealt with aspects of our difficult time: the war in 
Syria, terror, refugee crisis, and the mounting pressure from the 
far right. I had already researched the latter for a while, which is 
just shocking to me. It was around last spring, when I became 
increasingly aware. I was in the studio all the time, listening to 
the radio and they constantly reported that refugee shelters were 
on fire. So I thought that I should better start to listen carefully 
to what’s being said about the problems involved and the emerg-
ing populism. My work became about war and luxury, which I 
would describe as too much money in too few hands. This con-
cept can also be applied to the refugee crisis, because we have 
money and could accept plenty of refugees in Europe. I began 
to wonder how I could show these ideas visually. I’m somewhat 
of a stage designer. I use color to describe special characters or 
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that everyone forms their opinion even when they don’t have 
one. I wanted to present them as large billboards to state that we 
explain the world to others and ourselves with the help of these 
six to eight images. That’s what people like. Trump and the AFD 
party [Alternative for Germany] focus on easy answers and solu-
tions. You also find a similar phenomenon in the art world: take 
a few ingredients, throw the product on the market, and pretend 
that it’s intelligent. 
mEanwhilE, you wErE alSo working on a complEtEly dif-
fErEnt projEct, involving thE gErman ExprESSioniSt franZ 
marc.
It was a distraction and at first I was annoyed to be pulled away 
from my other research. I also realized that it is difficult for me 
to work with such historic material. That particular work entitled 
“Vaterland” [“Fatherland”] (2016) was commissioned by the 
Haus am Waldsee, Berlin. It will be exhibited in an exhibition 
that commemorates the centennial of Franz Marc’s death during 
World War I in Braquis near Verdun, as well as one of his most 
important works “Der Turm der Blauen Pferde” [“Tower of the 
Blue Horses”] (1913), which vanished in 1945 and remains lost 
[Vermisst – Der Turm der blauen Pferde von Franz Marc; Zeitgenös-
sische Künstler auf der Suche nach einem verschollenen Meisterwerk, 
March 3 – May 6, 2017]. So I came from researching war and 
ISIS to thinking about Marc and his masterpiece. However, it 
quickly became fascinating to see the parallels to our time. 
The years before the Weimar Republic (1918–1933) were also 
marked by both the rise of populism and the hopes of some for 
a more reasonable age. It is painful to see that we are back in a 
similar place. It will transpire differently, but people simply for-
get. A postcard from that period, which I thought reflects the 
manipulation of ideology very well, inspired my contribution. 
On the front of that card, you have the idealized image of war, 
the brave soldier and the patiently waiting woman. However, in 

the overall situation for example. It makes a difference whether I 
describe the room of a truck driver or that of a banker.
in othEr wordS, your rESEarch iS vEry thorough and 
EmBracivE of diffErEnt anglES. you don’t try to oBjEc-
tivEly dEScriBE a ScEnario, But to imaginE how your SuB-
jEct fEElS.
I’m interested in how a person, my protagonist, who embodies 
something that I criticize in society, feels. I’m contemplating 
questions, such as who plays with whom; who talks with whom; 
how do they live, and how do they act? In that it becomes some-
thing of a stage, a film set, or even a story. That’s something that 
is frequently misunderstood. My work never reflects myself and 
it is never really about me. Instead, I aim to clarify and describe 
a social situation. I want to bring friend and enemy, as well as 
interior and exterior power structures into a more intimate con-
text. Donald Trump for example doesn’t behave differently from 
a dogmatic father at home. I explore how I can translate these 
aspects of power, paralysis, aggression, and counter-aggression 
into a visual language. After I had researched themes of war, 
Syria, ISIS, all the injustice involved, I was wondering what I 
should do with my outsider’s perspective. I didn’t want to come 
across as cynical or ridiculous. So for the exhibition at Galerie 
EIGEN + ART, I decided to use these completely trite images: 
an ISIS-Toyota, a Heil-Hitler, combat boots, nude women, 
champagne, and cars, among others. These are images about 
which everyone has an opinion, no matter if coming from a far 
right, far left, center, liberal, conservative, green, or whatever 
position.
you EmployEd imagES that can function aS viSual trig-
gErS. it SEEmS rathEr appropriatE for our timE whEn moSt 
mESSagES arE communicatEd through attEntion-graBBing 
SymBolS, hEadlinES, and haShtagS.
Yes, it is due to these symbols and with the help of social media 
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further. I am also curious about how we imagine the future 
now, which should be again different. There is this new aspect 
of self-control, which can be exercised with our cell phones, for 
example, but which is also accompanied by the sale and manipu-
lation of personal data. I think people have always believed that 
previous generations were not quite as advanced and that future 
generations would be even more intelligent than the current one. 
However, that assumption is blatantly false. I’m interested in that 
and I am currently working on smaller drawings, which are part 
of the larger brainstorm.
you crEatE largE, ElaBoratE, and thrEE-dimEnSional 
paintingS. howEvEr, do you uSually BEgin with Small 
drawingS whEn rESEarching a nEw topic? 
Yes, because eventually, I always want to expand the work into 
the surrounding space. I like the possibility of shifts. When you 
work with depth, you always work with both the moment when 
everything works perfectly together and the moment when every-
thing is drifting apart. If you observe my works from the side, 
it’s a different view entirely; you will see a lot of wires. From the 
back it’s like a movie set and from the front, it’s like a historic 
building. I work with one perfect point of perspective where 
everything seems to align, just to have that fall apart a moment 
later. To me, it’s a metaphor for our view of the world, which is 
an illusion. Hard to fathom that we fight and kill each other over 
illusions. We build up our own reality and believe that signifies 
truth. However, in the grand scheme of things, our individual life 
doesn’t matter much, it’s just temporary.
By crEating workS that protrudE from thE wall and rEach 
into SpacE, you crEatE a phySical dialoguE BEtwEEn 
viEwEr and artwork. 
I like to attack somewhat but in a way that everything could fall 
together at any moment. It would be mentally impossible for me 
to think of creating a bronze sculpture. That would be much too 

the back you find a glimpse of reality, a note sent from the front 
perhaps, telling of hardship and death all around. I conceived 
this work not unlike this kind of postcard, adding some darkness. 
I also wanted to reflect the concept of the light at the end of 
the tunnel, which is a visual frequently described by people who 
have been on the brink of death.
iS it difficult to focuS on a cErtain SuBjEct for monthS 
and thEn, aftEr thE ExhiBition iS mountEd, you find your-
SElf Back in thE Studio, having to Start from Scratch on 
anothEr chaptEr?
I write everything down and I have a file, labeled “beautiful sen-
tences”, in which I keep a lot of these notes. I collect anything 
interesting that I hear or read. While researching, I will take 
notes on suggested books and order them later on. During that 
process, I also often realize that there is something else brewing 
parallel to that. Sometimes, bodies of work lead seamlessly to the 
next. After Syria and Franz Marc, I began to explore artificial 
intelligence and manipulation. From there, I focused on visions 
of the future and ultimately landed at science fiction. I’m cur-
rently working with science fiction images from the 1950s and 
1960s, which imagine the future, namely the world around 2000. 
These images depict robots and aliens attacking human beings, 
for example, who are still envisioned as intelligent. The year 2000 
is almost seventeen years ago and we are still so stupid. I don’t 
think that the human race can handle freedom and liberal ideas. 
Somehow we are repeatedly looking for a corset. 
thE quEStion iS to what ExtEnt thESE formEr viSionS of thE 
futurE had an impact. iS thE dEvElopmEnt of tEchnology 
inSpirEd By thE imagination of writErS and artiStS?
It’s interesting that most believed that technology and human 
intelligence would be much more advanced at this stage. Today, 
we have a digital world with advantages and disadvantages, but 
we don’t have space clothing, haven’t walked on Mars or traveled 
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do you rEfEr to oldEr workS in ordEr to rEviSit prEviouS 
BodiES of rESEarch or do you prEfEr to Stay in thE prES-
Ent momEnt?
I don’t often review previous works. Occasionally I will look at 
some if I happen to experience an extreme moment of doubt, 
thinking that everything I’ve done is bad. 
how oftEn do you ExpEriEncE SomEthing likE that?
I doubt all the time. The serious doubts come maybe twice a year, 
when I will question what I’ve made thus far. There are work, 
which I like more than others, but I don’t review them with a 
chronological or diaristic interest. I do try to figure out what I 
could have done better and you see where you were free and 
where you weren’t. Sometimes I find things more successful than 
I remembered and occasionally, I am shocked how extremely 
inhibited I was, fearful, and that I didn’t push far enough. But 
overall the work is not about trying to figure myself out. Instead, 
I want to tell a story and all I need for that is good material. 
in rEgard to phySical matErialS, you favor cardBoard 
and wood, among othErS, which wE EncountEr in vari-
ouS EvEryday activitiES. whEn did you Start working with 
thEm?
It really started when I had a kid. Before my son, my apartment 
looked kind of like Dr. Kimble in “The Fugitive”. I really didn’t 
have any furniture. I had a bed made of cardboard. Everything I 
owned I was able to carry down the stairs by myself and fit into 
my Opel station wagon at the time. I didn’t want to be depen-
dent on anyone. I ended up living there for years, but it looked as 
if I was about to move out at any time. This was no longer pos-
sible when I had my child, but I translated some of these feelings 
into my work. I always wanted to be able to move my work by 
myself. In that sense, I’m a one-woman-show, who wants to do 
and try out everything herself. I don’t want to run a small busi-
ness or instruct twenty employees. So materials like cardboard 

difficult, not unlike casting your lover in artificial wax after good 
sex or Snow White in a glass coffin. Even though I like many 
such works by other artists, to me, the casting with a solid mate-
rial like bronze would signify the freezing of a perfect moment. I 
wouldn’t know why I should do that and what it should commu-
nicate to others. I would suffocate or feel that I lie. I look at my 
work more like I’m briefly visiting a family, where one argues on 
Sunday afternoon or where it’s boring and silent. Then, I leave 
and two minutes later something transpires. Or perhaps, we have 
a conversation and someone nearby is watching and from differ-
ent perspectives. 
would you Say that you work with thE concEpt of conSiSt-
Ent tranSformation, EmBracing flExiBility rathEr than a 
finitE, concrEtE form? 
I work with the concept of brevity in regard to the brevity of life, 
the brevity of perception and the brevity of questioning of percep-
tion. In addition, I also always use my work to comment on art, 
the questions why I make it, for whom, and for whom I don’t. 
I’m also stubborn. Even though some might not believe it, I do 
know what beauty looks like and how I could make aesthetically 
pleasing works that would be easy to market. But I don’t want to 
do that, because that wouldn’t reflect the feelings I have when 
I make art or how I see the world. My work is a little bit like 
walking over not very thick ice, where everything can suddenly 
vanish and change. There’s more risk involved than if I were to 
walk on cement. I reject to make something that is easily digest-
ible. I feel that art has to be more than a complete, easily labeled 
commodity.
would you Say that you crEatE a SpacE whErE idEaS can 
BE Both provokEd and projEctEd? doES your work aim to 
invitE introSpEctivE rEflEction?
Yes. I think if you create something that everyone likes, you did 
something wrong. 
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simply the peaks in life, which is made of 99% routine. That’s 
exactly what I want to show, everyday life, which for me is 
brown-beige.
thiS SErvES aS a countEr point to thE viSion of lifE that 
iS promotEd in thE mEdia. thErE, EvErything SEEmS to pEak 
and BE ExtrEmE all thE timE. it’S a dancE BEtwEEn BliSS and 
dEprESSion, SErving aS onE Big diStraction from EvEry-
day lifE.
Yes. You have to have sex every day, even if you have been mar-
ried for twenty years. You have to have an amazing body and 
optimize every aspect of yourself and your life. You are expected 
to be so many different things and do more than you have time 
for in life. When you are in the studio, you think you should also 
go to the movies, to the theatre, visit other exhibition, do sports, 
you should look better, and read more. However, embodiment of 
luxury is to follow your thoughts and to step out of that world. I 
don’t join any social media outlets and I don’t have Internet in 
my studio. When I’m here I don’t care at all about what’s going 
on outside and I’m content to be by myself. Of course, all of us 
are subjected to the incredible speed of our age and you can’t 
completely switch that off. But this overcharged sexuality in the 
media is especially annoying to me.
why do you think thiS ovEr-SExualiZation iS So prominEnt 
in our culturE? 
The sad thing is that the secret of sexuality is not rooted in 
nudity. Once I was in Egypt on the beach and I thought that 
the lightly covered women looked much sexier. Especially if 
you look at the pop music industry it seems that every female 
singer has to run around half naked. There is no secret left to 
reveal and meanwhile, you don’t concentrate on what they are 
singing either. I mean if that’s your way to work yourself free 
it’s one thing, but why do all of them have to be semi-naked? 
Or look at Kylie Minogue, for example. She is in her late forties, 

and wood were easy to handle. In addition, I had already realized 
during my graphic design studies that if materials became too 
precious, I would inadvertently damage them. People thought 
that I had problems with authority, because I always managed 
to slightly damage the expensive board on which we mounted 
projects for presentations. Every time I tried to be extra careful, 
I would end up spoiling it. So I thought I should take advantage 
by creating something that is already somewhat damaged and 
allows for mistakes. Nevertheless, I came to cardboard almost 
coincidentally, but it ended up being a material that I can easily 
use and manipulate. I can’t write, but I do, I can’t paint, but I do, 
I’m not a photographer, but I do take pictures, and I build things 
although not like someone who learned it as a craft; I employ all 
these things and that’s my freedom. I have also used paper and 
now, I also like plastic, which unfortunately is rather poisonous 
when you melt it. Because I aim to push my works into the sur-
rounding space, I need to use materials that can be used to build 
up layers, but which don’t become too heavy at the same time. I 
like to add until I almost reach an overload and the work almost 
crashes.
it’S Striking that thE colorS of cardBoard and wood 
rESEmBlE Each othEr. if viEwEd from afar, it iS not nEc-
ESSarily diStinguiShaBlE, which iS which. 
This kind of brown-beige is just an awful color and it also pro-
vides a sense of sadness. I call that a base depression, on which I 
like to work. 
you could alSo Say that it offErS a nEutral light. how 
aBout thE palEttE of thE workS in MaRshMallOw MOOd?
That was the first time I used some pseudo-happy colors, but 
coming from a cynical perspective. I’m still in that mindset now. 
Before, I worked in a base depression mode. Marlene Streeru-
witz said that true heroism in life is to bare the everyday. That 
demands true strength. Tragedies, wild sex, death, those are 
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paint or draw as much as we had to write? Would most people 
paint then, but write badly? Words are a part of us and they sur-
round us. They have another power and serve another spectrum. 
In therapy, you often have to say things out loud to let it out. If 
you join the anonymous alcoholics, you have to announce to the 
group, as well as to yourself: “I’m an alcoholic.” Words involve 
another part of the brain than pictures. They belong to two dif-
ferent worlds and they can occasionally contradict or comple-
ment each other. To me, what’s most interesting is to try to join 
both these parts. That’s why I go back and forth between the two 
in my process. I will write something, get stuck and make some-
thing else. They are like two different weapons; you can shoot 
further with a gun, but differently with bow and arrow. In addi-
tion, texts and pictures also imply a different sensuality.
what will BE your nExt projEct?
Soon I will start exploring the mendacity of facades for a project 
in Middelburg near Rotterdam in Holland. I will buy an old car, 
a silver Škoda Octavia, which to me represents a middle class 
that is afraid of slipping further down the scale. It’s simply a sad 
car. Its windows will be fogged up, suggesting people sweating 
with fear. In addition, I will have two billboard signs, which will 
engage in a fight between good and evil with one of them push-
ing the other one down. 
in rEgard to art hiStory, do you SEE your work aS con-
tinuing a cErtain path? do you havE a cErtain affinity 
for a SpEcific art movEmEnt?
No, I don’t. There are certainly works by other artists, which 
I like very much and which sometimes I wish that I had made 
myself. I studied in 1990 at the HdK (Hochschule der  Künste), 
now called the UdK (Universität der Künste) in Berlin. Even 
though my father was a jazz musician, I still came from a rather 
conservative, normal background. My wish to study art was 
like wanting to travel to the moon to them and it wasn’t up 

has survived breast cancer, and still has to sing like an innocent 
teenager. Or Madonna. Why doesn’t she sing about the experi-
ences of a woman in her mid-fifties, such as the pain of becoming 
older and losing your beauty, or about themes that reflect her 
life experience? Luckily, I don’t have to undress when I have an 
exhibition.
howEvEr, thE art world haS itS own SharE of SExiSm. womEn 
arE cErtainly undErrEprESEntEd in thE landScapE of art-
making and thEy do rEcEivE comparativEly lESS Support. 
rEcEntly, thErE haS BEEn a puSh to diScovEr fEmalE art-
iStS, who havE EnjoyEd propEr rEcognition. it’S fantaS-
tic that artiStS likE carmEn hErrEra can finally BE paid 
thEir duE rESpEct at thE agE of 100 By BEing fEaturEd in a 
rEtroSpEctivE at thE whitnEy muSEum, for ExamplE. yEt, it 
Still nEEdS an ExtrEmE Story to havE EvEryonE focuS on it.
All artists who don’t belong to the Top 100, hope for that big 
push forward eventually, perhaps at age 80 or 90. I think the 
biggest lie of all is that good art will automatically prevail. It’s 
more like there are eleven national soccer players and so that it 
doesn’t seem too unfair, three others are invited as well, but it’s 
always the original ones who get to play. Sometimes they invite 
some girls, but they mainly get to watch from the sidelines. I also 
believe that it has become a little bit of a sport to re-discover 
some older artists, who have a large body of work, which offers 
a lot to sell. It also gives hope to all the less successful artists out 
there, who dream of becoming famous one day, if they just con-
tinue to work hard enough.
would you Say that your workS arE rootEd in tExt or writ-
tEn information? 
Words are important to me, but it’s not like I try to illustrate 
a picture. I do believe that texts address another level of reality 
than pictures. In addition, we become socialized with words and 
the alphabet in school. Where would we be if all of us had to 
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for debate. That’s why I first started and stopped several other 
things, such as graphic design, before finally deciding to study 
art. When I first encountered works by Die Jungen Wilden [The 
Young Wild Ones] such as K-H. Hödicke, Elvira Bach, or Walter 
Dahn, it was a revelation. Still, I was light years away from art at 
that point. I started painting in order to enter the Art Academy 
and thankfully, my boyfriend at the time broke up with me, so I 
could pour all my pain into it. However, suddenly there was this 
painting crash in 1989 at the academies, when painting was com-
pletely out and the focus became conceptual art and very ratio-
nal positions. So I was sitting between two chairs. Conceptual 
art seemed too dry and archive-heavy to me, and painting was 
too old-fashioned. I stopped painting and when a friend pointed 
out that there is a third dimension, I started to expand my work 
toward the surrounding space. As my longtime gallerist Harry 
Lybke likes to point out: “Birgit, it’s incredible that you made it 
so far as you basically did everything wrong.” I don’t care about 
trends or strategies; I just do what I do and what strikes me. I 
have to surprise myself and nobody else. If you see a snowy land-
scape, you want to walk where the snow is untouched rather than 
where other footprints are. 
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on january 19, you will opEn an ExhiBition at gagoSian 
gallEry in nEw york [KathaRINa gROsse, january 19 – 
march 11, 2017]. iS thErE an ovErarching thEmE or doES 
it Bring togEthEr workS from diffErEnt yEarS? 
No, it’s going to be large canvases only, and they are all from 
2016. 
conSidEring that many of your workS ExtEnd BEyond thE 
canvaS and can involvE ElaBoratE, SitE-SpEcific inStal-
lationS, thiS ExhiBition SEEmS to EmBracE a SomEwhat 
traditional concEpt in compariSon.
I don’t think there is a difference in tradition, whether you are 
working with a space or on a portable surface. Working on the 
wall is actually one of the first forms of painting if you think of 
cave painting or the frescoes of the Renaissance, for example. 
There are also all these forms in which a painting can appear 
in our urban context and one of them is the portable surface, 
the canvas. I have always worked simultaneously on canvases 
and larger projects. I think they embody very different ways 

january 8, 2017
moaBit, BErlin

katharina groSSE
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which you uSEd aBovE whEn dEScriBing thE ScalE of your 
work. it iS a dEScription that to mE EvokES hanS namuth’S 
famouS photographS of jackSon pollock in 1950, in 
which hE iS pouring paint onto a canvaS that iS laid out 
on hiS Studio floor. thE ScalE of thE canvaS rElatES to thE 
Body in that it EmBracES it, But it alSo animatES it; it 
dEmandS an intEnSivE phySical intEraction. iS thiS SomE-
thing you think aBout or conSciouSly Employ?
I believe that this is something that painting is in general. In fact, 
it is one of its core ingredients. It is not mediated except for the 
tool you have; it is not going through a black box, let’s say, which 
transforms your data into a binary code or multiple information 
systems on a screen. It’s something that a single person can do 
on her own. 
iS thE act of painting SomEthing that aBSorBS you in thE 
momEnt, or iS thErE a lot of Editorial dEciSion-making 
throughout? do you StEp Back whilE working on a compo-
Sition, for ExamplE, aSSESSing it layEr-By-layEr, color-
By-color, and movEmEnt-By-movEmEnt? 
There is a lot of decision-making in the process and that is 
exactly what I find interesting. Acting and thinking are so cor-
related while you are working. It goes hand-in-hand in a sense. 
I am not happy however, with the word composition, because 
it suggests that you have a scheme that you follow in order to 
achieve a certain visual result, which I don’t. 
in othEr wordS, you do not purSuE a prEdEfinEd imagE. 
inStEad, you work from momEnt to momEnt, which allowS 
for opEn-EndEd poSSiBilitiES.
I find it totally fascinating that the things and situations that we 
experience in life – and that’s what I basically also experience in 
painting, just that it reflects another way of processing this infor-
mation – change all the time. Therefore, all the different particles 
that make up our various situations, give us reason to rethink 

of thinking, regarding how a painting can be made, influence, 
and be a part of the pictorial surrounding network. I have never 
shown paintings from a single year before and I’ve never had a 
solo show in New York, with portable works or otherwise. I did 
not want to focus on space-related work, because I had done 
“Untitled” for Rockaway! in New York in 2016 [Fort Tilden, 
Rockaways, for MoMA PS1, New York, July 3 – November 30, 
2016], which was a very big project. It had an enormous reach 
in the end and a lot of people saw it. With this show, I wanted to 
move in a totally different direction, where I work with a com-
pressed, small format instead.
it indEEd markS a diffErEnt dirEction from laSt yEar’S 
ROcKaway! projEct in quEEnS, for which you tranS-
formEd an aBandonEd aquaticS Building or “juSt two 
of uS” (2013), which waS alSo inStallEd in nEw york at 
thE mEtrotEch commonS in downtown Brooklyn. i would 
aSSumE that thE concEpt for a painting ExhiBition will 
BE SomEwhat unExpEctEd, ESpEcially aS thiS particular 
gallEry iS known for itS vaSt and adaptaBlE ExhiBition 
SpacE, aBlE to hoSt major SculpturES By richard SErra or 
anSElm kiEfEr, for ExamplE.   
That’s one of the reasons why I wanted to work with them. 
do thESE canvaSES SharE a cErtain format?
Most of them are three meters high by two meters wide.
for moSt paintErS, that would dEScriBE an almoSt monu-
mEntal ScalE. 
I would say that these paintings are body-related. I mean large 
would be four by eight meters. I have a couple of larger canvases, 
but I might not show them. We’ll find out when we’re there. 
whEn you focuS on thiS kind of imprESSivE ScalE, do you 
prEfEr to work on thE wall or on thE floor?
Both. 
i would likE to harkEn Back to thE tErm “Body-rElatEd”, 
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or to objecthood. It’s not linked to any kind of specific hierarchy. 
Nobody can tell me that yellow is more important than green, 
for example. I think color is a lot of things. We can’t really talk 
about color and what it is. It’s more what it is not and that’s why 
I think it gives me so many possibilities. 
would you Still Say that you work with a SpEcific pal-
EttE? whilE looking at your oEuvrE, it doES SEEm that you 
prEfEr a cErtain amount of Saturation, luminoSity, and 
SEnSE of dEpth in color.
Yeah, possibly. I’d say that the most descriptive element probably 
is the saturation and artificiality of the colors that are all coming 
basically from the palette of the producer that I buy my colors 
from. 
in othEr wordS, you nEvEr mix pigmEntS, for ExamplE.
No, I don’t. I use a fraction of the range that Golden offers. I 
have maybe three yellows, three reds, three greens, three blues, 
a couple of in-betweens, mostly to shift between cold and warm, 
opaque, translucent, and white, as well as some interference col-
ors, but that’s all. 
coming Back to thE paintingS in your upcoming nEw york 
ExhiBition, do thEy corrESpond with and Build upon Each 
othEr or do you think of thEm aS indEpEndEnt EntitiES? 
I work on maybe thirty paintings at the same time, and then there 
is an interference of thought between them. I take things from 
one painting to another, and I develop a lot of different move-
ments, thoughts, and experiences throughout. Then, very often, 
I will take up another strand. I might focus on something that I 
had done previously in the year, and be very complex in terms of 
the many layers I use in order to find out how I can overcharge. 
I want to explore how much is then to be left visible for some-
body who has no clue about what I had been doing, but who 
can still kind of make sense of what that was. Sometimes, this 
develops into utter simplicity that subsequently can go back into 

our paradigms, our ethical or moral decisions, our ways of lik-
ing something, needing something, or loving something. There 
is no reason to stick to the concept of “this is who I am” all the 
way through, neither for a day, a minute, or your entire life. But 
what I am very precise about is my starting point. I am very clear 
about which kind of tools I will use, which thoughts I would like 
to start with, and the area that I will need in order to get my 
process going. 
in addition to toolS and a dESignatEd arEa, doES your 
Starting point alSo rEquirE a SpEcific concEpt for thE 
work’S palEttE? do you alrEady havE a cErtain SEt of col-
orS in mind By thE timE you approach your SurfacE? 
Sometimes, yes. When I work on a specific site, I have to go 
through a couple of processes beforehand, which are made up of 
the interaction between and the co-existence of acting and think-
ing. I will have models of the building, for example, and I will 
have talks with the curator. In the case of Rockaway!, I had a very 
close relationship with Klaus Biesenbach [Director of MoMA 
PS1 in Queens, New York and Chief Curator-at-Large at The 
Museum of Modern Art, New York], who came to my studio to 
see my work and how I think. I then decided that I would only 
use three different kinds of red, which would kind of amalgam-
ate into one, as well as white to repaint things and to make the 
work very luminous. It expanded from there and got to where we 
started on the site.
do you conSidEr color aS having a pSychological and Emo-
tional impact or do you primarily Employ it to addrESS 
Spatial concErnS?
I don’t use the elements that I work with, whether it’s color or 
anything else, as something to trigger off a specific result. I’m not 
using red because I think that it has a specific meaning. I don’t 
think that color has any kind of specificity to it and that’s why I 
use it. I think color is amazing; it’s not linked to space, to locality, 
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and then make a certain movement, it might be intuitive, and 
then there’s success. It is as if you were accomplishing something 
with a specific formal training and quest, as if you were trying to 
put a puzzle together. This is not really how it feels. It’s not like 
you know what life is and now you do all these things you would 
need to do to make it seem real. It’s not how it works. Of course, 
what I do when I paint has to do with the history of painting as 
well, and what others have done thus far. It’s like a stream that’s 
flowing by and I put my hands into that stream. I’m never only in 
that history and tradition, nor am I cut off from it and just living. 
I might just do something haphazardly, and happen to be in the 
studio, and I paint what comes into my mind. 
talking aBout art hiStory, what movEmEntS or traditionS 
arE Still or wErE moSt important to you in your forma-
tivE yEarS? do you SEE yourSElf SpEcifically linkEd to a 
cErtain Era, idEaS, and aESthEticS? 
No, I don’t. My paintings can land anywhere at any time and so 
can your thoughts. Therefore, they transform your understanding 
of every moment from the most intimate to the political. Look-
ing at paintings tells us to understand that things look different 
every time, even if we console ourselves with being familiar with 
a revisited situation. It is a simple but powerful move to really 
feel that everything is different every time. Therefore, we do not 
need the big solution for once and for all, but we go along most 
naturally with constant change. On the other hand, I certainly 
have preferences and I have a certain area within which I tend 
to work. I do like to look at things that reflect the same thinking 
that I need for my own work. There is no narration in my work, 
no language, no quotes and there is no representational render-
ing. However, what I recently saw and loved when visiting Italy 
was the “Wedding Chamber” of the Gonzaga Family in Man-
tua, painted by Andrea Mantegna (circa 1474). I thought it was 
absolutely inspiring even though there was no spray gun used 

some very complex work. It’s a constant back and forth between 
extremes. In the paintings I did last year and the year before, for 
example, I was using stencils. However, the stencil making has 
become very different, very simple. The stencils become filters of 
sorts that block out the flow, or the spray of the gun. Therefore, I 
generate shapes, or I actually just generate leftover areas that are 
not being painted at that very moment. 
thErE’S an Echoing of ShapES throughout thiS Body of 
work.
There is. Very much so, it’s like a resonance. 
arE thESE ShapES rootEd in or dErivEd from SomEthing 
SpEcific?
They stem from the simplest gesture you use when writ-
ing. I draw these scribbles very fast and life size on a piece of 
cardboard.
do thESE ShapES dEScriBE a natural, intuitivE momEnt?
I wanted to do something very simple, almost instinctively natu-
ral or casual, very much like scribbling with a felt pen on the 
edge of your shoes. In that sense, scribbling is the gesture of the 
“natural” that I let interfere with controlled principles. The scrib-
ble as a casual, even endless forming, links to our knowledge of 
fluidity. Our embrace of uncertainty catalyzes us to generate dif-
ferent paradigms according to a constant and ongoing evalua-
tion within ourselves and around us. It influences how we look at 
gender, race, society, or politics.
what makES a painting unSuccESSful? arE thErE workS 
whErE you fEEl whatEvEr you arE aftEr iS Simply not com-
ing togEthEr? or do you alwayS work on a painting until 
you find a momEnt whErE it doES hold up? do you diScard 
workS if thEy arE unSuccESSful? 
I work until I think there is something coming up, be it clarity or 
unknown territory. The question is also, I guess, what is success 
for you, but it can very easily become formalistic. You use color 
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container of hierarchies, power, moral belief and religious sys-
tems, I think that it is the worst to talk about the formalities of 
painting.
whEn you work with a SElEction of paintingS that can BE 
conSidErEd a cohESivE group, how do you concEivE thE 
inStallation, ESpEcially whEn planning from afar aS waS 
thE caSE with your nEw york ExhiBition? it’S proBaBly 
difficult, if not impoSSiBlE, to linE up all thE paintingS 
in thE Studio, So you’rE truly SEEing thEm togEthEr in thE 
ExhiBition SpacE for thE firSt timE. how do you go aBout 
arranging thEm? iS that SomEthing that happEnS Spon-
tanEouSly on SitE, or do you prEparE By giving a lot of 
thought to how SinglE workS rElatE to Each othEr? 
That’s a great question. I thought that was very difficult, because 
I don’t really work in groups, where you could say: “Aha! This is 
now finished, and now comes this one.” I had two models of the 
gallery space in different scales and it was a little bit of a process 
to decide not to do an installation in the first place. Then, we 
considered how many different thought processes may appear in 
the show. Now, there will be about eighteen to twenty paintings 
total.
it iS proBaBly difficult to judgE thE moSt rEcEnt workS, 
BEcauSE you havE thE lEaSt diStancE to thEm.
Yes, you have the least distance to that work, but you also think 
that you’re the furthest. I also have to say that I’ve been work-
ing for the first time for an entire year in the studio without 
interruption aside from the Rockaway! project. Except for one 
wall painting, I didn’t do anything else. I didn’t know that these 
paintings would end up going to Gagosian, but I knew that I was 
going to have that year. I had wanted to have a year in the studio 
again to focus less on outside works and to better understand the 
differences between the on-site and studio formats. It was not 
until August, when I thought for the first time that I was really 

[laughs]. But the specific use of the space and its relationship 
to the painting, as well as the relationship between the paintings 
to each other, and to the carpentry, are very interesting. While 
there is a curtain painted on each wall, on two walls, the curtain 
is drawn. In those cases, you see the painted family and people; 
you see the landscape and you look outside the window and it’s 
amazing to see how the curtain has to be drawn and how tapes-
try is suddenly being set aside in favor of painting. I got totally 
immersed in that world. It does something to your thinking, a 
rewiring of the brain of sorts. In general, I’m fascinated by any 
kind of painting that is related to architecture.
iS painting aBout tranSforming SpacE?
Yes, and it’s about transforming your own perception of space 
and transforming your thinking. 
rathEr than BEing aBout SElf-rEflEction or thE illuStra-
tion of concrEtE idEaS. 
My core interest is in the question of how a painted image can 
appear in our life. How is it embedded into other existing image 
systems? A painted image consists of a cluster of layers that 
triggers our body intelligence in a way that homogeneous sur-
faces cannot anymore. Every particle of the painting is visible at 
once. There is no beginning and no end; there is no past and no 
future. It is entirely about the presence of everything. Painting 
has been the image generator for the last 300,000 years. That’s 
a long time and so all the images that are coming up now have 
a strong relationship to painting and the painted image. I would 
even say that it is the best-developed user surface that we have. 
Painting has always been linked to power and to the people 
who have power; it has transported their thoughts, hierarchies, 
and belief systems. So painting has always been at the pinnacle 
of the power systems in society. Even though by now, it has 
become a minor source for image-making, the entire history of 
image-making is carried on its back. Because it is that kind of 
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amount of security, and a skill to maybe organize everyday 
operations. But what if that’s not true? What if that kind of logic 
is actually restrictive? Therefore, I think that painting is a very, 
very interesting component of our ability to think or perceive. I 
also believe that we are living in a time when we need to under-
stand the public space as a cluster of contradictory elements that 
become more and more non-negotiable. We have to live with this 
paradox. I think that narration and logic are tools to make us 
believe that there is no paradox. 
would you Say that your painting SpringS from an urBan 
EnvironmEnt? that it nEEdS to comE out of urBan living 
in ordEr to EmBracE thoSE complExitiES? 
Yes, I think that painting is a cultural technique that comes from 
some sort of social density. I do it, because I want to be close to 
somebody else. I want to reach out and want to be seen. I see it 
as my contribution to society. My core contemplations are: How 
can a painted image appear in our life? How is it embedded into 
other existing image systems? A painted image consists of a clus-
ter of layers, which triggers our body intelligence in a way that 
homogeneous surfaces are no longer able to do. Every particle of 
the painting is visible at once. It is entirely about the presence of 
everything. 
conSidEring thiS concEpt of painting aS a mEanS to 
“rEach out”, do you uSually approach a nEw projEct with 
cErtain hopES for how viEwErS rESpond or arE you opEn to 
EvErything? 
I have no specific goals in mind, but I do hope that people get 
a sense of exuberance and freedom and the direct empower-
ment to uninhibited thinking and sensitivity. My paintings are 
the direct physical residue of my thinking and visual statements 
of my individual authority. I intend them to articulate for others 
the very experience of alternatives, of the abundant possibilities 
of life, of agency, of being able to choose. I want these paintings 

changing something, and that a change was occurring, which I 
hadn’t had in mind at the beginning of the year. That’s when I 
thought that it would be too bad, if I couldn’t show these works.
aS thE work dEvElopEd it BEcamE morE SurpriSing. 
Yes, I had somehow exhausted myself over the summer with all 
these complex, layered, and overcharged paintings. From August 
on, we started to select single works that showed me simpler 
ways. So I worked another two months and there was new work, 
and again, at the third meeting there was new work. In the end, it 
shifted a little towards the newer work. 
do wE nEEd painting aS a mEanS to Slow down timE in a 
world of quickly changing digital ScrEEnS and hEad-
linES? it SEEmS that ovErall, oBSErvational SkillS arE 
diminiShing duE to a lack of patiEncE. pErhapS, paint-
ing aS a mEdium that rEquirES a lot of calm contEmpla-
tion, can hElp uS to rEtain SomE of that. do you think 
aBout thESE thingS? 
I understand a painting as something that travels through us and 
reconnects our coordination of all the elements including our-
selves. Painting allows me the most direct transmission of think-
ing into action. I develop images of direct, nonlinear, and non-
logical energy that generate clusters of compressed emotions. I 
see my paintings as unmediated prototypes or models of these 
emotions, devoid of manipulation or interface. 
linEar timE doESn’t ExiSt in painting, contraSting our 
EvEry-day approach to factual and narrativE thinking. 
in painting, it iS difficult and oftEn impoSSiBlE to 
dEtErminE what camE firSt, aftEr, and laSt. moSt impor-
tantly, it doESn’t rEally mattEr.
As a painter, if that’s how your mind is starting to think, a lot of 
things will suddenly look like that to you. In other words, you 
will think that narration is just the pastiche, that it’s making us 
believe that we understand the world, that it gives us a certain 
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to be in New York, because the audience has an amazing knowl-
edge of post-war painting. That city is one of the most interesting 
centers for visual art in the world, if not still the most important 
one – in the way things come together, how they are shown, sold, 
and opened up to collectors. How people come together there, 
exchange thoughts and expect your participation is unique. I 
enjoy seeing my work right there.
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Elvira Bach (b. 1951) was born in Neuenhain, Germany. She 
studied glass arts at the Staatliche Glasfachschule in Hadamar 
(1967–1970) and painting at the Hochschule der Künste in 
 Berlin (1972–1979). Institutional solo and group exhibitions 
include the Groninger Museum (2016); Potsdam Museum- 
Forum für Kunst und Geschichte (2016); Kunstakademie Bad 
Reichenhall (2013); Oberhessisches Museum (2011); Haus am 
Lützowplatz (2011); Museum Théo Kerg, Germany (2008); 
the Kunsthalle Wien (2008); Kronacher Kunstverein,  Germany 
(2006); Kunstverein Salzgitter (2004, 2002); Bayrisches 
Landesmuseum (2001); and Musée des Tapisseries, Pavillon de 
Vendôme (1993), among others. She was invited to participate 
in documenta 7 in Kassel in 1982. Bach is represented by sev-
eral galleries in Germany and internationally, including Anna 
 Laudel Contemporary, Istanbul. Bach currently lives and works 
in Berlin.

BEttina Blohm (b. 1961) was born in Hamburg, Germany. 
She studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts, Munich 
(1980–1984). Recent solo exhibitions include Werner Klein Gal-
lery, Cologne (2017), Marc Straus Gallery, New York (2014), 
and Amelie A. Wallace Gallery, State University, Old West-
bury, New York (2012), among others. Institutional exhibitions 
include the Kingsborough Art Museum, New York (2017); The 
Painting Center, New York (2016); Kunsthalle Bremen (2013); 
International Print Center, New York (2010, 2007); Pinakothek 
der Moderne, Munich (2009); and Museum Pfalzgalerie, 
Kaiserslautern (2007), among others. Her work is represented in 
numerous permanent collections, including Berlinische Galerie; 

Busch Reisinger Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts; Städel Museum, Frankfurt; Kunsthalle Bremen; 
and Pfalzgalerie Kaiserslautern. Blohm is represented by Galerie 
Werner Klein, Cologne. Blohm currently lives and works in New 
York and Berlin. 

Birgit BrEnnEr (b. 1964) was born in Ulm, Germany. She 
studied at the University of the Arts in Berlin, where she was 
a postgraduate student with Rebecca Horn (1996). Institutional 
solo exhibitions of her work were held by the Kunsthalle Tübin-
gen (2013); Dortmunder Kunstverein (2011); Haus am Lützow-
platz, Berlin (2009); Kunstverein Paderborn (2007); Stadthaus 
Ulm (2003); and Haus der Kunststiftung Baden-Württemberg, 
Stuttgart (2000), among others. Her works are represented in 
the Federal Collection of Contemporary Art in Bonn; Samm-
lung Falckenberg, Hamburg; Sammlung Goetz, Munich; 
Museum Junge Kunst, Frankfurt; Sammlung im Willy-Brandt-
Haus, Berlin; the About Change Collection, Berlin; the Arario 
Collection, Korea; The Zabludowicz Collection, England; and 
the Sammlung Südhausbau, Germany, among others. Brenner 
has been a professor at the Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden 
Künste in Stuttgart since 2007. She is represented by Galerie 
EIGEN + ART in Leipzig/Berlin. Brenner currently lives and 
works in Berlin.

StEphaniE Buhmann (b. 1977) was born in Hamburg, Germany. 
She received a B.F.A. and Masters in the History of Art, Archi-
tecture and Design from Pratt Institute, New York, with Honors 
(2002). She is a member of the Association Internationale des 
Critiques d’Art, the Deutscher Fachjournalisten-Verband, and 
the College Art Association. She is a contributing editor at Art-
critical. Her essays and art reviews have been published by a large 
variety of international galleries, newspapers, and art magazines. 
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(1997). She was a recipient of the Kunstpreis der Stadt Wolfs-
burg and the Vattenfall Contemporary Art Prize (both 2011) and 
she was nominated for the Preis der Freunde der Nationalgalerie 
(2005). She is represented by Esther Schipper, Berlin; Simon 
Lee Gallery, London; and Eva Presenhuber, Zurich. Bulloch 
currently lives and works in Berlin.

SvEnja dEiningEr (b. 1974) was born in Vienna, Austria. She 
studied at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf, Germany (2000–
2003) and at the Kunstakademie Münster (1996–2000). Insti-
tutional solo exhibitions of her work were held by the Norton 
Museum of Art, Florida, United States (2017); Secession, 
Vienna, Austria (2017); Kunsthalle Krems/Factory, Austria, 
(2012); Bank Austria Kunstforum, Vienna (2011); Wiener Art 
Foundation, Vienna (2011); Österreichisches Kulturforum, War-
saw (2008); and Forum Austriaco di Cultura, Rome (2007). 
Institutional group exhibitions include 21er Haus, Belvedere, 
Vienna (2015, 2012); Flag Art Foundation, New York (2015); 
University of Michigan Museum of Art (2014); Kunstmuseum 
Solothurn, Switzerland (2013); and the Wiels Center for Con-
temporary Art, Brussels (2013), among others. Deininger is rep-
resented by Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York; Galerie Martin 
Janda, Vienna; and Federica Schiavo Gallery, Rome and Milan. 
Deininger currently lives and works in Berlin and Vienna.

friEdErikE fEldmann (b. 1962) was born in Bielefeld, Ger-
many. Institutional solo and group exhibitions include the 
Kunstverein Oldenburg (2016); Kunstverein Gütersloh (2016); 
Verein für Kunst und Kultur am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, Berlin 
(2015); Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg (2015, 2013, 2009); BBB Cen-
tre d’art, Toulouse (2015); Künstlerhaus Palais Thurn & Taxis, 
Bregenz (2014); Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart, 
Berlin (2013); Kunstwerke Berlin (2013); Brandenburgischer 

The latter include Kunst Bulletin, Sculpture Magazine, The 
Brooklyn Rail, ARTPulse, Art on Paper, Art Papers, and Art 
Collector and Art Lies, among others. She has a regular art col-
umn in Chelsea Now. Several of her texts have been translated 
into German and Italian. In addition, she has translated numer-
ous museum catalogue essays, including for the Guggenheim 
Museum in Venice and Museum Pfalzgalerie Kaiserslautern 
(2013). She has received a Kress Foundation Fellowship (2002) 
and an Archive and Library Stipend from the Arp Foundation 
(2015). She was a Sheila Hugh Mackay Foundation Critic-in-
Residence at the Beaverbrook Art Gallery in New Brunswick, 
Canada in 2016. Her first book, New York Studio Conversations; 
Seventeen Women Talk About Art, was published by The Green Box 
(2016). Buhmann currently lives and works in New York City.

angEla Bulloch (b. 1966) was born in Rainy River, Ontario, 
Canada. She received her B.F.A. with honors from Goldsmiths 
College, University of London (1988). Institutional solo exhibi-
tions of her work were held by the Sharjah Art Museum, United 
Arab Emirates (2016); Witte de With Center for Contemporary 
Art, Rotterdam (2012); Berlinische Galerie (2011); Städtische 
Galerie im Lenbachhaus & Kunstbau, Munich (2008); The 
Power Plant, Toronto (2006); De Pont Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Tilburg, Netherlands (2006); Secession, Vienna (2005); 
Le Consortium, Dijon (2005); Aspen Art Museum, Colorado 
(2003); and Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland (2001), among oth-
ers. In addition, she has participated in numerous institutional 
group exhibitions, including Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2015); 
Centre Pompidou, Paris (2015); Whitechapel Gallery, London 
(2013); Kunsthalle Wien (2011); Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum, New York (2008); and Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt 
(2007). Bulloch was included in the Freeze exhibition, organized 
by Damien Hirst (1988) and was nominated for the Turner Prize 
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Moscow (2015); Museum Kunstpalast, Düsseldorf (2014); 
Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas, Texas (2013); De Pont 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Netherlands (2013); MOCA 
Cleveland, Ohio (2012); Mass MoCA, Massachusetts (2010); 
ARKEN – Museum for Moderne Kunst, Copenhagen (2009); 
Serralves, Museu de Arte Contemporânea, Porto (2007); Palais 
de Tokyo, Paris (2005); Contemporary Arts Museum, Houston, 
Texas (2004); Kunstmuseum St. Gallen (2002); and UCLA 
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2001). Her work is featured in 
the permanent collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New 
York; Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo, NY; Staatliche Museen 
zu Berlin; QAGOMA, Australia; Pérez Art Museum Miami, 
Florida; Istanbul Modern, Turkey; and Centre Georges Pom-
pidou, Paris. Grosse has received commissions for public and 
private buildings in the US and Europe. Her recent  site-specific 
installations were shown at the 56th Biennale di Venezia (2015) 
and MoMA PS1’s “Rockaway!” program (2016), among others. 
Grosse is represented by Gagosian Gallery, New York; König 
Gallery, Berlin; and Galerie nächst St. Stephan, Vienna. Grosse 
currently lives and works in Berlin.

monika grZymala (b. 1970) was born in Zabrze, Poland. She 
studied stone sculpting and restoration in Kaiserslautern (1990–
1994) and received a degree in fine art from the University of 
Fine Arts of Hamburg (2001). Grzymala has shown internation-
ally in institutional solo and group exhibitions, including at the 
EACC Espai d’Art Contemporani de Castelló, Spain (2016–
2017); the Reykjavik Art Museum (2016, 2014); The Museum 
of Fine Arts, Ghent (2015–2016); Museum for Contemporary 
Art Siegen, Germany (2015); The Morgan Library and Museum, 
New York (2013); FRAC Lorraine, France (2013, 2011); 
Märkisches Museum, Witten (2012); 18th Biennale of Sydney 
(2012); The Museum of Modern Art, New York (2010–2011);  

Kunstverein Potsdam (2013); Prague Biennale 5 (2011); 
Bundeskunsthalle Bonn (2011); Kunsthaus Dresden (2011); 
Münchner Stadtmuseum (2009); Neue Gesellschaft für Bil-
dende Kunst, Berlin (2009); Shanghai MoMA (2007); Kunst-
verein Friedrichshafen (2007); Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin and 
Frauenmuseum Bonn (2007); Elgiz Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Istanbul (2006); Kunsthalle Bielefeld (2005); and Kunst-
halle Ludwigshafen, Germany (2005), among others. Feldmann 
has been a professor at the Weißensee Kunsthochschule Berlin 
since 2012 and has previously taught at Kunsthochschule Kassel 
(2008–2012). Feldmann currently lives and works in Berlin.

laura j. gErlach (b. 1980) was born in Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. She is a photographer, book designer, and author of 
photography books and essays. She has received degrees in Art 
History from the Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frank-
furt am Main and in Interior Design from the Rhein-Main 
University of Applied Sciences Wiesbaden. In addition, she has 
 studied at the International Center of Photography, New York, 
and assisted Martin Schoeller in his New York studio. Gerlach 
has exhibited extensively in Germany. The themes and motifs of 
her projects are rooted in the examination of space, light, and 
atmosphere, paying particular attention to how both affect the 
individual within. Gerlach’s most recent published photography 
books include Staedelschool. Studios. (Unseld Verlag, 2013, with 
a preface by Daniel Birnbaum) and Chez M. Le Corbusier (FVA, 
2014). Gerlach currently lives and works in Frankfurt am Main 
and Paris. 

katharina groSSE (b. 1961) was born in Freiburg/Breisgau, 
Germany. Institutional solo exhibitions of her work were held 
by the Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden (2016); Museum 
Wiesbaden (2015); Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, 
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(2001); Kunstfilmbiennale, Museum Ludwig, Cologne, and at 
Goethe-Institutes around the world. Hollywood currently lives 
and works in Berlin.

franka hörnSchEmEyEr (b. 1958) was born in Osnabrück, 
Germany. Institutional solo exhibitions of her work were held 
by Room in Room, Jüdische Mädchenschule, Berlin (2016); 
ADN Pförtnerhaus, Fahrbereitschaft, Berlin (2013); Albertinum, 
Dresden (2011); Wilhelm-Hack-Museum, Ludwigshafen (2011); 
Jewish Museum, Athens (2008); Henry Moore Institute, Leeds 
(2007); Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin 
(2002); and Kunsthalle Hamburg (2000), among others. She has 
also participated in numerous institutional group exhibitions, 
including at Kunstsaele, Berlin (2016); Kunstverein Hannover 
(2015); Museum Marta, Herford (2011); Hamburger Kunst-
halle (2009); Temporäre Kunsthalle Berlin (2010); National 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Seoul (2002); National Museum 
of Modern Art, Kyoto (2001); Kunsthalle Düsseldorf (2000); 
Kunsthalle Baden-Baden (1999); and Neues Museum Weser-
burg, Bremen (1998). Hörnschemeyer’s notable public commis-
sions include “Trichter” in the center of Dresden (2011); Kunst-
wegen Station, Neugnadenfeld (2011); and Paul-Löbe-Haus, 
Deutscher Bundestag, Berlin (2001). She received a DAAD 
fellowship in New York City (1987–1988) and  was a Fellow at 
the Henry Moore Institute in Leeds (2006). She is currently a 
professor of Sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts Düsseldorf, 
Germany. She is represented by Galerie Nordenhake, Stockholm 
and Berlin. Hörnschemeyer currently lives and works in Berlin. 

aStrid köppE (b. 1974) was born in Köthen/Anhalt, Germany. 
She studied at Braunschweig University of Art, Brunswick, Ger-
many, where she received her diploma (1998) and the honor 
of “Meisterschüler“ (1999). Institutional solo exhibitions of 

TAM Tokyo Art Museum (2010); The Bristol City Museum and 
Art Gallery (2009–2010); The Academy of Arts, Berlin (2009); 
The Chinati Foundation/Donald Judd Foundation, Marfa, Texas 
(2008); Islip Art Museum, East Islip, New York (2006); and The 
Drawing Center, New York (2005). Grzymala is a recipient of 
the Otto Retter Award (2014); Boesner Art Award (2013); Index 
Art Award (2010); The Hans Platschek Prize for Art and Writ-
ing (2010); a Young Academy Fellowship (2008); and an Artist 
Residency at The Chinati Foundation/Donald Judd Foundation, 
Marfa (2008). She received a DAAD fellowship in New York 
City (2003–2004). Her work is held in the permanent collections 
of The Brooklyn Museum, New York; Reykjavik Art Museum; 
Museum Villa Zanders Bergisch Gladbach; and Kunsthalle 
Hamburg, among others. She is represented by Galerie CRONE, 
Berlin and Vienna; BERG Contemporary, Reykjavík, and Edu-
ardo Secci Contemporary, Florence. Grzymala currently lives 
and works in Berlin. 

annEttE hollywood (b. 1969) was born in Mainz, Germany. 
She studied at Hochschule für Bildende Künste Braunschweig 
and was a visiting scholar at New York University. Hollywood 
has been granted several residencies and awards, including by 
Stiftung Kunstfonds, Bonn (2008); Deutsches Studienzentrum, 
Venice (2002); and the Prize of the Association of German Film 
Critics at the Internationale Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen (1999). 
Her works have been shown internationally in exhibitions and 
at screenings, including at Künstlerhaus Bregenz (2016); Kunst-
halle Osnabrück (2015); Kunstverein Wolfsburg (2014); Galerie 
für Zeitgenössische Kunst, Leipzig (2012); National Portrait Gal-
lery, Washington D.C. (2011); Oberbeck Gesellschaft, Lübeck 
(2007); International Biennale of Contemporary Art, National 
Gallery Prague (2005); the 55th Internationale Filmfestspiele 
Berlin (2005); New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York 
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Kunstverein (2011); Kunstverein Bremerhaven (2011); and 
Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin (2008), 
among others. Institutional group exhibitions of her work were 
held by the ARoS Art Museum, Aarhus, Denmark (2017); Musée 
d’Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg (2015); Bass 
Museum of Art, Miami Beach (2014); Kunsthalle Wien (2014); 
Museum of Contemporary Art Detroit (2013); Galerie des Gal-
eries Lafayette, Paris (2012); Palais de Tokyo, Paris (2012); and 
at The Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo (2011). In 2015–
2016, the Public Art Fund commissioned “Against the Run”, 
an installation in New York’s Central Park. She took part in La 
Biennale di Venezia, 57th International Art Exhibition, Venice 
(2017), and Kochi-Muziris Biennale (2016). She is represented 
by König Galerie, Berlin; 303 Gallery, New York; and Kamel 
Mennour, Paris. Kwade lives and works in Berlin. 

tara mahapatra (b. 1970) was born in Berlin, Germany. She 
studied at the University of the Arts in Berlin, where she was 
a postgraduate student with Katharina Sieverding (2001). Her 
work has been shown in institutional exhibitions held at the Osten 
Biennal of Drawing, Skopje, Macedonia (2016); Museum of Con-
temporary Art Taipei (2015/2016); 8th International Video Art 
Festival, Proyector, Madrid (2015); University of Arts – Art Gal-
lery, Kyoto (2014); Bellegarde Cultural Center, Toulouse (2014); 
Museum of Modernity, Valencia (2013); Transartfest Art Biennal 
2013, Berlin (2013); Art Gallery NGBK, Berlin (2012); and the 
Art Gallery Kunstnerforbundet, Oslo (2012), among others. She 
has received several grants, including exhibition funding from 
the Kunststiftung NRW for her solo exhibition in the Museum 
Kurhaus Kleve (2014); the Institute for Foreign Cultural Rela-
tions for her participation in the Biennale Regard Benin (2012), 
and through the Künstlerinnenprogramm of the Berlin Senate 
(2010, 2012). Mahapatra currently lives and works in Berlin.

her work were held by the Young Eun Museum for Contempo-
rary Art, Gwangju-si, South Korea (2011); White Box – MAP, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (2010); and Kunstverein Heppenheim, 
Germany (2010). Institutional group exhibitions include the 
Goethe-Institut Paris (2017); Hamburger Kunsthalle (2016); 
Overbeck-Gesellschaft, Lübeck (2013); Centre for Recent Draw-
ing, London (2012); Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin (2012); 
Kunstvereniging Diepenheim, Netherlands (2011); Nieuwe 
Vide, Haarlem (2011); Kunsthalle Recklinghausen (2009); and 
Akademie der Künste, Berlin (2008). Her work is featured in the 
permanent collections of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin; Ber-
linische Galerie; Museum Art.Plus; Kupferstichkabinett, Kunst-
halle Hamburg; and the Young Eun Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Gwangju-si, South Korea. She has attended residencies at 
the Young Eun Museum in South Korea and, upon invitation 
by the Goethe-Institut Malaysia, and the Lost Generation Art 
Space in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. She is represented by Arte 
Giani, Frankfurt; Galerie Carolyn Heinz, Hamburg; Gallery 
Joe, Philadelphia; Yukiko Koide Presents, Tokyo, Galerie Louis 
Gedre, Chamalières; and Galerie Michael Sturm, Stuttgart. 
Köppe currently lives and works in Berlin.

alicja kwadE (b. 1979) was born in Katowice, Poland. She 
studied at the University of the Arts in Berlin (1999–2005) and 
is a recipient of the Hector-Prize of the Kunsthalle Mannheim 
(2015); the Robert Jacobsen Prize (2011); a Bremerhaven Schol-
arship (2011); the Piepenbrock Award for Sculpture (2008); 
and a DAAD Postgraduate Fellowship in Warsaw (2006–2007). 
 Institutional solo exhibitions of her work were held by the Whi-
techapel Gallery, London (2016–2017); Schirn Kunsthalle, 
Frankfurt (2015); Haus am Waldsee, Berlin (2015); Kunsthalle 
Mannheim (2015); Kunstmuseum St. Gallen (2014); Kunsthalle 
Nürnberg (2014); Kunstmuseen Krefeld (2013); Oldenburger 
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cornElia rEnZ (b. 1966) was born in Kaufbeuren, Germany. 
She studied at the Academy of Visual Arts in Leipzig (1993–
1998) and in the Masterclass Sighard Gille at the Academy of 
Visual Arts in Leipzig (1998–2001). Her work has been shown 
in several institutional exhibitions, including at the Kunsthalle 
Memmingen (2017); Kunstverein Neu Deli, Germany (2016); 
Spor Klübü, Berlin (2016); Arp Museum Bahnhof Rolandseck, 
Germany (2015); Goethe-Institut Los Angeles and Goethe-
Institut San Francisco, California (both 2014); Opelvillen Rüs-
selsheim (2012); L40 Association for Art and Culture, Germany 
(2012); Museum Kunstverein Konstanz (2011); Louisiana 
Contemporary Art Center, New Orleans (2011); Georg Kolbe 
Museum (2011); Nolde Foundation, Berlin (2010); Brevard Art 
Museum, Florida (2010); Museum Villa Rot, Germany (2010); 
Art Museum Solingen (2010); Museum Montanelli, Prague 
(2009); Museum Kunsthalle Göppingen, Germany (2008); 
and the Museum of the Berlinische Galerie (2007). Her work is 
held in the collections of the Museum of the Berlinische Gale-
rie; the Montblanc Art Collection; the KNPZ Collection; the 
Weismann Collection, Los Angeles; the Randolfo Rocha Collec-
tion, Belo Horizonte, Brazil; and the Credit Beaux-Arts, Tokyo. 
She has received numerous grants and awards, including the Art 
Cube Artists Studio Grant (2017); Grant of the Künstlerhaus 
Schloss Balmoral (2014–2015); Grant of the Else-Saint-Fund 
from the Konrad Adenauer Foundation (2012); Villa Aurora 
Grant (2011); Fine Art Award of the Schering Foundation at 
the Berlinische Galerie (2005); Marion Ermer Award (2001); a 
Grant of the Federal Government of Saxony (1999); a Grant of 
the Germination Foundation (1998); and the Schüngel Award 
from Saxon Graphics (1996). Renz lives and works in Berlin and 
Jerusalem.

SuSan philipSZ (b. 1965) was born in Glasgow, Scotland. She 
studied sculpture at Duncan of Jordanstone College of art in 
Scotland (1989–1993) and earned an MFA degree from the 
University of Ulster in Ireland (1993–1994). Philipsz’s work has 
been shown internationally in institutional exhibitions, includ-
ing Kunsthaus Bregenz (2016); Tate Britain, London (2015); 
Museum of Modern Art, New York (2013); Hamburger Bahnhof 
– Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin (2014); Carnegie Museum of 
Art, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (2013); K21 Ständehaus, Kunst-
sammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen (2013); documenta 13,  Kassel 
(2012); Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago (2011); 
Aspen Art Museum, Colorado (2010–2011); Wexner Center for 
the Arts at Ohio State, Columbus, Ohio (2009–2010); Museum 
Ludwig, Cologne (2009); Institute of Contemporary Art, Lon-
don (2008); and Skulptur Projekte Münster (2007), among 
others. She has received major commissions including for the 
Glasgow International (2010); a permanent installation on Gov-
ernors Island, New York (2014); projects for Sculpture Interna-
tional Rotterdam (2017); Grace Farms Foundation (2015); and 
Artangel in London (2010). Philipsz’s work is featured in the 
permanent collections of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 
New York; Tate Gallery, London; Hirshhorn Museum and Sculp-
ture Garden, Washington, D.C.; The Museum of Contempo-
rary Art, Chicago; Nationalgalerie, Berlin; the Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid; Baltimore Museum of Art, 
Maryland; Museum Ludwig, Cologne; Carnegie Museum of 
Art, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Castello de Rivoli; and the Walker 
Art Center, Minneapolis. Philipsz held a fellowship at MoMA 
PS1, New York (2000) and was the recipient of the Turner Prize 
in 2010. She is represented by Tanya Bonakdar, New York, and 
Isabella Bortolozzi, Berlin. Philipsz lives and works in Berlin.
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Métropole, France (2014); Museum Franz Gertsch, Switzerland 
(2012); Kurt Tucholsky Literaturmuseum, Rheinsberg (2009); 
Kunsthalle, Tübingen (2008); Horst-Janssen-Museum Old-
enburg & Kulturspeicher im Stadtmuseum Oldenburg (2005); 
Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin (2004); Leonhardi Museum Dres-
den (2004); Museo de Navarra, Spain (2003); Kastrupgardsam-
lingen, Kastrup, Denmark (2003); Goethe-Institut Krakau 
(1998); Museum Schloss-Salder, Germany (1998); Hallwalls 
Contemporary Arts Center, Buffalo, New York (1989); and Col-
lective for Living Cinema Inc., New York (1989). From 1989 to 
1990, she spent a year working in New York on a PS1 scholar-
ship. She is a recipient of the Hannah-Höch-Prize of the State of 
Berlin (2016); Gabriele Münter Prize for Women Artists, Fed-
eral Ministry of Family, Senior Citizen, Women and Youth, Ber-
lin (2004); and the Fred-Thieler-Prize for Painting, Berlinische 
Galerie (2004). She has been a professor at the Kunstakademie 
Münster since 2005. Her novel “Weit fort” was published in 
2008 by Hoffmann und Campe. She is represented by Galerie 
Michael Schultz, Berlin. Schleime currently lives and works in 
Berlin and Brandenburg. 

Su-mEi tSE (b. 1973) was born in Luxembourg. Institutional 
solo exhibitions of her work were held by the Centre d’Art 
Contemporain, Château des Adhémar, Montélimar, France 
(2014); Fundació Joan Miró, Barcelona (2011); Isabella Stew-
art Gardner Museum, Boston (2009); Art Tower Mito, Japan 
(2009); Seattle Asian Art Museum, Washington (2008); P.S.1 
Contemporary Art Center, New York (2006); the Casino, Forum 
d’Art Contemporain, Luxembourg (2006); and the Renais-
sance Society, Chicago (2005). In addition, Tse participated in 
the 2016 Setouchi Triennial in Japan, and at the 26th São Paulo 
Biennial in Brazil (2004). At the Venice Biennale in 2003, she 
represented Luxembourg and was awarded the Golden Lion for 

alona rodEh (b. 1979) was born in Northern Israel. She 
received her MFA with honors from the Bezalel Academy of Art 
and Design, Jerusalem (2008–2009), and completed exchange 
studies at the Royal College of Art, London (2009), as well as the 
Vienna Academy of Arts (2002). Institutional solo exhibitions of 
her work have been hosted by the Grimmuseum, Berlin (2016); 
Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin (2014); Tel Aviv Museum of 
Art (2013); CCA Tel Aviv (2013); and Plug In ICA, Winnipeg 
(2012), among others. She has held performances at Zachęta 
National Gallery, Warsaw (2017); Transmediale, Berlin (2016); 
Sonic Somatic Festival, Florence (2016); the Swiss Pavilion at the 
Venice Biennial (2011); and the Israel Museum (2016), among 
others. Rodeh has held residencies including at the  Künstlerhaus 
Bethanien, Berlin (2013–2014) and the Austrian Ministry of 
Culture (2012). She received several grants and awards, includ-
ing the Israeli Lottery Fund for the Arts (2013, 2014); the Artist 
Grant (2012, 2014); the Outset Grant (2012, 2013); the Young 
Artist Prize of the Israeli Ministry of Culture and Sport (2011); 
and the Artist Teacher Prize of the Israeli Ministry of Culture 
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